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Summary

1. Summary
Most tests methods that are accepted by regulatory authorities to assess the safety and toxicity
of chemicals are based on animal experimentation. However, animal testing is costly, timeand resource intensive. Animal studies often show low reproducibility and their predictive
power for human safety has been questioned. In the past decades, there has been a substantial increase in the availability of new approach methods (NAMs) for evaluating chemical safety
in an international regulatory context. This work aims to contribute to the development and
application of NAMs to produce regulatorily valid data.
In the first publication, an easy-to-use tool for the analysis of concentration-response data was
presented. This user-friendly software enables users without profound knowledge of statistics
or programming to estimate benchmark concentrations and their confidence intervals. By the
transparent documentation of the underlying algorithms, it is suitable for the application in a
regulatory context.
The second publication arose within the work in the EU-ToxRisk consortium. When attempting
to comply with the OECD GD 211 for the project’s test method documentation, it was found
that some practical aspects were missing that were considered important by project partners.
Also, some items listed there to be documented were interpreted differently by partners, leading to inconsistencies. Therefore, we developed an extensive guidance for test method descriptions, aligned to regulatory guidelines. The accordingly documented test methods were
made available in a public knowledge data base. SOPs were deposited at the DB-ALM, the
database for alternative test methods at the European Centre for Validation of Alternative
Methods.
The third publication also emerged from the EU-ToxRisk project and documents a unified strategy for collaborative testing, detailing all procedures required to allow the NAM data to be
usable for integrated hazard assessment, strategic project decisions and/or for regulatory purposes. Data formats and processing pipelines have been established, and test methods have
been evaluated for their robustness, sensitivity and throughput. The strategy has been exemplified by using a panel of >20 test methods (with > 50 individual endpoints), each exposed to
a set of 19 well-characterized, data-rich compounds.
The paradigm shift away from animal-based toxicity testing towards mechanism-oriented, predictive approaches applying alternative in vitro, in silico and in chemico methods requires intensive dissemination and communication efforts. Therefore, this thesis aims to contribute to
the development of NAMs that can be used for toxicity testing in a regulatory context.
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2. Zusammenfassung
Die meisten Testmethoden, die von regulatorischen Behörden zur Bewertung der Sicherheit
und Toxizität von Chemikalien zugelassen sind, basieren auf Tierversuchen. Diese
Tierversuche sind jedoch teuer, langwierig und resourcen-intensiv. An Tieren durchgeführte
Studien zeigen oft geringe Reproduzierbarkeit und ihre Vorhersagekraft für menschliche
Sicherheit wird zunehmend in Frage gestellt. In den letzten Jahren gab es eine beträchtliche
Zunahme in der Verfügbarkeit von Methoden neuer Herangehensweisen (New Approach
Methods, NAMs), um die Chemikaliensicherheit in einem internationalen Umfeld zu evaluieren.
Diese Arbeit wurde mit der Absicht verfasst, einen Beitrag zur Entwicklung und Anwendung
dieser neuen Methoden zu leisten, so dass daraus regulatorisch valide Daten generiert werden
können.
In der ersten Publikation wird ein einfach zu benutzendes Instrument für die Analyse von
toxikologischen

Konzentrations-Wirkungs-Kurven

vorgestellt.

Durch

seine

Benutzer-

freundlichkeit ermöglicht es Anwendern ohne fundiertes Statistik- und Programmier-Wissen,
Benchmark-Konzentrationen und deren Konfidenzintervalle zu bestimmen. Durch seine
transparente Dokumentation der zugrundeliegenden Algorithmen, ist es für die Anwendung in
einem regulatorischen Kontext geeignet.
Die zweite Publikation kam im Rahmen des EU-ToxRisk-Konsortiums zustande. Bei dem
Versuch den Vorgaben des GD 211 der OECD für die projektinterne Testmethodendokumentation

zu

folgen,

wurde

festgestellt

dass

manche

praktische

und

von

Projektmitgliedern als wichtig erachtete Aspekte nicht von den offiziellen Richtlinien abgedeckt
sind. Außerdem wurden manche Punkte von Partnern unterschiedlich interpretiert, was zu
uneinheitlichen Methodenbeschreibung geführt hat. Deshalb wurden erweiterte Richtlinien in
Anlehnung an die offiziellen Vorgaben entwickelt. Die dementsprechend dokumentierten
Testmethoden

wurden

in

einer

Datenbank

veröffentlicht,

und

die

dazugehörigen

Standardarbeitsanweisungen wurden in der Datenbank des Europäischen Zentrums für die
Validierung alternativer Testmethoden hinterlegt.
Die dritte Publikation entstand ebenfalls aus dem EU-ToxRisk-Projekt und dokumentiert die
einheitliche Strategie für gemeinschaftliches Testen. Es werden die Prozeduren dargestellt,
die es braucht damit die Daten der neuen Methoden für integrierte Gefährdungsbeurteilung,
strategische Projektentscheidungen und/oder regulatorische Zwecke genutzt werden können.
Datenformate und Prozesse wurden etabliert, und die Methoden auf ihre Robustheit,
Sensitivität und Durchsatz hin bewertet. Die Strategie wurde durch die Anwendung von mehr
als 20 Testmethoden (mit mehr als 50 einzelnen Endpunkten) veranschaulicht, die alle mit
einem Satz von 19 gut charakterisierten, datenreichen Substanzen getestet wurden.
Der

Paradigmenwechsel

von

tierversuchs-basierten

toxikologischen

Tests

hin

zu

Mechanismus-orientierten, prädiktiven Herangehensweisen, einschließlich in vitro, in silico
2
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und in chemico-Methoden, bedarf intensiver Verbreitung und Kommunikation. Deshalb ist es
das Ziel dieser Thesis, die Entwicklung neuer Methoden, die für toxikologische Tests im
regulatorischen Umfeld angewendet werden können, zu fördern.
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3. Abbreviations
AC
ADME
ALI
AO
AOP
AR
ATCC
ATP
BDS
BIOT
BMC
BMCL
BMCU
BMD
BMP4
BMR
CALUX
cAMP
CI
cMINC
CNS
CYP
DA
DART
DB
DB-ALM
DIP
DMEM
DMSO
DNT
doi
EC
ECVAM
EFSA
EMA
ER
ERα
ESC
ESNATS
EURL ECVAM
FCS
FET
FN
FP
GCCP
GD
GFP
GIVIMP

Acceptance Criteria
Absorption, Distribution, Metabolismus and Elimination
Air-Liquid Interface
Adverse Outcome
Adverse Outcome Pathway
Androgen Receptor
American Type Culture Collection
Adenosine Triphosphate
BioDetection Systems
BioTalentum
Benchmark Concentration
Benchmark Concentration Lower Limit
Benchmark Concentration Upper Limit
Benchmark Dose
Bone Morphogenetic Protein 4
Benchmark Response
Chemically Activated Luciferase Expression
Dibutyryl 3’,5’-cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate
Confidence Interval
Circular Migration of Neural Crest Cell
Central Nervous System
Cytochrome P450
Defined Approach
Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity
Database
DataBase Service on Alternative Methods to Animal Experimentation
Data Interpretation Procedure
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium
Dimethyl Sulfoxide
Developmental Neurotoxicity
Digital Object Identifier
Effective Concentration
European Center for the Validation of Alternative Methods
European Food Safety Authority
European Medicines Agency
Endoplasmatic Reticulum
Estrogen Receptor alpha
Embryonic Stem Cell
Embryonic Stem cell-based Novel Alternative Testing Strategies
EU Reference Laboratory on Alternatives to Animal Testing
Fetal Calf Serum
Fish Embryo Toxicity Test
False Negative
False Positive
Good Cell Culture Practice
Guidance Document
Green Fluorescent Protein
(Guidance Document on) Good In Vitro Method Practices
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GLP
GR
hESC
hiPSC
hpf
IATA
ICCVAM

Good Laboratory Practice
Glucocorticoid Receptor
Human Embryonic Stem Cells
Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
Hours Post Fertilization
Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative
Methods
IfADo
Leibniz-Institut für Arbeitsforschung an der TU Dortmund
iPSC
Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
ISTNET
International STakeholder NETwork
IVIVE
in vitro – in vivo extrapolation
JRC
Joint Research Center
KE
Key Event
KUL
Catholic University of Leuven (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
LD
Lethal Dose
LDH
Lactate Dehydrogenase
LL.4
Four-parameter Log-Logistic Function
LOAEL
Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level
LOD
Limit of Detection
LOQ
Limit of Quantification
LUMC
Leiden University Medical Center
M
Molar
MCC
Mechanistic Control Compounds
MIE
Molecular Initiating Event
MPS
Microphysiological System
MSDS
Material Safety Data Sheet
NAM
New Approach Methods
NC
Negative Control
NCC
Neural Crest Cell
NOAEL
No Observed Adverse Effect Level
Oct4
Octamer binding transcription factor 4, embryonic stem cell marker
OECD
Organisation for economic co-operation and development
PBEC
Primary Bronchial Epithelial Cells
PBS
Phosphate Buffered Saline
PC
Positive Control
PCR
Polymerase Chain Reaction
pgp
Permeability Glycoprotein
PHH
Primary Human Hepatocytes
PI
Principal Investigator
PNS
Peripheral Nervous System
PoD
Point of Departure
PPB
Plasma Protein Binding
PR
Progesterone Receptor
PTL
Proximal Tubular-Like cells
QSAR
Quantitative Structure–Activity Relationship
RAx
ReadAcross
Ren
Renal
RPTEC/TERT1 Renal proximal tubule epithelial cells/telomerase reverse transcriptase
RSD
Relative Standard Deviation
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RT
SOP
TEER
TG
ToxTemp
TRβ
TSCA
U.S. EPA
UHEI
UKN
UL
UVCB
VUA
wt

Room Temperature
Standard Operating Procedure
Trans-Epithelial Electrical Resistance
Test Guideline
Toxicological Test Methods Template
Thyroid Hormone Receptor beta
Toxic Substances Control Act
United States Environmental Protection Agency
University of Heidelberg
University of Konstanz
University of Leiden
Unknown or Variable composition, Complex reaction products or Biological
materials
Free University Amsterdam (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Wildtype
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4. Introduction
Nobody knows the exact number of chemicals existing out there. However, data from regulations in Europe (REACH = Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) and in the USA (TSCA = Toxic Substances Control Act) give an idea: about 22,700 substances with a production volume > 1 ton per year are registered at the public database of
ECHA (European Chemical Agency; February 2020), and about 87,000 substances are registered in the US Toxic Substance Control Act Inventory (TSCA) (February 2019). It is estimated
that about half of these chemicals registered under TSCA (~ 44,000) are still in commerce.
Adding thereto, approx. 1000 new chemicals brought to the market every year. It is in the
interest of everyone, that these substances are being tested upon potential safety risks and
adverse effects. Neither society, customers, regulators nor the companies manufacturing
chemicals and holding patents want humans to be harmed. In Europe the burden of safety
proof is on the companies, which have to identify and manage the risks linked to the substances they produce and market in the EU. This is why massive liabilities are rare in Europe.
The situation in the USA is different. There, a substance can be released to the market with
less safety assessment, and authorities have to bear part of the testing burden to assess toxicity. This leads to a situation where the companies can be sued and convicted to high liabilities
when their substances have been shown to cause harm. This Damocles Sword of unassessed
safety puts the company’s reputation and economic survival at risk any time.
These safety evaluations mostly done with classical testing that relates on the use of animals.
However, animal testing is cost-intensive and time consuming: it may take about 4-5 years to
test one single substance, and the costs aggregate to several million dollars per substance (a
one-generation reproductive toxicity study following OECD TG 443 costs about 800 000 Euro
((OECD 2018b) C. Rovida personal communication); a carcinogenicity study following OECD
TG 451 using 400 rats costs about 780,400 euro per chemical (OECD 2018c; Rovida and
Hartung 2009); an in vivo developmental toxicity study (OECD TG 426) (OECD 2007) costs
ca. 1.1 million Euro (Rovida and Hartung 2009). It is estimated that the number of substances
that could be tested with available resources (trained toxicologists, animal facilities, etc.) typically range from 5 to 50 substances per year. This and the high expenses for safety testing
are the reasons why only 20% of substances under REACH will have been extensively tested
for complex endpoints (Meigs et al. 2018).

4.1. New approach methods (NAMs)
These numbers underline the need for a change in toxicity testing and risk assessment away
from animals. A more efficient, predictive, and economical way of assessing the effects of
7
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chemical substances on human health are new approach methods (NAMs). The term NAM is
broadly defined as any non-animal technology, methodology, approach, or combination thereof
that can be used to provide information on chemical hazard and risk assessment (ICCVAM
roadmap 2018)1. They also include a variety of in vitro testing tools such as high-throughput
screening and high-content methods e.g. genomics, proteomics, metabolomics; as well as
some non-testing approaches that aim to improve understanding of toxic effects, e.g. through
improving toxicokinetic or toxicodynamic knowledge for substances, quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) or read-across (RAx). These new methodologies include integrated
approaches to testing and assessment (IATAs), defined approaches for data interpretation,
and performance-based evaluation of test methods.

4.1.1. Animal use
In 2019, the European Commission released the latest report on the statistics on the use of
animals for scientific purposes in the Member States of the European Union in 2015-20172.
There it is stated, that in 2017 the total number of uses (first use and any subsequent reuse)
for research and testing was 9.58 million animals. The main purpose was research (69%) including basic research and translational and applied research purposes. A further 23% of the
total animal number were for regulatory use to satisfy legislative requirements (Fig. 1A),
amounting to 2.19 million in 2017.

The majority of the animals used for regulatory purposes were rodents, representing 79% of
all animals (Fig. 1B). Other animals used to considerable extend were rabbits, fish and birds.
Large animals including monkeys made up only 0.1% of all animals for regulatory use. For the
first time, the severity experienced by an animal was assessed. While fortunately 59% of the
animals endured only mild severity, 24% of animals experienced moderate, and 16% strong
severity. About 1% did not recover (Fig. 1C). The majority of animals were used for quality
control (Fig. 1D). Toxicity and other safety testing made up for 39% of the animals.
Repeated dose toxicity studies were more frequent than acute and sub-acute testing (Fig. 1E).
Besides these, reproductive toxicity, developmental toxicity, pharmacodynamics and kinetics
were the most often assessed (Fig. 1F). With regard to legislation, by far the most animals
were used to serve legislation on medicinal products for human use (Fig. 1G).

1

https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/iccvam/docs/roadmap/iccvam_strategicroadmap_january2018_document_508.pdf

2

REPORT FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL 2019 report on
the statistics on the use of animals for scientific purposes in the Member States of the European Union in 20152017; https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0016&from=EN
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Fig. 1: The use of animals for regulatory purposes in 2017.
Numbers adapted from the 2019 report of the European Commission on the statistics on the use of
9
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animals for scientific purposes in the Member States of the European Union in 2015-20172. A) In total 9.58
million animals were used (first use and any subsequent reuse). 2.19 million of these were for regulatory
purposes. All following graphs refer to animals used for regulatory purposes. B) Animal species in percent.
C) Severity endured by animals in percent. D) Regulatory uses by main types of uses. E) and F) Uses by
study type of toxicity testing, numbers indicate animals used. G) Uses by type of legislation, numbers
indicate animals used.

The number of animals for reproductive toxicity testing significantly increased between 2015
and 2017 (+45%), as well as in safety testing in the food and feed area (+28%). However,
there was a considerable decrease in animal use in the areas of carcinogenicity (-48%), target
animal safety (-42%), neurotoxicity (-72%) and eye irritation/corrosion (-46%). Altogether, the
total number of uses for toxicity and other safety testing including pharmacology slightly decreased (-4%) between 2015 and 2017.
These numbers relate to animal use within the EU. Assessing the world-wide use of animals
is not trivial, due to varying documentation standards and compliance. However estimates
range from 58 – 155 million animals used worldwide (Daneshian et al. 2015; Taylor et al. 2008).

4.1.2. Advantages of NAMs
In comparison to animal testing, the application of NAMs in human risk assessment has various strong advantages. First, NAMs are less costly and resource-intensive as animal testing.
A compilation from 20123 has shown, that depending on the type of toxicity test, the in vitro
alternative is up to 97% cheaper than the according animal study. Even the most expensive in
vitro alternative method listed there is still 22% cheaper than the animal test (for assessing eye
irritation/corrosion). These numbers might be a bit outdated, however regarding the advances
in technologies, it is reasonable to expect that the costs for the performance of NAMs got even
lower. Besides the financial benefits of using NAMs, these methods also save a lot of time.
While testing a substance in animals takes about 4-5 years (Meigs et al. 2018), a validated
and established in vitro test can be conducted within weeks to months. Furthermore, in vitro
tests and NAMs often are suitable for high or medium throughput, allowing to assess the effects of numerous substances per run. This scalability of NAMs also contributes to the improvement of reliability and robustness of such studies, and hence to the overall quality of the
data produced. This is notable, as one major drawback of animal studies is their lack of reproducibility and robustness. The public accessibility of data in the context of the REACH legislation revealed that 71 chemicals were tested more than 45 times (Luechtefeld et al. 2016). This

3

https://www.hsi.org/news-media/time_and_cost/
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highly redundant animal testing allows the investigation of reproducibility of these animal studies, finding that a toxic compound will be detected only in 70% of cases in repeated studies
(Meigs et al. 2018). Another recent example stems from testing in the local lymph node assay
(LLNA) for prediction of skin sensitization. 87 chemicals were tested for sensitization effects
within the same species and using the same vehicle solvent. Only 78% of the chemicals were
identified consistent as positive or negative across studies, with a 35% chance that a negative
chemical would test positive if the LLNA was repeated (Dumont et al. 2016; Hoffmann et al.
2018). A recent study stated that the concordance in observed effects between repeated studies within one species varies from 57 to 87%, depending on the species and the effect (Pham
et al. 2019).
Besides the fact that animal tests are not sufficiently reproducible within themselves, their predictivity for human outcomes are questionable (Shanks et al. 2009; Van Norman 2019). Prominent examples for poor species extrapolations are e.g. the thalidomide incident, where 10,000
babies were born with severe deformities, or the drug candidate Theralizumab (TGN1412),
which caused terrible adverse effects in man. In both cases the massive adverse effects had
not been predicted from prior animal studies (Attarwala 2010; Stebbings et al. 2007). Lack of
correlation is also seen vice versa, when data from animal testing predict carcinogenic potential for compounds that are safe in man (Basketter et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2005). Aspirin, for
example, is dangerous for some animal species (Bell 2019), but has been used safely in humans for decades. Tamoxifen acts on estrogen receptors and is given as anti-cancer drug in
humans, while it induced hepatocellular carcinomas in rats (Hengstler et al. 1999). The use of
human cells and tissues in toxicity testing are expected to also remedy this shortcoming.
The better reflection of human physiology also allows improved mechanistic understanding.
While animal testing often resembles a black box, where the administration of a substance
leads to an adverse effect but little is known about the molecular and cellular events leading
to the adverse outcome, the application of NAMs tailored for the assessment of intermediate
effects are promising in providing pertinent information relating to the toxicological mechanism.
Last but not least, the ethical aspect of animal testing should not be dismissed. Although the
turmoil that animal testing regularly creates in the public coverage is hypocritical considering
how humans treat animals for the sake of their gusto, alternative tests should be used if they
are available.

4.1.3. Challenges in the regulatory acceptance of NAMs and their data
Although there are numerous reasons strongly speaking in favor of replacing animal tests with
human cell-based test methods, there is only slow progress in the shift towards the use of
11
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NAMs in human risk assessment. The major reason for that is that acceptance of these methods in a regulatory context is challenging. One major barrier reported by regulatory staff is the
lack of transparency caused by limited documentation of test methods and outcomes. Of
course there are Material & Methods sections in scientific literature and maybe even SOPs,
however the information provided there is often incomplete and does not have a defined format
to satisfy regulatory needs. Also, a SOP is mostly about technical details and practical handling, but does not cover a wide range of other aspects like test system characterization. Experience has shown that regulators miss for example the access to underlying data algorithms,
as well as evaluation of data uncertainty. Another difficulty is the circumstance that not every
test method is applicable for every purpose. For example, a test based on neuronal cells might
not be applicable to assess hepatotoxicity, and a 2D high throughput screen might not be
suitable to model human physiology and higher complexity. Assessing and evaluating the fitfor-purpose or readiness of an individual is not straightforward and requires thorough characterization and extensive knowledge.
To overcome these hurdles, first the documentation of NAMs needs to be standardized. The
use of a defined reporting format would help to make NAMs transparent and transferable. This
templates should include amongst other points an overview where and how NAMs could be
applied in future. To give better understanding of their relevance, the performance of NAMs
needs to be analyzed and their applicability domain needs to be defined. Also the uncertainty
of data generated with NAMs needs to be fully understood and characterized, and the limitation
of a NAM needs to be understood and given.
Regulatory science should be in pace with the development of NAMs. Regulated parties like
chemical or pharmaceutical companies are often the ones developing and promoting new techniques and methods, and they therefore have an advantage in knowledge there. Regulators
and authorities do not apply these methods and lack knowledge about emerging issues. It is
therefore reality that regulators and authorities have difficulties in properly assessing new
methods. To overcome this issue, communication between regulators and test developers and
mutual understanding of requirements and practicability is essential. Ideally, regulators would
be involved early on in the development of NAMs, as well as in initiatives to promote their use.
So far, evaluations of new methods followed a linear, stepwise validation model that proved to
be lengthy, inefficient, and resource-intensive. This validation paradigm can no longer be solely
relied on to meet the needs of regulatory agencies (Wittwehr 2018).

4.2. Fit-for-purpose of NAMs and their validation
As mentioned before, not every NAM is suitable for every purpose, and to assess for which
purposes a specific NAM is applicable is difficult, especially with the outside view of a regulator.
12
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However, understanding what a specific NAM can be used for and evaluating its readiness is
an essential part of getting more of these methods and data accepted by authorities. A NAM
might not be suitable to replace an existing animal test completely, but it could be used for
example for prioritization and screening, or provide additional mechanistic information on top
of standard testing results.
There are several factors that define the applicability domain of NAMs. These are, but might
not be limited to:
(i)

the type of toxicity to be assessed (i.e. field of toxicology, e.g. DART, NT, etc.)

(ii) the type or group of chemical(s) to be tested
(iii) the type of biological mechanisms to be explored
(iv) the type of (regulatory) questions addressed
(v) the data already present and its quality.
To give some guidance there to test developers as well as regulators, a recent workshop report
has provided a set of readiness criteria that aim at helping to assess the fit-for-purpose of a
test method (Bal-Price et al. 2018). This criteria list is meant to provide an easy-to-use check
list for test developers and users, to judge how far the method is developed and what important
points need to be addressed. The (semi-) quantitative scoring of the individual aspects might
help regulators to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a given test method. It is intended
that these readiness criteria will also be helpful to harmonize development of new in vitro tests
and to ensure their reliability and relevance.
Phase Evaluated parameter
1 Test system
2 Exposure scheme
3 Documentation / SOP
I
4 Main endpoint(s)
5 Cytotoxicity
6 Test method controls
7 Data evaluation
8 Testing strategy
9 Robustness
II
10 Test benchmarks
11 Prediction model
12 Applicability domains
III
13 Screening hits

Max. score
10
3
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4

Tab. 1: Test readiness criteria to assess the fit-for-purpose of test methods as proposed by (Bal-Price et al.
2018).
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The resulting checklist of readiness criteria covers 62 individual topics, summarized in 13 subcategories which were grouped into 3 phases (Tab. 1). Phase I assesses the status of the test
method development, phase II assesses the test method performance and phase III assesses
the screening capability of a test method.
These criteria and principles are aimed at helping to establish the overall relevance of the
alternative methods and of the testing strategy. As all tests have different applicability domains,
validating them according to one rigid scheme does not make sense. Such an approach is
meant to render the evaluation and validation of NAMs more flexible.

4.3. Reporting of NAMs
The lack of documentation and transparency is one of the reason why the application of NAMs
in regulatory science still lags behind. However this is not only an issue related to the regulatory
acceptance of NAMs, this also pervades large fields of biological and medical sciences, where
many scientific studies were found to be not reproducible (Baker 2016; Begley and Ellis 2012;
Jarvis and Williams 2016). Studies deploying test methods should be of best methodological
quality possible (concerning e.g. study design, thorough execution and appropriate analysis),
however this claim should be made in the same emphasis on the reporting of research results
in the literature (Coecke et al. 2005; Samuel et al. 2016a). Therefore, it is the highest priority
of reporting, to ensure accuracy, completeness and transparency of the provided information.
Only properly reported methods and data enable reproducibility, correct interpretation of the
resulting data, and comparability to other results. Methods and data that are documented incompletely or incomprehensively are not transferable and impede understanding of research.
Last but not least, bad reporting quality also has an economic aspect: data that is not reproducible and reliable is a waste of resources, as poorly reported studies need to be repeated
(Ioannidis et al. 2014).
One component of method reporting are Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), which are
defined protocols according to which tests are executed. The SOP is the fundamental basis
for any method evaluation, however good reporting of methods includes more components.
There are a number of publications and guidelines that work towards the establishment of good
reporting standards (Kilkenny and Altman 2010; Kilkenny et al. 2010; Klimisch et al. 1997;
Schneider et al. 2009), including OECD documents. Commonly proposed criteria for assessing
the reporting quality comprise the description of the scientific background and study purpose,
the justification of the chosen model, study design, experimental outcomes and statistical analysis, precision and variability of measurements, results and their interpretation (Samuel et al.
2016b). Fundamental guidelines directed explicitly at the reporting of in vitro studies are the
Good Cell Culture Practices, that have first been introduced in 2005 (Coecke et al. 2005).
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Recently, these guidelines of best practices have been extended to the application of stem
cells and stem-cell-derived models (Pamies et al. 2017; Stacey et al. 2016) and human primary, stem cell-derived and organoid models as well as microphysiological systems (Pamies
et al. 2018), paying tribute to the fast development of new cell-based test systems. Also the
OECD has acknowledged the need for good reporting standards for NAMs. Their guiding documents are discussed below.

4.4. Quality of NAM data
Another important aspect for the acceptance of NAMs and data generated thereof is the quality
of the resulting data. Regulators as well as test developers need to know, if the data of tests
is of sufficient quality to be used in risk assessment (Küster et al. 2009). The evaluation of data
quality is especially pivotal, when data is collected and integrated from different sources and
laboratories, where they are generated under varying conditions and settings (Pohjala et al.
2007).
In general there are three quality factors in empiricism: validity, reliability and objectivity. Validity is the extent, to which a measurement likely corresponds accurately to the ‘real’ world. In
other words, validity is the degree to which the method measures what it is supposed to measure. This is not to be mixed with reliability. To be valid, a test method does not always have to
have similar results. Reliability whereas refers to the overall consistency of a measure, meaning that a test will give similar results from run to run. A test that is highly reliable will give
reproducible, accurate and robust results. Reliability does not imply validity, i.e. just because
a test is reliable, it is not automatically valid. A test can deliver very reproducible data, but still
not asses the endpoint it is supposed to assess. However, reliability can limit validity of a test.
A test that is not reliable and does not give consistent results cannot be valid. The last factor
is objectivity, which is the independent description and evaluation of tests and data. To facilitate objective, independent evaluation of test methods and their data, sufficient information
needs to be given.
For risk assessment, the assessor has to consider whether data is relevant, complete, plausible, reliable and valid for the use in the respective testing. Especially for NAMs there is also
the criteria of relevance (the aspect of relevance of course also exists for animal testing, however it is not that vigorously brought up there as in many cases it is still state of the art). To be
relevant, the reason and rationale of a test method should be clear and embedded in a plausible biological context, and the test system should reflect the in vivo situation. The evaluation
of data and test relevance is not straightforward, as it requires deeper knowledge of the biological processes involved in the test system and in reality (Leist et al. 2012a). Familiarity with
the test system often needs time and experience gained from the use of the test system in
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different applications. Another aspect of NAM data is its predictivity, which is the degree to
which a correct prediction of an organism’s state can be made, either qualitatively or quantitatively. In terms of a test method, it is the capacity to predict a particular toxicity endpoint. However, this requires good knowledge about the true, actual condition in reality, or a “gold standard” that serves as surrogate for reality (Leist et al. 2012b). The use of a gold standard can be
easy and straightforward, however it can also come with intricacies. This is often the case,
when there is a need to classify what is toxic, and what is not. This classification requires the
definition of a threshold, e.g. which concentration/dose of a compound is toxic, and which is
not (already Paracelsus stated in 1538 that the dose defines what is a poison). Misclassifications bear the risk of false-positive and false-negative results, that diminish the test performance.
To help the evaluation of reliability of a test method, Klimisch et al. (Klimisch et al. 1997) proposed a classification of the data reliability into four categories (reliable without restrictions,
reliable with restrictions, not reliable, not assignable). Such a classification into different reliability categories would help for example in cases, when conflicting results regarding one endpoint are reported (Küster et al. 2009).

4.4.1. Statistical measures for test performance
There are statistical measures that are standardly used to evaluate the validity, reliability and
performance of test methods: sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and precision.

Fig. 2: Confusion matrix to evaluate test outcomes.

Sensitivity
Sensitivity (also called the true positive rate, TPR), is the proportion of true positives that are
correctly identified as such:
𝑇𝑃𝑅 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
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With regard to toxicology, sensitivity refers to a test's ability to correctly detect or predict if a
substance is toxic, i.e. has an adverse effects on the endpoint or outcome monitored. It basically answers the question, how many of the positive (toxic) substances were detected.
Specificity
Specificity, or the true negative rate (TNR), is the proportion of true negatives that are correctly
identified as such:
𝑇𝑁𝑅 =

𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

Specificity relates to a test's ability to correctly identify non-toxic substances as such. In case
of a toxicity test method, a method that is highly sensitive and highly specific rarely misses a
substance that actually is toxic (sensitivity), and rarely identifies a substance as toxic, if it is
not (specificity).
Accuracy
In testing, accuracy (ACC) is how close measured/assessed values are to the ‘real’ value.
𝐴𝐶𝐶 =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁

It describes the proportion of true results (both true positives and true negatives) among the
total number of cases examined. Basically it is the proportion of correct predictions.
When the number of positive controls differs a lot from the number of negative controls, the
balanced accuracy (BA) is the better measure. The BA is especially useful when the classes
are imbalanced, i.e. one of the two classes appears a lot more often than the other. The BA
calculated as the average of the proportion corrects of each class individually:
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑁
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 ]
𝐵𝐴 =
=
2
2
When there is the same number of positive and negative control substances, the balanced
accuracy will be the same for each class.
Matthews correlation coefficient
The Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) is another measure of the quality of binary classifications (in toxicity testing that’s toxic or non-toxic).
𝑀𝐶𝐶 =

𝑇𝑃 𝑥 𝑇𝑁 − 𝐹𝑃 𝑥 𝐹𝑁
√(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) 𝑥 (𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) 𝑥 (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃) 𝑥 (𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁)
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Like the balanced accuracy, it is considered as a balanced measure, which can be used even
if the classes are of very different sizes. The MCC is basically correlation coefficient between
the observed and predicted classifications (i.e. toxic or not) and returns a value between −1
and +1. While +1 represents a perfect prediction, 0 is no better than random prediction and −1
indicates total disagreement between prediction and observation.
For the use of accuracy in testing, it should not be forgotten that it is also affected by the
prevalence of positive (toxic) and negative (non-toxic) compounds in a reference compound
set, i.e. the percentage of toxic chemicals in the set of chemicals being evaluated. Therefore
the MCC is a better measure of accuracy.
Precision
Precision, or positive predictive value (PPV), refers to how close the measured values are to
each other:
𝑃𝑃𝑉 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

It gives the proportion of positive results in a test that are truly positive.
These statistics are widely used to assess the performance of toxicity test methods in validation studies. Often they are the only performance measures investigated, and there is little
specific guidance in the validation literature on what values for these statistics indicate adequate performance. This makes it even more important, that they are well understood and test
developers as well as assessors are aware of their pitfalls. It is important to note that the different measures cannot be considered independently when evaluating the performance of a
NAM, and all performance statistics should be given (Bruner et al. 2002a; Bruner et al. 2002b;
Bruner et al. 2002c). In many cases, the relationship of sensitivity and specificity is e.g. given
across many prediction models by a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.
In summary, deficiencies in test method validation, its documentation and reporting, and assessment of its data quality will defer the use of NAMs for regulatory risk assessment. Impaired
authorization procedures for NAMs may cause economic damage due to delayed or refused
market access of substances and pharmaceuticals. Also it might cause harm to man and nature, if adverse effects are not recognized in time. Therefore, the best practices possible are
in the interest of producers, users and authorities. The more details on methodology, test procedures, and analytics are given, the easier is the evaluation of the data reliability by competent regulatory authorities.
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4.5. Benchmark responses in risk evaluation
Investigating the onset of toxicity of compounds and chemicals and determining their noncytotoxic concentration ranges and doses as point of departures (PoD) is a key issue in toxicology and risk assessment. Classification of compounds to toxic or non-toxic is strongly tied
to the determination of threshold concentrations. This applies for classical animal testing, as
well as for in vitro test methods and NAMs.
Traditionally in animal-based in vivo toxicology, the concept of lowest-observed-adverse-effect-levels (NOAEL) and lowest-observed-adverse-effect-levels (LOAEL) have been used.
While the NOAEL is the highest dose level tested, without showing no adverse effect in the
particular experiment, the LOAEL is accordingly the lowest dose, at which an adverse effect
could was be observed. The determination of the NOAEL or LOAEL is straightforward; however, the concept lacks an uncertainty quantification and is strongly affected by study design,
i.e. sample size and dose spacing.
To overcome this limitation, the benchmark concentration (BMC) or benchmark dose (BMD)
concept has been introduced in the 1980s (Crump 1984). While the choice between the terms
dose and concentration is mostly dependent on whether it is an in vivo (dose) or in vitro (concentration) study, the concept is the same. In contrast to the NOAEL/LOAEL approach, the
uncertainty of the calculated BMC can be assessed by the confidence interval. The lower limit
of this confidence interval (BMCL) can be considered as the highest concentration of a compound that does not elicit toxicity, at the previously defined benchmark response (BMR). As
evaluation of uncertainty is also one of the requirements for the regulatory acceptance, the
BMC and the according BMCL are a key numbers in the performance evaluation of NAMs.

4.6. Official guidance on NAM descriptions
Authorities have contributed their share on guidance for test validation by releasing various
documents and guidelines on the requirements and validation of test methods to be accepted
in a regulatory context.
EURL ECVAM (European Union Reference Laboratory — European Centre for the Validation
of Alternative methods) defines regulatory acceptance of a test method as
“…its formal acceptance by regulatory authorities indicating that the test method may be used
to provide information to meet a specific regulatory requirement. This includes, but is not
limited to, a formal adoption of a test method by EU and/or OECD as an EU test method
and included in the EU Test Methods Regulation and/or as an OECD Test Guideline, respectively”. (Wittwehr 2018)
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Box 1: Synopsis of the OECD Guidance Document 211 (OECD 2017b).

Besides giving guidance, authorities also foster the use of alternative methods by making regulated parties discharging their duties: the US Environmental Protection Agency has recently
announced to stop conducting or funding toxicity studies on mammals by 20354.
However, matching the needs and demands of test developers and regulators has not been
too trivial so far. The following paragraphs give a short overview about the most important
guidelines and their endeavors, which have been released by the OECD in recent years.

4

Grimm 2019; doi:10.1126/science.aaz4593

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/09/us-epa-eliminate-all-mammal-testing-2035
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4.6.1. Guidance Document 211 (GD 211)
This guidance document has been released in December 2014 by the OECD to harmonize the
way non-guideline in vitro methods are described (OECD 2017b). It is complementary to the
OECD guidance document 34 (GD 34; (OECD 2005)), which provides guidance on issues
related to the validation of new or updated test methods. GD 211 It should facilitate the assessment of the relevance of test methods for biological activities as well as the quality of the
produced data. The document outlines the elements considered relevant by the OECD for
providing a comprehensive description of an in vitro method to allow the interpretation of results and support fit-for-purpose applications. Although this guideline is subject of manuscript
#2 of this work, a short compilation of its content is given in Box 1.

4.6.2. OECD Harmonised Template 201 – Intermediate Effect
OECD Harmonised Templates (OHTs) are the standardized reporting formats for reporting
information used for the risk assessment of chemicals. The OECD has designed and published
129 OECD Harmonised Templates (OHTs) to report information concerning physicochemical
properties of chemicals, effects on human health and environmental hazard, but also on analytical methods, use and exposure. They are the prescribed the formats for chemical dossiers,
by which information can be submitted to authorities and entered into and maintained in a
database. OHTs are aimed at developers of database systems and therefore released in XML
format, which is not easily accessible and intuitive for untrained test method developers. Nevertheless, ECHA has postulated the OHT 201 as potential starting point for developing the
templates for the recording of NAMs at a scientific workshop held in Helsinki in April 2016.
OHT 201 was first published in August 2016 and last updated in December 2018 5. This template is aimed at the reporting of intermediate effects (like MIEs and KEs) of an AOP. Box 2
gives an overview about the structure and content of the OHT 201.
A properly filled in OHT 201 template is thought to result the following defined data items
(Wittwehr 2018):
• based on one or several observations (i.e. results from non-classical test methods)
• a certain chemical
• triggers / does not trigger
• a certain intermediate effect
• on a certain biological level
• at a certain effect concentration.

5

https://www.oecd.org/ehs/templates/harmonised-templates-intermediate-effects.htm
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Box 2: Synopsis of the OECD Harmonised Template 201 of 20185.
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This strong itemization already indicates its suitability for databases and the contribution to
AOPs and AOP networks are hidden agendas.

4.6.3. Guidance Document on Good In Vitro Method Practices (GIVIMP)
The newest guidance document on in vitro test methods is the one on “Good In Vitro Method
Practices” (GIVIMP), which has been released by the OECD in August 2018 (OECD 2018a).
This very comprehensive 172-page document (264 pages including annexes) has been developed as a reference for best practices for the development and implementation of in vitro
methods for the regulatory use in human safety assessment. It is providing guidance for test
method developers and end users of resulting data from in vitro assays by covering 10 important aspects related to in vitro work (Box 3). It is drafted in the sense of GxPs, adopting this
concept of quality management as it is implemented in Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP),
Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) and Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) to in vitro test methods. Although in harmonization with authority guidelines and being very extensive, giving valuable background information, it leaves the concrete format rather undefined and lacks concrete examples.

4.7. Combination/Integration of NAM data
The application of NAMs in toxicity is challenging with respect to the complexity of the system
to be modelled (usually human man) and potential mechanisms and processes involved. The
in vivo situation often involves a chain of events and processes, such as absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion within the body (which is summarized amongst the term kinetics), as well as the dynamics of a substance (i.e. dynamic interactions of the substance with a
biological target), leading eventually to an adverse effect and toxicity. An in vitro test often
represents only a single or few steps of this complex process (Natsch et al. 2014), and is
therefore often not sufficient to give adequate information about the toxicity of a substance.
NAMs may not only represent one single steps within a cascade of events, but also a single
mode of action. However, different mode of actions of substances may cause the same toxicological outcome. Also, the chemicals to be tested have different properties and might therefore require different test methods. Every test method has a limited applicability domain, and
this might not be suitable for every kind of compound. Bronchial epithelial cells with an airinterface might capture the effects of volatile substances, neuronal cells submerged with cell
culture medium for example might not. The outcome of an in vitro test method might also be
limited by its sensitivity and specificity. Some methods might reflect only a defined in vivo dose
range, and another, more sensitive method might be needed to capture the full dose-response
range (Natsch et al. 2014; Rovida et al. 2015).
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Box 3: Synopsis of the Guidance Document on Good In Vitro Method Practices (GIVIMP) (OECD 2018a).
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With increasing awareness of the limitations of individual NAMs, and the development of highly
targeted tests, the need for combining pieces of evidence increases. Therefore, a combination
of complementary assays can be useful. The following sections will give an overview about the
most important combinations of test methods to maximize the predictivity of toxicity.

4.7.1. Integrated Approach on Testing and Assessment (IATA)
Unlike a single test method, an integrated Approach on Testing and Assessment (IATA) (formerly called Integrated Testing Strategies (ITS) (Rovida et al. 2015)), is a flexible approach
that integrates and translates different kind of evidences into the process of decision finding in
chemical safety assessment. Besides the information from in vivo and in vitro hazard test
methods, IATAs always incorporate toxicokinetics data. Input can be derived from multiple
other methods and information sources, such as high throughput screening or high content
imaging, or predictive computational methods like QSAR or RAx. These information sources
are grouped into modules according to the type of information they provide (i.e. in vitro data,
in vivo data, non-testing approaches, physicochemical properties etc.).
With the increasing adoption of adverse outcome pathways (AOPs), IATAs are based on methods that capture our knowledge of the mechanisms through which chemicals exert their toxicity. An IATA necessarily includes a degree of expert judgement, for example in the choice
of information sources and their weighing (weight of evidence; WoE). The output of an IATA is
a conclusion that, along with other considerations, informs regulatory decision making (OECD
2016b).
The way to achieve the use of IATAs in regulatory context is not straightforward (Rovida et al.
2015). Often assessing the availability of test methods and evaluating their applicability domain, reproducibility and uncertainty is difficult. The flexibility in the combination of information
sources for IATAs bears benefits, however the requirement for standardization and validation,
that are mandatory for regulatory applications, are hard to meet. Challenges are the validation
of individual components, but also of the relationships established between them (Leist et al.
2012a). To allow the consideration of IATA in regulatory decision-making, it is important that
the information sources and components used are well characterized and documented in
terms of their applicability, limitations and performance. An example is the IATA for skin irritation and skin corrosion (OECD 2014).

4.7.2. Defined approaches (DA)
IATA components may also include defined approaches (DAs) to testing and assessment
(OECD 2016b). A DA consists of a fixed data interpretation procedure (DIP) (e.g. statistical,
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mathematical models) that are applied to data that have been generated with a defined set of
information sources to derive a result for a prediction. Predictions generated with DA can either
be used on their own if they are deemed to fit-for-purpose for a specific regulatory application,
or may be evaluated together with other information sources in the context of an IATA (OECD
2016a). In such a case a DA would be considered as an IATA component. In contrast to the
assessment process within IATAs, that necessarily involves some degree of expert judgment,
the data interpretation within a DA is based on a defined algorithm and hence assessment
process is purely rule-based. It is therefore easier to accept for regulation.
Thus, a DA is another approach that can be used to support the hazard identification, hazard
characterization and/or safety assessment of chemicals.

4.7.3. Test batteries
A test battery is a specific set of toxicity tests, in which the substances of interest are tested in
parallel or in groups or tiers (Aschner et al. 2017; Leist et al. 2014; Rovida et al. 2015; Zimmer
et al. 2014). Testing batteries are intended to provide a better prediction of toxicity than single
assays, and yield a minimal dataset necessary for risk assessment. The complete replacement
of animal testing by test batteries is still beyond the state of the art, however in a screening
situation and in combination with in silico approaches, in vitro test batteries can allow flagging
of hazardous compounds and prioritization for further testing.

4.8. Adverse outcome pathways (AOPs)
The concept of AOs has been introduced in 2010 as a tool to support risk assessment in ecotoxicology (Ankley et al. 2010; Leist et al. 2017). It is based on the long-standing principle that
understanding the mechanisms that link initial events to adverse effects, is a key aspect of
predictive toxicology. While mechanistic information traditionally has mostly been seen as a
nice-to-have accessory for better understanding the endpoints of toxicity, the AOP concept
emphasizes the conclusive relation between single mechanistic events and a toxicological
endpoint.
AOPs are structured ways to describe the links between the chemical interaction of a substance at the molecular level, and the subsequent biological effects at the subcellular, cellular,
tissue, organ, and whole organism level. Hence, the AOP concept can be regarded as a
knowledge management tool that facilitates the use of mechanistic knowledge for regulatory
purposes. The sequence of events begins with a molecular initiating event (MIE), where a
molecule binds to a biological target structure (Fig. 3). The effect initiated there progresses
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Fig. 3: Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) of covalent protein binding leading to Skin Sensitisation (AOP
40 at www.aopwiki.org, depiction adapted from OECD GD 256).
The molecular initiating event (MIE) is covalent binding of chemicals to cysteine and lysine residues
of proteins present in epidermal cells. This leads to the activation of keratinocytes and dendritic cells,
both key events (KE) at a cellular level. Activated dendritic cells migrate to local lymph nodes, where
T-cells are activated. This sig-nifies the consecutive KE resulting in the acquisition of sensitisation,
the adverse outcome (AO) on organ level. The individual events are linked by key event relationships
(KER).

through a series of key events (KEs), that constitute intermediate stages on a cellular level.
Finally, the AOP leads to an adverse outcome (AO), which is usually a classical toxicological
effect and endpoint. The connection between these single events are called key event relationships (KERs). Hence, AOPs connect and describe in a formalized and transparent way,
mechanistic information to adverse outcomes. Its overall objective is to support regulatory decision-making in hazard identification and risk assessment. The concept is supported by the
OECD (OECD 2018a). There is clear guidance on how to assemble and assess the weight of
evidence, thereby introducing a level of quality control.
The introduction of the AOP concept is fundamental in the field of toxicology, and as it represents such a major change, one needs to be well aware of strengths and weaknesses (as
discussed by (Leist et al. 2017)). One strength, also with regard to regulatory use, is the introduction of a systematic collection of weight of evidence, instead of selective picking and personal bias. The introduction of quality assessment also applies to canonical knowledge, which
will be corroborated and updated by certified peer-review. Another advantage of AOPs is, that
they span a wide range of complexities and organizations, from biochemical or molecular
events, across organelles, cells, tissues and whole organisms up to populations. The latter
might apply when epidemiological data are considered. AOPs might strengthen the toxicological relevance of epidemiological data and help elucidating the causality between chemical
exposure and observations on a population level (Horvat et al. 2017; Terron et al. 2018). The
conclusion of causality is facilitated by the mechanistic nature of AOPs that also allows AOPs
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to anchor apical endpoints to mechanistic endpoints (e.g. DNA mutation as mechanistic endpoint is clearly linked to the apical endpoint of carcinogenesis). The knowledge about mechanistic relations also allows the design of test methods that specifically assess information of
defined MIEs and KEs. Such data could be used for prioritization and decision base for further
testing. AOPs are also useful to identify and visualize knowledge gaps, pointing out and directing research needs for the future.
Although the adoption of AOPs might be a major step in the field of toxicology, the concept
has some shortcomings one needs to be aware of to foster the discussion on its further evolution and define suitable application areas. The linearity of an AOP might be practical, however
this ignores the fact that in biological systems there are positive and negative feedback-loops,
and pathways can get activated by other pathways (leading to furcated AOPs). Also are compensating events like repair mechanisms, regeneration and counter-regulations not considered in the current status of the AOP approach. The straightforwardness of events is one of
the beauties of AOPs, however KEs and MIEs might often also be over-simplified, binning
numerous individual biochemical events (e.g. inflammation as key event). Furthermore, many
adverse outcomes and pathologies can be caused by more than one initiating event, and AOPs
do not account for multi-hit mechanisms so far. Also the time component is not considered in
the scheme of an AOP. Exposure times, effect durations and delayed effects can be captured
in descriptive texts, but are not depicted in the graphical representation.

4.9. Examples of accepted NAMs
Despite the hurdles in the validation and regulatory acceptance of NAM, there are a number
of non-animal test methods have been adopted by authorities and serve as basis for OECD
test guidelines. As of February 2020, there are more than 50 tests validated and accepted by
international and national authorities (Meigs et al. 2018)6, 7, 8. They include tests for skin corrosion/irritation, phototoxicity and skin absorption, eye damage/irritation, genotoxicity and endocrine disruption.
At the most advanced stage of regulatory acceptance are NAMS that are being used in the
testing for skin corrosion and irritation and skin sensitization, where a guidance documents on
integrated approaches on testing and assessment (IATAs) has been released (OECD 2014;

6

http://alttox.org/mapp/table-of-validated-and-accepted-alternative-methods/

7

https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/whatwestudy/niceatm/accept-methods/index.html

8

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/eurl/ecvam/alternative-methods-toxicity-testing/validated-test-methods
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OECD 2016a). This IATAs aim at replacing the testing and evaluation strategy which is currently provided in the supplement to OECD TG 404 (OECD 2002a). Both these tests aim at
assessing the acute dermal irritation and corrosion potential of test chemicals. While Test No.
404 is based on laboratory animals, the IATA No. 203 is a modular approach that groups various individual information that stems mostly from in vitro test methods (OECD 2014). In vivo
data are only collected in part 1 that gathers existing information. In vivo test methods are not
part of additional testing, where this TG solely relies on vitro test methods (Tab. 2).

Tab. 2: Parts and modules of the IATA for the assessment of skin corrosion and irritation
adopted from the OECD GD 203 (OECD 2017c).
Eight Modules grouped to three parts were identified as necessary elements of the IATA.

4.9.1. Single NAM for AO prediction
An example for a NAM used to directly asses a single adverse outcome is the use of reconstructed human epidermis to assess skin irritation in vitro. The test is accepted by international
authorities and described under OECD TG 439 (OECD 2019). It uses reconstructed human
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epidermis (RhE) as test system, which is based on human derived non-transformed keratinocytes as cell source and closely mimics the physiological, histological and biochemical properties of the human skin epidermis. Validation studies have been completed for six commercially available in vitro test method using 58 chemicals.

4.9.2. NAM assessing a KE as part of an AOP
Another example for an accepted NAM is the ERα CALUX® assay by BioDetection Systems
(BDS) for the detection of estrogenic and anti-estrogenic chemicals. The assay has been included in the OECD TG455 Performance-Based Test Guideline for Stably Transfected Transactivation In Vitro Assays to Detect Estrogen Receptor Agonists and Antagonists (OECD
2016c). In contrary of the previously described NAM, that directly reflects and asses an adverse outcome, this NAM is relates to a single key event in an AOP. Therefore, this NAM could
be deployed within an IATA to assess reproductive dysfunction within an AOP (AOP 30 “Estrogen receptor antagonism leading to reproductive dysfunction” at www.aopwiki.org).

4.10. The EU-ToxRisk initiative
Various initiatives have been fostering the use of NAMs in risk assessment and toxicity testing
in the last years (e.g. SEURAT-1 (Berggren et al. 2015; Daston et al. 2015) or ESNATS (Leist
et al. 2013)). EU-ToxRisk is the latest European collaborative project funded by the EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, Horizon 2020 (Daneshian et al. 2016) with a
budget of 30 million Euros. This initiative has been seeking to drive the required paradigm shift
in toxicological testing away from ‘black box’ animal testing towards an animal-free toxicological assessment based on human cell responses and a comprehensive mechanistic understanding of cause consequence relationships of chemical adverse effects. It involves 39 international partners and stakeholders from academia, industry, and is advised by US, European
and national regulatory authorities (e.g. BfR, EPA, RIVM, ECHA, EMA, and EFSA).
The project aims at developing IATAs that integrate various NAMs from in vitro and in silico
toxicology. New in silico advances such as QSAR models, physiologically based toxicokinetic
(PBTK) modelling, RAx methods are included, as well as the concept of AOPs. The in vitro
test methods used in this project focus on human-derived cell or tissue material to overcome
species differences. The EU-ToxRisk NAMs target organs are human liver, kidney, lung and
the neuronal system to predict systemic repeated dose toxicity (RDT), as well as in vitro models
to predict developmental and reproductive toxicity (DART). Since this is a very broad scope,
practical examples and more than ten case studies have been investigated to gain experience
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on the applicability and limitations of NAMs regarding throughput, sensitivity, specificity and
remaining uncertainty with respect to the addressed endpoint.
To date the project has succeeded in establishing a novel biological read-across. This approach goes beyond using only structural similarity, by adding biological descriptors to toxicological and chemical descriptors (Escher et al. 2019). This example illustrates how NAMs could
strengthen a RAx assessment by evaluation of the toxicokinetic as well as the toxicodynamic
behaviour of compounds in the human organism. The evaluation of the predictivity of a battery
of assays using data-rich chemicals is ongoing and will be subject of a follow-up publication.
Although the focus in this work is on the use of alternative methods and NAMs in toxicology to
assess harms and adverse effects, NAMs can also be applied in other areas. They can be
used for quality testing, e.g. testing of pharmaceutical preparations for pyrogens, or testing of
efficacy, as for example in the production of biologics as like calcitonin or botulinum toxin (Leist
et al. 2012b).
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5. Aims of the thesis
This thesis aimed at the development of in vitro test methods (new approach methods) and
the integration of their data in a regulatory context.
Therefore, three particular objectives of the thesis were:


The implementation of an algorithm with graphical user interface to estimate benchmark concentrations of concentration-response curves, as well as their confidence intervals,



The development of an extensive guidance for test method descriptions, that is aligned
to regulatory guidelines,



The documentation of a unified strategy for collaborative testing, detailing all procedures required to allow the NAM data to be usable for integrated hazard assessment,
strategic project decisions and/or for regulatory purposes.
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6.1.1. Abstract
Many toxicological test methods, including assays of cell viability and function, require an evaluation of concentration-response data. This often involves curve fitting, and the resulting mathematical functions are then used to determine the concentration at which a certain deviation
from the control value occurs (e.g. a decrease of cell viability by 15%). Such a threshold is
called the benchmark response (BMR). For a toxicological test, it is often of interest to determine the concentration of test compound at which a pre-defined BMR of e.g. 10, 25 or 50% is
reached. The concentration at which the modelled curve crosses the BMR is called the benchmark concentration (BMC). We present a user-friendly, web-based tool (BMCeasy), designed
for operators without programming skills and profound statistical background, for determining
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BMCs and their confidence interval. BMCeasy allows simultaneous analysis of viability plus a
functional test endpoint, and it yields absolute BMCs with confidence intervals for any BMR.
Besides an explanation of the algorithm underlying BMCeasy, this article also gives multiple
examples of data outputs. BMCeasy was used within the EU-ToxRisk project for preparing
data packages submitted to regulatory authorities, demonstrating the real-life applicability of
the tool.

6.1.2. Introduction
Investigating the onset of toxicity of chemicals and determining their non-cytotoxic concentration ranges is a pivotal task of toxicology. The no-observed-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) and
lowest-observed-adverse-effect-level (LOAEL) have been used as points of departure (PoD)
for hazard estimation and risk assessment in classical toxicological studies. The NOAEL is the
highest dose/concentration level tested, that shows no adverse effect in a particular experiment, while the LOAEL is the lowest dose/concentration at which an adverse effect was observed. The determination of the NOAEL or LOAEL is straightforward; however, uncertainty of
these threshold values is poorly defined, and the data is strongly affected by the study design
(e.g. sample size, dose selection and dose spacing) (Barnes and Dourson 1988; Crump 1984;
Dourson et al. 1985; Haber et al. 2018; Kimmel and Gaylor 1988).
To overcome this limitation, the benchmark dose (BMD) concept has been developed. It is
broadly used and recommended for animal-based studies
(Davis et al. 2011; EFSA 2017; U.S. EPA 1995; U.S. EPA 2012), and it has also been adapted
to analyse data sets from in vitro tests or so-called new approach methods (NAM). As concentrations are the most common dose metric for cell-based tests (Kisitu et al. 2019), benchmark
concentrations (BMC), rather than BMDs are relevant for NAM.
The BMC is the concentration at which a specific, pre-defined change in an assay endpoint
occurs, and the pre-defined change in response is called the benchmark response (BMR)
(Crump 1984). The application of this concept is most straightforward for situations where the
concentration-response behavior is monotonic, and a mathematical model can be fit to the
experimental data. The BMC is determined as the concentration at which the modeled curve
intersects with the pre-defined BMR (Fig. MS1_1). For example, in the case of viability as test
endpoint, a BMR of 12% would define a reduction of viability from 100% to 88%, i.e. by 12%.
The uncertainty of the calculated BMC can be calculated and expressed as the confidence
interval (CI). The lower limit of the CI (bench mark concentration lower bound; BMCL) can be
considered as the highest concentration of a compound which does not affect the assay endpoint with a pre-defined confidence level. In this case, ‘not affecting the assay endpoint’ would
be interpreted as being ‘non-cytotoxic’, and the CI would relate to the given BMR.
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Fig. MS1_ 1: The benchmark concentration concept for in vitro toxicology data.
An example dataset of concentration-response data of a toxicant is shown. Older curve evaluation strategies use the NOAEL (maximal concentration that has no observable adverse effect) and the LOAEL (lowest
concentration that evokes an adverse effect) to define the onset of toxicity. The benchmark concept requires definition of a benchmark response level (BMR). The compound concentration that causes the test
endpoint (e.g. viability) to drop to the BMR is called benchmark concentration (BMC). A two-sided confidence interval (CI) can be calculated for the BMC. The lower limit of the CI is defined as BMCL, the upper
limit as BMCU. Concentrations lower than the BMCL are likely to produce effects lower than the BMR with
a pre-defined level of confidence (usually 97.5%).

The BMCL indicates here the highest concentration at which one can be 97.5% certain that
the viability does not deviate more than 12% (BMR) from that of untreated or negative control
cells.
Taking the viability example above, one may conclude that all data above 88% viability mean
that there is no cytotoxicity, while all data below the BMR (< 88% viability) would indicate cytotoxicity. One could then conclude that all test compound concentrations below the BMC are
non-cytotoxic (have a viability above the BMR). However, this interpretation does not account
for the statistical uncertainty of the BMC, and one cannot be sure that toxicant concentrations
at the BMC level are indeed non-cytotoxic. If one wants to have a certain confidence that a
concentration is non-cytotoxic, it should be lower than the BMCL. Thus, the BMCL provides a
better estimation of non-cytotoxic concentrations than the BMC alone. Knowing this threshold
is important to choose test concentrations for functional assays, or for gene expression studies
(House et al. 2017; Krug et al. 2013b; Nyffeler et al. 2017a; Nyffeler et al. 2017b; Rempel et
al. 2015; Rovida et al. 2014; Shinde et al. 2017; Waldmann et al. 2014). As the BMC method
uses the information of the whole dataset, including the data uncertainties (i.e. variability produced by experimental errors and fluctuations of experimental parameters), it is less influenced
by concentration spacing than a NOAEL, and it provides an estimate of statistical uncertainty
of a PoD. It is therefore a preferred method for modern toxicological approaches (Hartung and
Leist 2008; Leist et al. 2010; Leist et al. 2012a; Leist et al. 2014), and the concept
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Fig. MS1_ 2: Graphical representation of the absolute vs. the relative BMC50.
A) The absolute BMC50 is defined independently of the data and their curve fit, the curve’s inflection point
or its lower asymptote. The absolute BMC50 is thus always defined as a 50% reduction of the respective
endpoint, independent of the lower asymptote. B) The relative BMC50 is dependent on the data, in particular, on the lower asymptote, because it is defined by the midpoint of the difference between the upper and
the lower asymptotes. For a 4-parameter sigmoid fit, this is identical to the curve’s inflection point. The
lower asymptote is shown in red, the upper asymptote in grey. The dashed vertical line (black) indicates
the BMC50. BMCeasy uses the absolute BMC50 definition as in A.

has been used for a number of algorithms to define non-cytotoxic concentrations (Behl et al.
2015; Calderazzo et al. 2019; Hsieh et al. 2019a; Stadnicka-Michalak et al. 2018). Several
software tools have been developed to calculate the BMC (Filer et al. 2017; Ritz and Streibig
2005; Slob and Setzer 2014)9,10, but applying the BMC concept still required considerably more
mathematical/statistical and programming skills than the NOAEL/LOAEL approach, and could
be challenging for experimental biologists.
The ideal tool for an experimental in vitro toxicologist without programming skills and working
on low to medium throughput test methods would have the following characteristics: (1) requires neither programming skills nor extensive mathematical and statistical knowledge; (2)
handles data from cytotoxicity endpoints as well as from functional endpoints (note that the
lower asymptote of functional endpoint data is often >0); (3) calculates absolute BMC and
BMCL values in a standardized way to allow comparison in inter-laboratory projects or between
different assays in a test battery (Fig. MS1_2), (4) ensures transparency and reproducibility by
giving publication-quality graphical output and providing background on the fitting procedure
as well as giving all parameters of the curve fitted to the concentration-response data. To the
best of our knowledge, no such program is easily available, therefore we created BMCeasy, a
web-based software fulfilling all these requirements.

9

https://www.rivm.nl/en/proast

10

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/drc/drc.pdf
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BMCeasy was programmed in R11 (R Core Team 2019), using the well-established drc package for curve fitting and BMC estimation12 (Ritz 2010; Ritz and Streibig 2005) and the R Shiny
package to produce the web interface13. The tool is suitable for data obtained from a wide
variety of in vitro test methods. It has been used and optimized in practice during collaborative
work in the EU-ToxRisk project and several other international collaborative research activities,
involving laboratories from both academia and industry.
In the present work, we aim to give an overview of the workflow, together with some example
applications of the program. A detailed user manual of the BMCeasy graphical user interface
is available at http://invitrotox.uni-konstanz.de/.

6.1.3. Curve fitting and calculation of BMR data
Data for up to two different endpoints can be uploaded at a time, and any BMR can be specified. For both endpoints, three concentration-response models with slightly different constraints are available to fit the data. The best model is selected automatically by BMCeasy.
The outputs are the BMCs, their confidence intervals with lower and upper boundaries (the
BMCL and BMCU), the parameters used for curve fitting, and a high quality graph.
6.1.3.1.

Pre-processing of the data and data input

The program was designed on purpose to require a manual check and pre-processing of data:
initial normalization of raw data, detection of outliers and potential re-normalization of data sets
(Krebs et al. 2018) is left to the user, and needs to be done prior to data upload in standard
laboratory programs such as GraphPad or Excel. It is of utmost importance that the user is
aware of the quality of data necessary to yield reasonable outputs. In some cases, repetitions
of an experiment may be necessary to provide data sets of sufficient quality. Sometimes data
sets may need to be excluded from analysis (e.g. when a compound used in a viability test
makes cells grow (reaching values > 100%). As the software performs poorly with low quality
data and requires manual pre-processing, BMCeasy is not suitable for high-throughput data
processing.
BMCeasy input datasets are simple lists containing the name of the chemical tested, and in
each line a test concentration, the concentration unit and the response (normalized to 100%
relative to a vehicle control or to another reference point). In case of several replicates they
may be entered as individual values or as means, the standard deviation, and the number of

11

https://www.r-project.org/

12

http://www.bioassay.dk/

13

https://shiny.rstudio.com/
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replicates. A sample MS Excel file is available at http://invitrotox.uni-konstanz.de/bmc_Johanna/.
BMC calculation requires datasets with a downward direction (towards 0%) for increasing concentrations of test chemical. For example, a decrease in cell viability or inhibition of cell migration are typical assay responses that can be evaluated. Upward responses (e.g. enhanced cell
proliferation, or activation of a reporter gene) cannot be evaluated directly, such datasets need
a prior transformation (e.g. inversion or mirroring on a line parallel to the x-axis) (Weimer et al.
2012).
6.1.3.2.

Curve modeling

Concentration-response input data is fitted using the log-logistic function of the drc package.
The curve fits differ in their constraints and possible ranges of curve fit variables (Fig.
MS1_3A)14. The parameters were not derived from and validated by stringent statistical procedures. They rather reflect the experience gained during several years of experimental work
with the fitting of real-live data sets (Nyffeler et al. 2017a; Nyffeler et al. 2017b). Best results
are obtained for low BMRs (e.g. 10-30%), as BMCeasy was mainly developed to determine
the onset of toxicity. Accordingly, the program performance may be poor for BMRs > 50%.
For viability data (Fig. MS1_3B), Fit 1 works best for datasets with a steep concentration-response and a lower asymptote near 0%. The parameter setting takes into account the biological background that most viability data sets should theoretically approach 0% at high test
concentrations. It also accounts for frequent experimental findings that there is sometimes an
imperfect baseline correction or blank subtraction. Moreover, the parameter setting takes advantage of our experience that imperfect curve fits in the lower part of the curve affect BMCs
with a low BMR (often BMR10 is selected for viability data) only to a small extent. The rationale
was to rather tolerate a reduced fit quality at high concentrations than to accept the biologically
little plausible assumption that exactly 8% (number chosen only as example of an exact lower
asymptote) of the cells will survive even highest test concentrations.
A second case for which Fit 1 often works well are weak, non-sigmoidal responses, like a linear
decrease to e.g. 80% viability at high test concentrations. However, users need to be careful
with data that have a very shallow slope, as they are error-prone and uncertainties can be
high. This is a typical case where users need to decide whether BMC determination is meaningful. Fit 2 and Fit 3 are suitable for sigmoidal responses with a lower asymptote that is clearly
higher than 0%. An example case may be relative cell count measurements for a cytostatic

14

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/drc/drc.pdf
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(but not cytotoxic) compound (Fig. MS1_3B). Fit 3 is intended to allow modelling of datasets
with a lower asymptote >80%.

Fig. MS1_ 3: Overview of the different models to fit concentration-response data.
A) The log-logistic 4-parameter model, on which all fits are based. B) The three different fits (based on
different parameter constraints) available to fit the viability endpoint data. C) The three different fits (based
on different parameter constraints) available to fit the functional endpoint data. The green areas are based
on the respective upper and lower parameter limits and they demonstrate the full range of curves that can
be generated by the model. Conc = concentration.
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For functional endpoints (Fig. MS1_3C), Fit 1+2 are similar to those for cytotoxicity data, while
Fit 3 was included to account for datasets with upward concentration-response curves (Fig.
MS1_3C). Notably, Fit 3 is not meant to generally capture all responses >100% (e.g. motility,
proliferation, reporter assays, etc.). It was included in the software to account for unexpected
counter-regulations (e.g. cytostatic drugs that increase cell numbers; potential enzyme inhibitors that activate an enzyme, etc.).
6.1.3.3.

Best model selection

Following principles of the Akaike information criterion, concentration-response models were
compared for their goodness of fit and for the risk of overfitting. Fit 2 and 3 have three degrees
of freedom, while Fit 1 has only two degrees of freedom. Models with more degrees of freedom
typically fit the data better, but they may also overfit them. Therefore, their use must be justified.
The selection procedure was set in a way that Fit 1 is preferred over Fit2 or 3, unless these
model the data considerably better. Moreover, Fit 2 and Fit 3 are only selected if there are at
least three data points on the concentration-response curve with a mean response exceeding
the noise level. The noise levels were defined empirically as 5% for viability and 10% for the
functional endpoint because these automatic settings worked well in practice. We set a higher
noise level (10% instead of 5%) for functional endpoints because we observed that these types
of endpoints often have higher variance than viability measurements. We consider fixed
thresholds important to compare different experiments within a given assay and across different assays. A different strategy, i.e. a flexible noise level calculated from negative control data
has been chosen by others (Behl et al. 2019). To decide between Fit 2 and Fit 3, their loglikelihood is determined (Fig. MS1_4).
6.1.3.4.

BMC calculation

The best fits for viability and the functional endpoint are then used to derive the BMC and to
calculate the respective BMCU and BMCL at the desired BMR.
To ensure that the estimated confidence interval is of best possible data quality, it is preferable
that data from as many replicates as possible are included in the analysis; the number of concentrations tested, as well as their spacing will also affect the output. For the calculation of the
CI of the BMC, the ED function within the drc package (tlfs function pre-selected) is used (Ritz
and Streibig 2005). The resultant confidence interval is usually asymmetrical on a linear axis.
It is important to note that BMCeasy defines BMC as decline/reduction of an absolute effect.
For example, BMC50 is a 50% reduction of the respective endpoint. For a curve with e.g. an
asymptote at 40%, this point does not coincide with the inflexion point of the curve (Fig.
MS1_2). This feature differs from other modelling solutions (e.g. tcpl) (Filer et al. 2017).
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Fig. MS1_ 4: Overview of data processing with the BMCeasy tool to determine the BMC and its confidence
interval.
The data are pre-processed manually, before they are uploaded. Ideally, datasets from several independent
experiments (biological replicates = BR) are used for input. To fit the concentration-response data, 3 different fits are available (❶❷❸; see also Fig. MS1_3). The program automatically identifies the most suitable
concentration-response model and uses it to calculate the BMCs and the respective BMCL/BMCU. * at least
three concentrations with a mean response exceeding the noise level. The noise level was defined at 5%
for viability and 10% for the functional endpoint. logL = log-likelihood.

According to the definition of the BMC underlying BMCeasy, an increase in response cannot
be defined. This means that no BMC can be calculated, if Fit 3 is selected for the functional
endpoint.
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6.1.3.5.

Output

The calculated BMCs, BMCUs and BMCLs are returned in a table, and can be downloaded as
an Excel file. A graph with the concentration-response data of both endpoints and the respective best model fitting the data is plotted in publication quality. There are multiple options for
layout and design of the graph (appearance of curves, legends, axes and data points). However, for users who prefer their own graphical representation, the parameters of the curve fit
are returned. This allows reproduction in other programs.
BMCeasy has been used for processing the results of a broad variety of methods (Fig. MS1_5).
Within the EU-ToxRisk project, its use spanned from air-exposed bronchial epithelial cells,
through zebrafish embryos, neural crest cells and neurons to hepatocytes and kidney cell models. The example plots show that the tool can handle various challenges, such as curves with
almost no decline (Fig. MS1_5A), with large data uncertainty (Fig. MS_5B and C), data with a
lower asymptote >0% (Fig. MS1_5D and F) or curves with a very shallow decrease (Fig.
MS1_5E), as well as data with increasing response (Fig. MS1_5G).

6.1.4. Discussion and Conclusions
We created a web-based tool to help experimental in vitro toxicologists without programming
skills or extensive mathematical and statistical knowledge to calculate absolute BMC and
BMCL values in a standardized way. As BMCeasy does not contain a quality check module
for the input data, it requires the user to judge which types of data sets can be handled by the
program, and where problems may occur (Tab. MS1_1). It is important to note, that the program will to some extent also handle “non-suitable” data, and in such cases, the BMC data
delivered may not be meaningful. Like any research tool, the program has an applicability domain and a working environment that must be known and respected. For instance, non-monotonic responses, or no-effect datasets cannot yield a reasonable BMC. Moreover, curve
shapes that are very different from typical cell-based assays potentially will not result in good
quality estimates. The tool is not suitable for high-throughput efforts, as batch processing of
multiple test compounds has not been implemented. A detailed manual (http://invitrotox.unikonstanz.de/manuals/bmc.pdf) explains how to set up the analysis15.
Currently only the log-logistic curve is modelled. It has been suggested that a broad range of
functions should be available for curve modelling (Ritz 2010; U.S. EPA 2012). Even solutions

15

http://invitrotox.uni-konstanz.de/
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Fig. MS1_ 5: Examples of real-life outputs from BMCeasy demonstrating how curves are fit to various experimental datasets.
A) Concentration-response data of mercury chloride from the PBEC-ALI assay (air-exposed primary bronchial epithelial cells). B) Percent of viable zebrafish embryos after 96 h exposure to valproic acid (VPA). C)
Effect of hexachlorophene on migrating neural crest cells (cMINC assay). D) Concentration-response data
of rotenone in peripheral neurons (PeriTox assay). E) Paclitaxel effects on the neurite area of peripheral
neurons (PeriTox assay). F) Data of the NeuriTox assay using developing dopaminergic neurons (LUHMES
cells). G) Fetal bovine serum (FBS) enhanced cell migration of neural crest cells (cMINC). H) Cadmium
chloride (CdCl2) inhibited neural crest cell migration (cMINC). G) and H) have been adopted from Nyffeler
et al. 2017. Data provided by the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC), NL for panel A, by University of
Heidelberg, Germany, for panel B, and by the University of Konstanz for panels C-H.
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Tab. MS1_ 1: Advantages and limitations of the BMCeasy tool.

for non-monotonic (e.g. hormesis) effects have been developed16,17. A broad range of curve
models is particularly important for high throughput data that are not manually controlled. The
drc package used for BMCeasy has many curve models implemented, but we found that a
limitation to the log-logistic function yields sufficiently good and more comparable results. Exceptions to this rule are possible and need to be excluded by visual control.
The most severe limitation of BMCeasy is that it requires that datasets are normalized to 100%
(for negative controls). A typical example of data that do not work would be the percentage of
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released from cells. In a typical assay, negative controls (NC)
may show 15% release (spontaneous cell death), and positive controls (PC) 90% release.
Such datasets may require complex transformation and renormalization (i.e. expressing data
in terms of LDH not released: 85% for NC, 10% for PC, then normalizing the NC to 100% by
dividing all data by 0.85).

16

https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/drc/versions/2.5-12/topics/cedergreen

17

https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/drc/versions/2.5-12/topics/braincousens
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Many test methods yield two endpoints, a viability/cytotoxicity endpoint and a functional endpoint (e.g. cell migration or electrical network activity or substrate transport or secretion of a
biomolecule). Often the relation of the two endpoints is used to determine acceptance criteria
or to identify hits. Therefore, it is often desired to represent them in one graph, and to use the
same tool for BMC calculations – BMCeasy is ideal for such cases. This allows experimenters,
for example, to rapidly decide if the concentration spacing was chosen appropriately or if they
should repeat their experiment with different compound dilutions.
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6.2.1. Abstract
Only few cell-based test methods are described by Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) test guidelines or other regulatory references (e.g., the European
Pharmacopoeia). The majority of toxicity tests still falls into the category of non-guideline methods. Data from these tests may nevertheless be used to support regulatory decisions or to
guide strategies to assess compounds (e.g., drugs, agrochemicals) during research and development if they fulfill basic requirements concerning their relevance, reproducibility and predictivity. Only a method description of sufficient clarity and detail allows interpretation and use
of the data. To guide regulators faced with increasing amounts of data from non-guideline
studies, the OECD formulated Guidance Document 211 (GD211) on method documentation
for the purpose of safety assessment. As GD211 is targeted mainly at regulators, it leaves
scientists less familiar with regulation uncertain as to what level of detail is required and how
individual questions should be answered. Moreover, little attention was given to the description
of the test system (i.e., cell culture) and the steps leading to it being established in the guidance. To address these issues, an annotated toxicity test method template (ToxTemp) was
developed (i) to fulfill all requirements of GD211, (ii) to guide the user concerning the types of
answers and detail of information required, (iii) to include acceptance criteria for test elements,
and (iv) to define the cells sufficiently and transparently. The fully annotated ToxTemp is provided here, together with reference to a database containing exemplary descriptions of more
than 20 cell-based tests.

6.2.2. Main test elements
Test, assay, test system, test method… All these terms are found in the literature and in discussions, but they need some definition to allow for specification of their background and requirements. “Test” is the shortest term and thus a good place to start: a toxicological “test” is
a procedure to determine, in a quantifiable manner (with respect to damage and dose/concentration), whether a substance may harm/incapacitate an organism, a cell, or an essential component thereof. The terms “assay” and “test method” are used interchangeably with “test”. A
test has various elements that are independent of one another to a large degree (Schmidt et
al. 2017). The five main elements are: the test purpose (see Section 4), the test system, the
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exposure scheme, the endpoint, and the prediction model. Thus, the “test system” is one element of the “test method” and must not be confused with it. As this often causes confusion
among non-specialists, it deserves some further explanation. The in vivo test method for acute
toxicity assessment is a good example to explain the problem. The overall test method is defined by a test guideline, e.g., OECD TG 423 (acute oral toxicity) (OECD 2002b). The test
system is, e.g., mouse, fasted for > 3 h prior to dosing; the exposure scheme involves single
dosing by gavage and continued observation for 14 days; the endpoint is the number/percentage of dead animals; and the prediction model converts the test data into toxicity classes defined by the United Nation’s Globally Harmonized System (GHS), e.g., category 2 (comprising
compounds with an LD50 in the range of 5-50 mg/kg bodyweight). Clearly, the mouse is the
test system and not the test method. Each element of the test method may be modified independently, e.g., changing from oral to dermal exposure; using time to death as endpoint; employing a binary prediction model (toxic/non-toxic) and using rats instead of mice. Any such
change results in a new, different test method that may no longer be in accordance with the
guideline method. The same principles apply to cell-based assays, i.e., in vitro methods or new
approach methods (NAM). For example, the test system may be neurons in 2D culture or
neural organoids or liver cells; the exposure scheme may be 24 h exposure of cells cultured in
standard medium plus test chemical or 72 h exposure in a special medium, with or without readdition of test chemical every 24 h; the prediction model may be binary (toxic/non-toxic) or it
may use a composite measure of several endpoints to define a continuous malformation index.
Any combination of these independent elements results in a different overall test method.

6.2.3. Compliance issues with OECD Guidance Document 211 (GD211)
The key literature on how to describe non-guideline methods is OECD Guidance Document
211 (GD211) (OECD 2017b). In line with reports by many others (Freedman et al. 2015; Hair
et al. 2019; Vogt et al. 2016), our own survey of the scientific literature has indicated that
method descriptions still show an enormous heterogeneity in quality, detail and scope. Moreover, the clarity of the information, as well as the format that is used to provide the information,
varies widely. This makes the extraction of necessary information as well as the use and interpretation of data produced using the method difficult. We further found that the items required
to be addressed in GD211 are understood and interpreted in different ways by the users, or
sometimes not understood at all. Part of this might be attributable to the fact that GD211 looks
at non-guideline methods from a regulatory perspective, i.e., it explicitly provides a format for
reporting non-guideline methodology so that it can be used by regulatory toxicologists for the
safety assessment of chemicals. It asks for information that is of specific value for regulators
(e.g., information on validation, predictivity, standardization, applicability domain, etc.), but
does not provide detailed background information on why regulators need such information
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and what they use it for. Experience has shown that the target audience, which includes
method developers in academia or fundamental research, is not necessarily familiar with the
underlying regulatory background. Another reason for apparent non-compliance is that GD211
is a brief and highly condensed document. It often covers several distinct features of tests in a
single question. Test developers may not consider all the different aspects of such a complex
question without more specific guidance, and thus some issues may be missed entirely. From
the information recipient’s point-of-view, non-compliance is not the only problem. Also, finding
and retrieving the information within a report prepared in a not fully-standardized format can
be a difficult task. For instance, it may be a time-consuming task to find out whether some
information is absent or whether it is only placed or mentioned in another context than usual.

6.2.4. Annotations and guiding questions for a test method template
The problems that test developers face when trying to comply with the questions raised in
GD211 may best be illustrated using an analogy from an entirely different field. Let us assume
that a police recruit is asked in a questionnaire to “indicate body measures”. Some would answer by giving only their height and weight. Others may include their shoe size and special
measures for jackets and trousers. Few would give their head circumference (required for the
uniform hat) and/or their glove size. Possibly even fewer would think to provide information on
their sight, i.e., data essential for ordering sunglasses (e.g., whether they are myopic, distance
between the eyes, etc.). In the course of the European research project EU-ToxRisk
(Daneshian et al. 2016), compliance of project case study results with GD211 became an important issue. While trying to implement high-quality assay documentation within the project,
we realized that hardly any of the senior scientists and none of the junior faculty fully understood the requirements of GD211. How are situations as exemplified above (police recruit or
EU-ToxRisk examples) best avoided? How can it be ensured that all required information (i) is
reported, (ii) is presented in a structured way so that the recipients can verify its completeness,
and (iii) can be found easily? Two major strategies towards this goal are (a) to sub-divide
complex questions into sets of more simple questions, each dealing with a single, defined
issue, and (b) to explain the questions by adding additional notes, comments and guiding
questions. These measures help to structure the answer and ensure that all relevant aspects
are considered. Such guidance is provided by the test method template (ToxTemp) provided
as a printable version including additional notes and examples in the Supplementary Material
(note: the original publication contains a 3-paged box here, due to size reasons this box is
omitted in this work and the reference to the Supplementary Material is made instead). Tab.
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MS2_1 gives a synoptic overview of all items/questions of GD211 and of the respective counterparts in the ToxTemp (see also the supplementary file18 for the detailed comparison). Moreover, an online methods database, based on the ToxTemp, is under construction19. Using Tab.
MS2_1 should enable anyone accustomed to the structure of GD211 to retrieve all relevant
test method information from the database.

6.2.5. Understanding the test purpose
Any test (toxicological or not) is developed to probe a test hypothesis (e.g., whether a substance is toxic or not). The test design will always reflect that purpose and test parameters will
ideally be optimized in order to achieve maximum certainty about whether the hypothesis
should be accepted or rejected. It is a basic scientific principle that test results should – within
limits – only be used for the purpose they were designed for. This is not trivial for in vitro or
new approach methods (NAM) developed for regulatory purposes. In this domain, the element
“test purpose” plays a special role: Beyond the primary test purpose (e.g., determination of
cytotoxicity), the results of a test may also be used for a secondary, regulatory purpose (regulation), and even a tertiary purpose (e.g., modelling a potential hazard in the population). Consider, e.g., in vitro tests used to predict Globally Harmonized System (GHS) classifications
(e.g., moderate or strong skin sensitizer or eye irritant) (secondary purpose), which in turn are
used to model the potential chemical hazard to which workers or the general population may
be exposed (tertiary purpose).
Test developers might not be familiar with the limitations and requirements demanded of their
test when it is to be used for secondary (or tertiary) purposes, and this may in the end lead to
misinterpretation of results obtained from a test method used for purposes that it was not originally designed for. The problem is further complicated by the fact that an apparently simple
regulatory statement (e.g., “The substance is a skin sensitizer.”) in reality represents the outcome of a highly complex decision system based on a regulatory framework that has evolved
over several decades, with paradigms and implicit assumptions that are often not obvious to
the outsider.
To avoid such problems, communication between developers and regulatory recipients needs
to be as transparent, comprehensive and precise as possible. Description of a test method,
especially of the test purpose, in a way that allows such communication is essential to achieve
this.

18

https://doi.org/10.14573/altex.1909271s

19

https://eutoxrisk.edelweissconnect.com/public/
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Tab. MS2_ 1: Synopsis of information found in OECD GD211, and the extensive test method description
questionnaire (ToxTemp) compiled here.
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The left column lists all chapters/items of GD211 (original numbering), while the right column indicates
where the corresponding information can be found in ToxTemp. Note that sub-points have not been listed
for item 1 of GD211. Also, GD211 sometimes lists several important issues without assignment to subitems (see e.g. item 3 of GD211 „Data interpretation and prediction model“). Such compilations of several
aspects are often covered by several disctinct chapters of ToxTemp. Two examples for the diverging levels
of detail are highlighted in blue: (i) chapter 2.3 of GD211 addresses the test system (cells). This information
is covered in 15 sub-chapters of ToxTemp; (ii) in chapter 2.6 of GD211, there are several sub-items (bullets)
that are highly divers. These are therefore covered in ToxTemp in very different chapters. A more detailed
comparison is found in the supplementary information (Suppl. Table 2).

6.2.6. Distinctions between a test method description and the overall testing
process
Reproducible toxicological research necessitates the comprehensive description of the testing
process. Good information on this can be found in the series of guidance on Good Laboratory
Practice (GLP) (e.g., (OECD 2005)) or in the OECD Guidance Document on Good In Vitro
Methods Practice (GIVIMP) (OECD 2018a). Several helpful tools are available, e.g., from the
Science in Risk Assessment and Policy (SciRAP3) web resource, the DB-ALM methods summary (adapted from GD211), the EURL-ECVAM test submission template (used for structuring
information for test validation), or the ALTEX BenchMarks series (Kisitu et al. 2019; Krebs et
al. 2018).
Several earlier EU-funded projects devoted considerable resources to harmonize test method
descriptions (Kinsner-Ovaskainen et al. 2009; Rovida et al. 2014), and similar activities are
taking place in the USA (Flood et al. 2017). The overall reporting of in vitro experiments (data
and methods) has been addressed by an NC3Rs initiative (RIVER) (Prior et al. 2019), large
stakeholder workshops organized by CAAT-Europe (Hartung et al. 2019), and on the regulatory level (OECD harmonized templates for data reporting (OHT); OHT 201- Intermediate effects4 is especially relevant).
The many types of essential information can be grouped as belonging to four partially overlapping packages: (i) the overall test method description, (ii) the technical test procedure (as outlined in a standard operating procedure (SOP) involving, e.g., defined lab ware, consumables
and pipetting steps), (iii) the characterization of test and reference materials/chemicals, and
(iv) all issues relating to data processing and archiving. In a wider sense, an additional package
(v) addresses the test purpose, the test limitations (i.e., information on its applicability) and the
criteria to be used for interpreting test results. Here, the focus is on the overall test method
description (packages i + v). Notably, this description also involves some information from the
other packages (ii-iv) – not in full detail but as far as required to provide an overall understanding of the test method.
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6.2.7. Why data are meaningless without a test method description
There is an intricate relationship between a test method and the data it generates. It is evidently
clear that a test method itself has no value in toxicology if it does not generate data. The reverse condition is often overlooked: Is there any value in data if the test method is not sufficiently documented or disclosed? This question is not easily answered. One reason for this is
that “naked data”, i.e., data without reference to a test method, do not exist for in vivo tests.
Most data inherently contain some information on test conditions. For instance, if one talks
about data on the LD50 (lethal dose, 50%) test for oral toxicity in rat (example data: 4.5 ±1
mg/kg bodyweight), then the data contain information on the test system (rat) and the exposure
scheme (oral dosing, timing). Also, information on the endpoint and a normalization of the dose
to a test unit can be easily derived from the data. In the above example, this would be death
(as endpoint) and dose per body weight unit (as data normalization procedure). Without such
inherent test method information, a data point (e.g., 5 mg or 117 g) would be meaningless.
The situation is even more extreme for cell-based tests or new approach methods (NAM) in
general. Data may be something like “10%”. Depending on the test, this may refer to a 10%
reduction in viability (i.e., hardly any effect), 10% remaining viability (a drastic effect), a 10%
increase in neurite growth (a moderate effect of unclear relevance) or 10% remaining level of
acetylcholine activity (extreme adversity). Even if this was specified, it would not be possible
to interpret the data, as they may have been obtained after exposure for 5 min to 10 nM compound or after exposure for one year to 1 mM compound. This example, trivial as it may appear, is intended to explain an important point: Data have no meaning if the respective test
method with all its elements is not disclosed fully and transparently (Leist and Hengstler 2018).
Large studies (mainly focusing on animal experimentation) have reported that test method
descriptions are often poor (Freedman et al. 2015; Hair et al. 2019; Ingre-Khans et al. 2019;
Vogt et al. 2016). This lack of test method transparency may contribute significantly to reproducibility issues often reported for biomedical research (Begley and Ellis 2012; Hartung et al.
2019; Ioannidis 2012; Prinz et al. 2011). In the toxicological context, data obtained using test
method descriptions that are not sufficiently clear cannot be considered “valid”, i.e., “suitable
for a regulatory context or in a context where major scientific or commercial decisions depend
on the data interpretation” (Hartung and Leist 2008; Leist et al. 2014). Given the experience
that many essential details on methods are often not disclosed in scientific publications, it is of
prime importance to define meticulously what is required of a method description and also to
provide guidance on structuring this information (Hartung et al. 2019; Leist et al. 2010; Leist et
al. 2012a; OECD 2018a).
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6.2.8. How to define a cell
The test system of many in vitro test methods is a cell culture (in two- or three-dimensional
format). Therefore, the definition of the cells is an important element of a test method description. This is also clearly stated in GD211. However, the problem of defining a cell appears to
have been underestimated – especially with respect to many modern, highly dynamic and
complex cell cultures (Bal-Price et al. 2015; Balmer et al. 2012; Pamies et al. 2017). To appreciate the problem, it is helpful to initially look at some attempts to define a cell and to examine
the problems associated with them:
1. Quoting the catalogue number or another apparent cell identifier.
Often the ATCC (American Type Culture Collection) number, the colleague who provided the
cells, or the tissue from which the (primary) cells were obtained is given. This may work to
some extent if all principles of Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) are considered and adhered
to (Coecke et al. 2005). Yet, many problems have been described in this regard. For instance,
many cells have been misidentified or cross-contaminated with other cells (Drexler et al. 2003;
Gignac et al. 1993; Horbach and Halffman 2017; Masters 2002; Nardone 2007; Nardone 2008;
Stacey 2000; Stacey et al. 1992), or microbiologically contaminated (e.g., with mycoplasms).
Even two batches of cells from a single source can differ significantly (Ben-David et al. 2018;
Frattini et al. 2015; Kleensang et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019). Even more importantly, this form of
identification only applies to cell cultures that are based on well-defined cell lines. Even in
apparently simple cases (e.g., using the HepG2 cell line or primary rodent hepatocytes or neuronal cells), cultures of the same cells have different properties depending on their culture
medium, cell density, cell-matrix, etc. (Brigelius-Flohe et al. 1995; Delp et al. 2019; Falsig et
al. 2006; Gantner et al. 1996; Gerhardt et al. 2001; Latta et al. 2000; Leist et al. 1999;
Ramaiahgari et al. 2014; Zimmer et al. 2012).
2. Determination of the cells’ genotype.
Sometimes, genotyping, e.g., by short tandem repeat (STR) profiling, by extensive single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) profiling or by array comparative genome hybridization (aCGH)
(Cao et al. 2015; Matsuda 2017; Zhang et al. 2017) is used for defining a test system. However,
the genotype gives no information on the differentiation state or the epigenetic state. This problem is also not circumvented by complete genome sequencing (Gutbier et al. 2018).
3. Reference to the original source.
For primary cells, this has in the past been considered as sufficiently defining (e.g., for hepatocytes, neurons, broncho-alveolar cells or blood cell populations) (Gerhardt et al. 2001;
Kruglikov et al. 1976; Schildknecht et al. 2013; Schildknecht et al. 2011). However, it is now
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acknowledged that this approach does not account for the large variability in cell purity, viability, activation/inflammatory state, de-differentiation, history within the organism (e.g., drug
treatment), etc. Even the culture setup can make a dramatic difference. This is exemplified by
broncho-alveolar cells grown submerged in medium (standard type of culture) or at the airliquid interphase, which promotes baso-lateral polarization. Even more variation is introduced
if one considers that the cells may be confluent (with tight junctions) or non-confluent, at an
early or late passage number, etc.
4. Reference to a differentiation protocol.
Many modern test systems are derived from stem cells that have been differentiated. If they
are obtained from commercial sources, the protocol used to generate the cells is mostly confidential, and variability between lots is unknown. Even if all protocol details are known, the
issue still remains that one given cell (with a defined genome) can give rise to dozens of differentiated progeny cell types and that those may have multiple health and proliferation states
(Stiegler et al. 2011; Zimmer et al. 2011). The differentiation protocol is not sufficiently defining
for the final population.
Is it at all possible to unambiguously define a cell culture? At the present state of the art, this
may indeed not be possible (Gutbier et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019) unless the use of the culture
is specified. With a specific use scenario in mind (use of the cells in a given test method), a fitfor-purpose definition is feasible and realistic (Lorge et al. 2016).
The ToxTemp includes two sections that help to better define cells. First, a cell culture is not
seen as one static and given system. Therefore, it contains a whole suite of questions, notes
and guiding questions that address different stages of the cells and are designed to define the
entire process leading from a maintenance culture (or an original tissue) to the final test system
(Fig. MS2_1). Second, the definition of acceptance criteria (AC) for the test system is explained
and requested. This ensures that the state of the cell culture can be defined in a pre-determined range that is fit-for-purpose concerning the use of the test system within the given test
method (Blaauboer et al. 2012; Hansson et al. 2000; Hirt et al. 2000).

6.2.9. Acceptance criteria (AC)
The ToxTemp places a strong emphasis on acceptance criteria, not only for the overall test
method but also for the test system at different stages. Going one step further, the questions
address specification of the test system at the start and at the end of testing. This is necessary
in many cases when the cell culture changes significantly during the test (chemical exposure
phase). Examples for this are the use of differentiating stem cells (shift of subpopulations) or
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Fig. MS2_ 1: Documentation of cell culture stages relevant for their use in an in vitro test method.
The ToxTemp presented here assesses test system features and the according acceptance criteria (AC)
at different stages. In chapter 3, the original source of cells and their characteristics (green cells) as well
as their differentiation/maturation (yellow cells) are covered. Chapter 4 focuses of the test system stages
at the beginning of the test, i.e. at the start of chemical exposure, and at the final stage (end of test; red
cells). Four examples of cellular test systems and their stages during test preparation and testing are
given. In addition, exemplary processes (e.g. proliferation) which can change a test system are indicated
and which should therefore be documented and taken into account for a comprehensive test method documentation.

of primary cells (shift of composition, differentiation state, viability, activation state and other
features).
The definition and application of acceptance criteria (AC) ensures that the specifications of test
method elements are within a fit-for-purpose state that allows the performance of the test under
robust/reproducible conditions. The criteria and methods to control acceptability, including information on historic control data, are an indispensable information requirement for a test that
may be used in a regulatory context and/or may need to be transferred from one laboratory to
another.
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6.2.10. Validation status
“Validation” generally describes the process of establishing that a test method is fit for the test
purpose. In chemical risk assessment this often translates into demonstrating the adequacy,
relevance and reliability of the test method for the purpose in question (e.g., OECD Manual for
the Investigation of High Production Volume Chemicals, chapter 35; (Balls et al. 2006; Coecke
et al. 2016; Coecke et al. 2014; Hartung 2007; Hartung et al. 2004; Hoffmann and Hartung
2006).
As described above, an in vitro test method often has a primary purpose, i.e., to investigate
the biological activity of a chemical with respect to a cell-based endpoint, but may also be used
for secondary or further regulatory purposes. It is well-established that a test method for which
principal fitness for the primary purpose has not been actively established should not be used
for any regulatory purpose. However, a test that is fit for a primary purpose is not automatically
fit for a secondary or other regulatory purpose. For instance, even if an assay has been found
“fit” to reliably predict stress gene activation, and there is a hypothesis that such activation is
responsible for a certain type of liver toxicity, and therefore the test method may be useful as
an indirect way (a model) to predict this type of toxicity in humans, additional steps have to be
taken to demonstrate the fitness of the test method for this secondary regulatory purpose, e.g.,
by comparison with the respective human data or with other, already established models.
While this general notion may be acceptable for most test method developers, the need for
“formal validation” (by dedicated institutions, according to standardized and harmonized workflows) is discussed more controversially. As background for such discussions, it may be useful
to rationalize that chemical risk assessment relies on a highly defined methodological framework that is harmonized internationally to the extent possible. In this system, mutual acceptance of a test method is achieved most readily if an internationally trusted, independent
body (such as the OECD) has confirmed that it is fit-for-purpose. Therefore, the formal validation status is often considered an important element of test method descriptions, and such
information is also requested by GD211.
Notably, non-guideline methods, the main subject of GD211, have usually not been formally
validated. Many of them are also not pre-validated or in the progress of being validated. Thus,
answers to the question on the validation status may be relatively information-poor, i.e., taking
the form of “non-applicable”, “unknown” or “no specific information / no validated state”. More
information on the status of a test method may be obtained if test readiness is defined more
broadly, allowing for different readiness stages, depending on the purpose/application of the
test method (e.g., screening versus regulatory use) (Bal-Price et al. 2018; Fritsche et al. 2017).
Within such a framework, different elements of a test method may be evaluated separately,
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e.g., in a modular validation process (Hartung et al. 2004), or according to specified readiness
criteria and scoring lists (Bal-Price et al. 2018). The ToxTemp gives guidance on how to provide such detailed information.

6.2.11. Conclusions and Outlook
Interactions with many researchers from academia and industry have shown that the most
common roadblock to practical implementation of GD211 is a lack of understanding of the
requirements, and that additional notes and guiding questions are necessary to overcome this.
Moreover, it was recognized that a comprehensive test method description needs more focus
on practical aspects of the testing process (such as details on data handling or of the test
system) and on the documentation of method limitations and troubleshooting. We found that
the project partners of the EU-ToxRisk project were all able, compliant and motivated to deliver
comprehensive method descriptions when guided by the ToxTemp. This shows that there is a
positive attitude and a good motivation amongst test developers to describe their assay. A tool/
template such as the one presented here is likely to act as support and catalyst towards a
culture of fully transparent and complete test method descriptions.
In conclusion, the ToxTemp presented here will make it easier for the many test developers
not deeply familiar with regulatory environments to describe their assays in sufficient detail. It
will al-so allow to better understand and compare different testing methods (e.g., for the same
endpoint). If the ToxTemp were broadly implemented, it would not only give guidance to test
developers but could change the overall culture of method documentation. Scientists fostered
in an environment that values sound descriptions of methods and data will not only become
better (more reliable) researchers but will also be better trained for entering responsible positions in industry and regulatory agencies.
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6.2.12. Supplementary Material

Template for a toxicological, cell based test method description
(ToxTemp)
Preamble
Reproducible toxicology research necessitates the comprehensive description of the testing process. The
necessary information can be grouped as belonging to (i) the overall test method description, (ii) the
technical test procedure (as outlined in a standard operating procedure (SOP)), (iii) the characterization of test and reference materials/chemical and (iv) all issues relating to data processing and storage.
Here we focus mainly on the test method description. In toxicology, the term “test method” is used to
describe a procedure used to obtain information on the potentially hazardous effects of a substance. A
toxicological test method consists of four major components (i.e. 1. test system, 2. endpoint, 3. exposure
scheme, 4. prediction model), and it produces a test result (information regarding the ability of a substance or agent to produce a specified biological/toxicological effect under specified conditions). A fifth
component (5) of the test method (5) gives the frame and boundaries of the method (it relates to the test
purpose and applicability) and is also included here.
Even though most parts of the toxicological test method description template (ToxTemp) are generally
valid, the details are dedicated to (cell-based) in vitro test methods used for the assessment of specific
toxicological endpoints. In this context, it is important to refer especially to the good in vitro method
practices (OECD 2018a). In this document, chapter 9 refers to reporting, with the key message: Good
reporting of in vitro methods can only be achieved when all important details are recorded in a way
that allows others to reproduce the work or reconstruct fully the in vitro method study. Particularly
noteworthy is also chapter 5 (on test systems) with the key message that only few cell and tissue culturebased test systems have been used in regulatory-approved test guideline methods due to reliability issues. Accordingly, GIVIMP devotes an entire chapter (chapter 8) to the performance of the test method
and respective acceptance criteria. It is stated that in vitro method developers need to ensure that in
vitro methods they design will produce good quality data, i.e. fit for purpose, thanks to a stringent assessment of the performance of the method.
Many of the items discussed here, have already been addressed in other documents, as e.g. in the DBALM methods summary (adapted from GD211) or the EURL-ECVAM test submission template (used
for structuring information for test validation). Several earlier EU funded projects devoted considerable
resources to harmonize test method descriptions (Kinsner-Ovaskainen et al. 2009; Rovida et al. 2014),
and similar activities are taking place in the USA (Flood et al. 2017). The overall reporting of in vitro
experiments (i.e. data and methods) has been addressed by an NC3Rs initiative (Prior et al. 2019) by a
large stakeholder workshops organized by CAAT-Europe (Hartung et al. 2019) and by the OECD
(OECD harmonized templates for data reporting (OHT). Especially relevant is OHT 201 on “Intermediate effects”, published in August 201620.
Following the above ideas, this template was developed and reviewed by a large group of experts from
the academic, regulatory, validation, industrial and other relevant environments. The objective is to
provide an easy to use, additional tool that facilitates high quality documentation of the status of (cellbased) in vitro test methods and their elements (e.g. test system). Moreover, the ToxTemp is intended to
provide guidance for considerations around the use of test methods (or data therefrom) beyond the

20

http://www.oecd.org/ehs/templates/harmonised-templates-intermediate-effects.htm
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developer lab. For instance, the template contains information boxes important for test method transfer
between laboratories or for scoring of the readiness of a test method for a specified application (BalPrice et al. 2018). In this sense, it targets broadly all those that expect their data to be used for important
decisions (public health, commercial, regulatory, etc.).
The foremost objective is to provide all stakeholders/test developers with a tool to self-evaluate where
they stand. This distinguishes this document from the guidance documents cited above. The motivation
to assemble the ToxTemp template comes from the observation that many researchers (independent of
training, experience and position/affiliation) lack essential knowledge on test method descriptions.
Moreover, they often have problems, understanding and using the officially available guidance. In European projects, such as Acutetox, ESNATS, Reprotect or EU-ToxRisk we found that the compliance
with rules for high quality test method documentation is greatly improved, when additional instructions
are provided that facilitate information structuring and give clear explanations and examples on what
needs to be provided.
The information collection according to the ToxTemp should be considered complementary (Leist and
Hengstler 2018) to a standard operating procedure (SOP) elaborating technical details for test execution. The respective SOPs should be deposited in a high quality database such as DB-ALM (EURL
ECVAM Database Service on Alternative Methods to Animal Experimentation available at
https://ecvam-dbalm.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ (Roi 2006). A potential outlook to future developments is the generation of an extended database, containing method descriptions. This was initiated during the EUToxRisk project (with about 20 methods already recorded), but may be put on a broader basis. Another
outlook is the development of a better understanding for requirements of test method documentation in
academia and industry. Adoption of the principles laid out in ToxTemp in the scientific culture may
improve overall research on in vitro methods/NAMs, and it may be envisaged that higher standards are
being set also by journals for the submission of research articles or e.g. for research projects financed
by public financial resources (similar to the effects of the ARRIVE guidelines (Leung et al. 2018) in the
field of in vivo experimentation and testing).
The information contained in the ToxTemp fulfils the requirements of OECD GD211 (OECD 2017a) for
the description of non-guideline in vitro test methods (Hartung et al. 2019). It also contains additional
information, to not only satisfy regulatory requirements, but also the practical implementation, transfer
and readiness assessment of the test methods (Bal-Price et al., 2018). Important terms and definitions
can be found in (Leist et al. 2010; Leist et al. 2012a; Schmidt et al. 2017), or in the appendix of the
present document. These definitions explain e.g. the difference of a “test method” and a “test system”.
Note that ToxTemp was designed to include information for various assay purposes. In some situations
(early stages of test method development), some of the information is not available (or only partially
available). Moreover, the ToxTemp is complementary with other documents (e.g. the test SOP), and
respective fields may not be filed with extensive information (provided the info is available from the
SOP), but only to provide a general overview. Fields that are not mandatory, or that have only relative/partial requirements are labelled with an asterisk (*).
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1. Overview
1.1 Descriptive full-text title
Provide a descriptive title using normal language without technical terms or acronyms.
Example: “Assay to test compound-derived impairment in neurite outgrowth in human mature dopaminergic neurons (NeuriTox; UKN4).”

1.2 Abstract
Please describe in not more than 200 words the following:
Which toxicological target (organ, tissue, physiological/biochemical function, etc.) is modelled? (8.1)
Which test system and readout(s) are used? (4.1 and 5.2)
Which biological process(es) (e.g. neurite outgrowth, differentiation) and / or toxicological events (e.g.
oxidative stress, cell death) are modelled / reflected by your test method? (8.1)
To which (human) adverse outcome(s) is your test method related or could be related? (8.1; 9.2 and
9.3)
Which hazard(s) do(es) your test method (potentially) predict? (8.1 and 8.6)
Does the test method capture an endpoint of current regulatory studies? (9.5)
If the method has undergone some form of validation / evaluation, give its status. (9.4)
Note: this section should give an overview. Details can be found in the respective chapters, as indicated
by numbers in brackets.

Important note: Look at the Appendix, before filling in the test method description form. Note: a test
consists of several elements. If one is changed (e.g. the endpoint, duration of compound exposure, etc.),
it requires a new submission with a different database name.
For the description here, choose one strictly-defined protocol / application, and refer all information to
this setup. Possible variations can be indicated in chapter 6.8. If a variation (e.g. altered incubation
time or other endpoint) is implemented, then such a variant needs to be deposited as new test.
If a section / question is not applicable for your test method, please indicate “not applicable”. If there
is no information, please indicate “no information available”.

2. General information
2.1 Name of test method
Provide the original / published name, as well as the potential tradename.
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2.2 Version number and date of deposition
Provide the original deposition date of first version and date of the current version.

2.3 Summary of introduced changes in comparison to previous version(s)
This only applies to updated versions. If this is the original version, please state here “original version”.

2.4 Assigned data base name
Normal text names often do not uniquely define the method. Therefore, each method should be assigned
a clearly and uniquely defined data base name.
Here this is exemplified by the names generated in the EU-ToxRisk project:
UKN1a_DART_NPC_Diff_6D_02
UKN1b_DART_NPC_Diff_4D_01
UKN2a_DART_NC_Migr_24h_04
The name is assembled (in more generic terms) from the following elements:
Axa_B_C_D_E
Axa: mandatory part of the identifier allowing unambiguous identification
A: Abbreviation / acronym of the partner depositing the assay
x: Consecutive number (referring to the partner’s assay number)
a: Sub-specifier (for variants, i.e. very similar assays, but e.g. different readout or medium); not mandatory, but ‘Axa’ must be specific (i.e. clearly identifying) for each assay variant
B: Indication of the main intended use (max 5 letters), e.g. DART, Neuro, Liver, Lung, Renal, Redox,
Stress...
C: Specifier for test system, e.g. cell type, e.g. NPC (neural precursor cells), NC (neural crest), Hep
(liver cells), REN (kidney cells), PUL (lung cells) (max. 4 letters)
D: Identification of test endpoint, e.g. Diff_6D = Differentiation for 6 days; exp_24 h = exposure for 24
hours; RNA_6h = transcriptome after 6 hours; and so on (use max. 15 signs altogether; if desired in 23 blocks), name (and acronym) of the project partner home organisation.
E: version number.

2.5 Name and acronym of the test depositor
Include affiliation.
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2.6 Name and email of contact person
Provide the details of the principal contact person.

2.7 Name of further persons involved
For example the principal investigator (PI) of the lab, the person who conducted the experiments, etc.

2.8 Reference to additional files of relevance
Supply number of supporting files.
Describe supporting files (e.g. metadata files, instrument settings, calculation template, raw
data file, etc.).

3. Description of general features of the test system
source*
Note: this section might be redundant with section 4. It is meant to describe the procedure of
generating the cells, which are eventually used in the test method. This applies e.g. for stem
cells, which have to be differentiated towards the cell type with which the method is conducted
(e.g. neurons or hepatocytes derived from iPSC). See scheme for illustration.
If this is not applicable to your test system, go directly to section 4.
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Figure 1: Overview of test system stages and where to find / deposit corresponding information in this document.

Note: Refer to overview figure to connect question numbers and cell culture stages.

3.1 Supply of source cells
Describe briefly whether the cells are from a commercial supplier, continuously generated by
cell culture, or obtained by isolation from human / animal tissue (or other).
Note: for some tests not all stages may be relevant / applicable. E.g. commercial cells may be
thawed and used immediately for a transporter or metabolism assay. In such cases, sections
such as 3.6 may not need to be filled in.

3.2 Overview of cell source component(s)
Give a brief overview of your biological source system, i.e. the source or starting cells that you
use.
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Which cell type(s) are used or obtained (e.g. monoculture / co-culture, differentiation state, 2D
/ 3D, etc.)?
If relevant, give human donor specifications (e.g. sex, age, pool of 10 donors, from healthy
tissue, etc.).

3.4 Characterization and definition of source cells
List quantitative and semi-quantitative features that define your cell source / starting cell population. For test methods that are based on differentiation, describe your initial cells, e.g. iPSC,
proliferating SH-SY5Y, etc. here; describe the differentiated cells in section 4.
Define cell identity e.g. by STR signature (where available), karyotype information, sex (where
available and relevant), ATCC number, passage number, source (supplier), sub-line (where
relevant), source of primary material, purity of the cells, etc.
Describe defining biological features you have measured or that are FIRMLY established (use
simple listing, limit to max. 0.5 pages): e.g. the cells express specific marker genes, have specific surface antigens, lack of certain markers, have or do not have a relevant metabolic or
transporting capacity, doubling time of x hours, etc.
Transgenic cell lines have particular requirements concerning the characterization of the genetic manipulation (type of transgene, type of vector, integration/deletion site(s), stability, etc.).
Organoids and microphysiological systems (MPS) may additionally need some particular considerations (as detailed in Pamies et al. 2018 (Pamies et al. 2018) and Marx et al. 2016 (Marx
et al. 2016). For instance, ratio of cell types used, percent of normal cells in tumor spheroids
created from resected tissue, derivation of cells for re-aggregating brain cultures).
Note: each test method can only use one specific cell source. Use of another source means that
a key feature of the test method has been modified, and this change usually results in a new/different test method. (Examples: use of another transgene in a transgenic cell, or use of another
cell line or use of another mouse strain, or use of another primary cell isolation method are all
likely to qualify for/require a new method description – including its characterization for performance parameters.
[“Source” is not limited to a single cell type, and it also includes composite sources, i.e. combination of ≥ 2 cell populations in a co-culture or microphysiological system. Notably, change
of any part of such a composite source (e.g. one of the cell populations) would be considered
as a change of source)].

3.4 Acceptance criteria for source cell population
Describe the acceptance criteria (AC) for your initial cells (i.e. the quality criteria for your
proliferating cell line/tissue for isolation/organism/etc.). Which specifications do you consider
to describe the material, which quality control criteria have to be fulfilled (e.g. pathogen-free)?
Which functional parameters (e.g. certain biological responses to reference substances) are
important?
For iPSC maintenance: how do you control pluripotency? How stable are your cells over several passages? Which passage(s) are valid?
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For primary cells: show stability and identity of supply; demonstrate stability of function (e.g.
xenobiotic metabolism).
Quantitative definitions for AC should be given based on this defining information. Exclusion
criteria (features to be absent) are also important.
As in 3.3., special/additional requirements apply to genetically-modified cells and microphysiological systems.

3.5 Variability and troubleshooting of source cells
Name known causes of variability of the initial cells / source cells:
Indicate critical consumables or batch effects (e.g. relevance of the plate format and supplier,
batch effects of FCS or serum replacement, critical additives like type of trypsin, apo-transferrin vs. holo-transferrin, etc.).
Indicate critical handling steps and influencing factors (e.g. special care needed in pipetting,
steps that need to be performed quickly, cell density, washing procedures, etc.).
As in 3.3., special/additional requirements apply to microphysiological systems and genetically-modified cells: e.g. dependence on matrix chemistry and geometry, dependence on microfluidics system, consideration of surface cells vs core cells, etc.
Give recommendations to increase / ensure reproducibility and performance.

3.6 Differentiation towards the final test system
Give the principles of the selected differentiation protocol (provide scheme and graphical overview, indicating all phases, media, substrates, manipulation steps (medium change / re-plating,
medium additives, etc.). Special/additional requirements apply to microphysiological systems
and organoids: e.g. cell printing, self-aggregation/self-organisation process; interaction with
the matrix, geometrical characterization (size/shape), etc...
Note: ‘differentiation’ is meant here in a broad sense, involving all changes occurring to source
cells until they are exposed to compounds. Examples for such processes include: proliferation
associated with contact inhibition and change of average cell cycle state, formation of monolayers associated with formation of tight junctions, baso-lateral polarization, synaptic networking, formation of bile canaliculi, self-organization in 2D or 3D, change of activation state, etc.
Thus differentiation may be directed and intentional, but also non-intentional known changes
need description here.
Examples to be described in detail: primary human hepatocytes (PHH) are plated on coated
plastic, or are embedded in a collagen sandwich, or are aggregated to microtissues. Primary
human monocytes are purified from blood by centrifugation and left to adhere on plastic; bronchial epithelial cells are cultured on air-liquid interface (ALI) until confluence reached, etc.
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3.7 Reference / link to maintenance culture protocol
Provide here the SOP of the general maintenance procedure as a database link. This should
also include the following information:
How are the cells maintained outside the experiment (basic cell propagation)?
How pure is the cell population (average, e.g. 95 % of iPSC cells Oct4-positive)?
What are the quality control measures and acceptance criteria for each cell batch?
Which number(s) passage(s) can be used in the test?
Is Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) and / or Good In Vitro Method Practice (GIVIMP)
followed?
How long can same cell batches be used?
How are freezing stocks and cell banks prepared?
For primary cells: how are they obtained in general and what are they characterized for (and
what are inclusion and exclusion criteria).

4. Definition of the test system as used in the
method
Note: this section refers to the stage of the test system, which is then used for the test method.
See scheme for illustration. If you have cells that do not need prior differentiation, give their
basic characteristics here. If your test system undergoes significant changes between the
maintenance culture and the use for testing, please also fill in section 3.

4.1 Principles of the culture protocol
Describe here the test system as it is used in the test.
If the generation of the test systems involves differentiation steps or complex technical manipulation (e.g. formation of microtissues), this is described in 3.6.
Give here details on the general features / principles of the culture protocol (collagen embedding, 3D structuring, addition of mitotic inhibitors, addition of particular hormones / growth
factors, etc.) of the cells that are used for the test.
What is the percentage of contaminating cells or in co-cultures what is the percentage of all
subpopulations?
Are there subpopulations that are generally more sensitive to cytotoxicity than others, and
could this influence viability measures? Is there knowledge on chemicals / chemical classes
that may show differential cytotoxicity for cell sub-populations used?
Note: the exact experimental procedure is covered by a separate question.
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4.2 Acceptance criteria for assessing the test system at its start
What are the endpoint(s) that you use to control that your cultures are as expected at the start
of toxicity testing (e.g. gene expression, staining, morphology, responses to reference chemicals, etc.)?
Describe the acceptance criteria for your test system (this means the quality criteria for your
cells / tissues / organoids): which endpoints do you consider to describe the cells or other
source material, which parameters are important?
Note: to some extent larvae / fish embryos may also be used in in vitro methods, and a similar
method description would apply.
Describe the (analytical) methods that you use to evaluate your culture (PCR, ATP measurement) and to measure the acceptance criteria (AC).
Which values (e.g. degree of differentiation or cell density) need to be reached / should not be
reached?
Historical controls: how does your test system perform with regard to the acceptance criteria
(e.g. when differentiation is performed 10 times, how do the values for the acceptance criteria
parameters look like: average, variation)? Indicate actions if the AC are not met.
Examples: cell are > 90% viable, or > 98% of cells express marker x (e.g. AP-2), or > 80% of
the cells attach, etc.

4.3 Acceptance criteria for the test system at the end of compound
exposure
Note: sometimes the test system does not change significantly between the beginning and end
of compound exposure. In such cases, 4.3 does not need to be answered. In other cases, drastic
changes occur (e.g. proliferation, further differentiation, spontaneous death, etc.). This needs
characterization here.
Note: a common way to define 4.3 is to take data obtained for negative controls or solvent
samples.
Describe the acceptance criteria for your test system (this means the quality criteria for your
cells / tissues / larvae / fish embryo): which endpoints do you consider to describe the cells,
which parameters are important?
Which values (e.g. degree of differentiation, cell density or percentage of dead cells) need to
be reached / should not be reached?
Historical controls: how does your test system perform with regard to the acceptance criteria
(e.g. when differentiation is performed 10 times, how do the values for the acceptance criteria
parameters look like: average, variation)? Indicate actions if the AC are not met.
Examples: usual neurite length is 50 ± 15 µm; experiments with average neurite length below
25 µm in the negative controls (NC) are discarded. Usual nestin induction is 200 ± 40 fold,
experiments with inductions below 80-fold for NC are discarded.
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4.4 Variability of the test system and troubleshooting
Give known causes of variability for final test system state.
Indicate critical consumables or batch effects (e.g. plate format and supplier, batch effects of
FCS or serum replacement, additives).
Indicate critical handling steps, and / or influencing factors identified (e.g. special care needed
in pipetting, steps that need to be performed quickly, cell density).
Indicate positive and negative controls and their expected values, and accepted deviation within
and between the test repeats.
Give recommendations to increase / ensure reproducibility and performance.

4.5 Metabolic capacity of the test system
What is known about endogenous metabolic capacity (CYP system (phase I); relevant conjugation reactions (phase II))?
What is known about other pathways relevant to xenobiotic metabolism?
What specific information is there on transporter activity?
Note: this paragraph is meant for a brief overview based on own experience, and may differ
from the general literature. In case of differences, info under 4.5 may e.g. look like “normally
these cells are reported to be devoid of CypIIA1 activity, but under our culture conditions,
significant activity was observed.

4.6 Omics characterization of the test system
Are there transcriptomics data or other omics data available that describe the test system (characterization of cells without compounds)? Briefly list and describe such data.
Indicate the type of data available (e.g. RNASeq or proteomics data).
Give reference to data file, data base or publication.

4.7 Features of the test system that reflect the in vivo tissue
Note: a differentiated cell or a cell line (such as HepG2) does not necessarily reflect all features
of the corresponding in vivo tissue / conditions.
Give information on where the test system differs from the mimicked human tissue and which
gaps of analogy need to be considered.

4.8 Commercial and intellectual property rights aspects of cells
Are there elements of the test system that are protected by patents or any other means?
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Note: Here information can / should be added on the availability / accessibility of the test system (e.g. from a supplier or through a license agreement). This is also the place to mention
potential limitations of use (imposed by the supplier or the intellectual property rights situation).
Further
guidance
may
be
found
at
the
OECD
(http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/testing/intellectual-property-in-oecd-testguidelines.htm) or in OECD GD 298 on availability of test system elements (Guiding Principles
on Good Practices for the Availability/Distribution of Protected Elements in OECD Test Guidelines).
Note: Black boxes (missing / confidential information) are hardly acceptable for a fully valid
test method description, and this situation is even more problematic for method validation
(Linge and Hartung 2007).

4.9 Reference / link to the culture protocol
Fill only if chapter 3 has not been answered.
Provide here the SOP of the general maintenance procedure as a database link. This should
also include the following information:
How are the cells maintained outside the experiment (basic cell propagation)?
How pure is the cell population (average, e.g. 95 % of iPSC cells Oct4-positive)?
What are the quality control measures and acceptance criteria for each cell batch?
Which number(s) passage(s) can be used in the test?
Is Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) and / or Good In Vitro Method Practice (GIVIMP)
followed?
How long can same cell batches be used?
How are freezing stocks and cell banks prepared?
For primary cells: how are they obtained in general and what are they characterized for (and
what are inclusion and exclusion criteria).

5. Test method exposure scheme and endpoints
5.1 Exposure scheme for toxicity testing
Provide an exposure scheme (graphically, show timelines, additions of medium supplements
and compounds, sampling, etc.), within the context of the overall cell culture scheme (e.g.
freshly re-plated cells or confluent cells at start, certain coatings, etc.).
Include: medium changes, cell re-plating, whether compounds re-added in cases of medium
change, critical medium supplements, etc.
Note: there can only be one exposure scheme, no alternative options! See for point 6.8 for
indicating theoretical variations.
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5.2 Endpoint(s) of the test method
Define the specific endpoint(s) of the test system that you use for toxicity testing (e.g. cytotoxicity, cell migration, etc.).
Indicate whether cytotoxicity is the primary endpoint.
What are secondary / further endpoints?
Also describe here potential reference / normalization endpoints (e.g. cytotoxicity, protein content, housekeeping gene expression) that are used for normalization of the primary endpoint.

5.3 Overview of analytical method(s) to assess test endpoint(s)
Define and describe the principle(s) of the analytical methods used. Provide here a general
overview of the method(s) key steps (e.g. cells are fixed or not, homogenized sample or not,
etc.), sufficient for reviewers / regulators to understand what was done, but not in all detail for
direct repetition.
If you have two or more endpoints (e.g. viability and neurite outgrowth), do you measure both
in the same well, under same conditions in parallel, or independently of each other?
For imaging endpoints: explain in general how quantification algorithm or how semi-quantitative estimates are obtained, and how many cells are imaged (roughly).

5.4 Technical details (of e.g. endpoint measurements)
Give information on machine settings, analytical standards, data processing and normalization
procedures.
For imaging endpoints: give detailed algorithm.
This information should also be covered in an SOP, preferably in DB-ALM format (see 6.6 for
the link).
Note: details on data processing are given in a separate chapter below.

5.5 Endpoint-specific controls / mechanistic control compounds
(MCC)
Note: MCCs are meant to control that your test method endpoint works, i.e. that it reacts to a
biologically / mechanistically-relevant change as expected and that it does this every testing
time, and to a similar extent. They are also referred to as technical controls or as positive
controls for the test method technical performance (Leist 2010).
MCC are chemicals / manipulations that show biologically plausible changes of the endpoint.
List such controls (up to 10), indicate why you consider them as MCC, and how data on such
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controls look like. Highlight the compounds to be used for testing day-to-day test performance,
i.e. for setting acceptance criteria (AC).
If available, indicate MCC that each increase or decrease the activity of the relevant pathway.
Do pathway inhibitions or activations correlate with the test method response?
Example 1: U0126 (ERK signaling pathway inhibitor). Neurite outgrowth in the CNS is controlled by ERK, inhibitors should therefore block this endpoint. U0126 blocks neurite growth
at concentrations that block ERK activation
Example 2: Cytochalasin D (actin depolymerizer). Cell movement requires actin reorganisation. Disturbance of actin structure should attenuate cell migration. Cytochalasin D inhibits
cell migration at non-cytotoxic concentrations.
Example 3: BMP4 (endogenous protein, ligand of BMP receptor). Cell differentiation towards
neuroectoderm is disturbed by BMP-SMAD signaling. Therefore the test is based on SMAD
inhibition by noggin (a protein scavenging/neutralizing BMP4). Addition of additional BMP4
should outcompete noggin and lead to SMAD signaling, therefore preventing neuronal differentiation. BMP4 prevents the normal differentiation, this test is based on.

5.6 Positive controls
Note: Positive controls (PC) are compounds that are known to affect the endpoint in man (or
in a gold standard model). They are therefore also referred to as positive reference compounds.
It is not necessary that the exact mechanism for the PC is known. However, for the use of a
positive control (PC) in an in vitro system, it is essential to show that the compound is reaching
the target cell in vitro similarly to the in vivo situation. (Example problem 1: the positive control
(PC) reaches the target in vivo because of transport or because of accumulation not present in
vitro; Example problem 2: compound reaches and affects target cell as metabolite in vivo, and
such metabolism is not happening in vitro).
What is used as positive controls? How do data on such controls typically look (signal and its
uncertainty)?
How good are the in vivo reference data on the positive controls? Are the in vivo relevant
threshold concentrations known?
Note: MCC and PC may overlap. MCC are often more suitable than PC in order to define
acceptance criteria for the test method; PC are classically used to build the prediction model.
Note: PC (and other chemicals used as anchor for the test method performance) need specification (not just listing of names), e.g. their CAS number, purity, handling and storage (relevant
also for 5.5 and 5.7).

5.7 Negative and unspecific controls
Note: Negative controls (NC) for the prediction model (PM) are compounds or substances
known to NOT affect the endpoint in vivo (e.g. folic acid for developmental neurotoxicity (DNT)
endpoints, as folic acid is recommended during pregnancy). They may also be termed negative
reference compounds.
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Negative controls for the technical performance of the test method (NCTM) are used to set acceptance criteria. They are compounds that do not change the normal (undisturbed) readout
significantly. This may include solvent controls. Often NC can be used as NCTM.
An unspecific control (UC) is a compound that has activity (e.g. being cytotoxic) but does not
affect the functional (main) readout of an assay (Leist 2010). UC are absolutely essential to
define baseline variation of functional tests, and thus to build their prediction model (PM).
What is used as negative controls? How do data on such controls typically look like (signal and
its uncertainty)? (such data define the background noise of the test method)
What is the rationale for the concentration setting of negative controls?
Do you use unspecific controls? (if yes, indicate the compounds and the respective rationale of
their use and the concentration selection)
Note: some ways to define negatives include: (i) e.g. compound only acting when metabolized,
(ii) acting on another organ, (iii) known to be safe for man, (iv) being selective for another
assay, (v) pairs/matches of a specific positive control (e.g. inactive metabolite). However, this
all needs background knowledge. See also for toxicokinetics problems in 5.6 (Example problems: a compound may not affect a target cell in vivo, because it does not reach the cell behind
a barrier, or the compound may have a too short half-life (high excretion or metabolism).

5.8 Features relevant for cytotoxicity testing*
Is there a particular apoptosis sensitivity or resistance of the test system?
Is cytotoxicity hard to capture for minor cellular subpopulations?
In multicellular systems which cell population is the most sensitive? Do you have specific markers for each cell population?
Are there issues with distinguishing slowed proliferation from cell death?
For repeated / prolonged dosing: Is early death and compensatory growth to be considered?
For very short endpoint (e.g. electrophysiology measured 30 min after toxicant exposure): is a
delayed measure of cytotoxicity provided?
Note: this paragraph is meant for a brief overview based on own experience; it may differ from
the general literature. In case of differences, these should be specified.

5.9 Acceptance criteria for the test method
Note: acceptance criteria decide when a test run is discarded.
It is recommended to set acceptance criteria e.g. value +/- SD for such controls. The values
should be recorded over time in the “historical control data”. Historical control data can be
used as additional control to ensure that the test system is working adequately (not deviating
in its performance over time).
Which rule do you apply to the test whether a test run is within the normal performance frame?
How do you document this decision?
Indicate actions if the AC are not met.
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Note: AC are usually defined on the base of PC, or MCC, or NCTM results run in parallel.
MCC, or NCTM have to meet for example certain threshold values or be in a historic range to
accept the given test run. As an example, such reference compounds were discussed for developmental neurotoxicity (DNT) by Aschner et al. (2017 (Aschner et al. 2017).
Note: Reference materials (MCC, or NCTM ) also play a central role to show the proficiency of
a laboratory to perform a test; or they can be used to document the adequacy of a certain test
implementation / variant compared to a (validated) reference method (Hartung 2007).

5.10 Throughput estimate*
Indicate “real data points per month” (not per week / per quarter, etc.): count three working
weeks per month. Each concentration is a data point. Necessary controls that are required for
calibration and for acceptability criteria are NOT counted as data points. All technical replicates of one condition are counted as one single data point (see notes for explanation)
Note: This information is not essential for the interpretation of the data or for their quality, but
it can become of importance for test transfer or when tests are compared and selected for further use.
Indicate possibility / extent of repeated measures (over time) from same dish.
Explain your estimate.
Note: the throughput estimate refers to the test conditions available to the developer or the lab
where the test is applied. It refers to the normal required number of replicates needed to obtain
meaningful data (as specified by the prediction model).
Note: technical replicates are several measurements of the same sample, e.g. five solvent samples on the same multi-well plate, or in the same test run, using cells from the same cell batch.
Biological replicates are when the test is repeated on another day, or using different cells (different passage or differentiation). See also (Leist et al. 2010).

6. Handling details of the test method
6.1 Preparation / addition of test compounds
Give an overview of the range of volumes, particular lab ware / instruments for dispensing,
temperature / lighting considerations, particular media / buffers for dilution, decision rules for
the solvent, tests of solubility as stocks and in culture medium, etc.
How are compound stocks prepared (fold concentration, verification, storage, etc.)?
How are dilutions prepared? What solvent is used? Is filtering used to obtain sterility?
How does the final addition to test systems take place?
Give details of addition of test compounds to test systems (e.g. in which compartment of compartmentalized cultures, in which volume, before after or during medium change, etc.).
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Note: Strike a reasonable balance between information overview for reviewers (focus here) and
technical detail (to be detailed in an SOP). This applies to several chapters detailed in an SOP
(e.g. controls and acceptance criteria).

6.2 Day-to-day documentation of test execution
How are actual day-to-day procedures documented (type of ‘lab book’ organisation, templates)?
Define lab-specific procedures used for each practical experiment how to calculate test compound concentrations (and to document this).
How are plate maps defined and reported?
Detailed information should also be covered in an SOP, preferably in DB-ALM format (see 6.6
for the link).
Note: lab book entries are metadata that need to be linkable to test results on demand!

6.3 Practical phase of test compound exposure
How is the time plan of pipetting established, followed, and documented?
How is adherence to plate maps during pipetting documented?
What are the routine procedures to document intermediate steps with potential errors, mistakes
and uncertainties?
How are errors documented (e.g. pipetting twice in one well)?
How are the plate wells used sequentially – following which pattern?
Detailed information should also be covered in an SOP, preferably in DB-ALM format (see 6.6
for the link).

6.4 Concentration settings
How is the concentration range of test compounds usually defined (e.g. only single concentrations, always 1:10 serial dilutions or variable dilution factors, ten different concentrations,
etc.)? Is there a rule for defining starting dilutions?
For functional endpoints that may not provide full concentration-response, how is the test concentration defined? E.g. EC10 of viability data are usually tested for e.g. gene expression endpoints.
Note: for concentration-dependent data no-effect concentrations must be included (full range
curve). Data need sufficiently dense spacing around benchmark concentration; preferably provide statistical significance for key data points.
Detailed information should also be covered in an SOP, preferably in DB-ALM format (see 6.6
for the link).
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6.5 Uncertainties and troubleshooting*
What types of compounds “give trouble” (e.g. interference with analytical endpoint, bad solubility, precipitation of medium components, etc.)?
What are experimental variables that are hard to control (e.g. because they are fluorescent)?
What are critical handling steps during the execution of assay?
Robustness issues: known variations of test performance due to operator training, season, use
of certain consumable or unknown causes, etc.
Give known pitfalls (or potential operator mistakes).

6.6 Detailed protocol (SOP)
Ideally the SOP follows the DB-ALM or comparable format:
https://ecvam-dbalm.jrc.ec.europa.eu/home/contribute
Reference to additional file(s) (containing information covered in sections 3 and 4), containing
all details and explanations.
Has the SOP been deposited in an accessible data base?
Has the SOP been reviewed externally, and if yes, how?

6.7 Special instrumentation
Does the method require specialized instrumentation that is not found in standard laboratories?
Is there a need for custom-made instrumentation or material?
Is there a need for equipment that is not commercially available (anymore)?

6.8 Possible variations*
Note: As mentioned above, variations of the main elements of an assay usually require that a
new assay is defined and characterized. Such new assays may be highly related to the one
described here. Sometimes method descriptions for the related assays may not be available, but
data from them may be found in the literature or be used for comparison with data from the test
method described here. In such cases, this chapter is the place to list such related assays and
to describe the element that differs.
Describe possible variations, modifications and extensions of the test method documented:
a) other endpoints,
b) other analytical methods for same endpoint,
c) other exposure scheme (e.g. repeated exposure, prolonged exposure, etc.),
d) experimental variation (e.g. use of a specific medium, presence of an inhibitor or substrate
that affects test outcome, etc.)
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Note: This should not be everything that COULD be done, but only points that have been done
successfully, or that have high likelihood to be done in a defined project context and after some
appropriate evaluation.

6.9 Cross-reference to related test methods*
Indicate the names (and database names) of related tests and give a short description (including
a brief comment on differences to the present method).
Of particular importance: test method may have been used for high throughput transcriptomics
or deep sequencing as alternative endpoint. Such reference would need to be added here.

7. Data management
7.1 Raw data format
What is the data format?
Raw data: give general explanation. Upload an exemplary file of raw data (e.g. Excel file as
exported out of plate reader).
Give an example of processed data at a level suitable for general display and comparison of
conditions and across experiments and methods.
Note: it is recommended that data formats suitable for most / all methods are pre-defined in
collaborative projects, such as EU-ToxRisk or ToxCast.
If the file format is not proprietary or binary, please upload a template. This will help other
users to provide their data in a similar way to the general data infrastructure.
Example as used in EU-ToxRisk: Excel sheet with columns specifying line number, assay name.
date of experiment, identifier for reference to partner lab book, compound, concentration (in:
-log[M]), line number of according control, number of replicates, endpoints, data of endpoint(s), etc.

7.2 Outliers
How are outliers defined and handled?
How are they documented?
Give the general frequency of outliers.
Note: if only processed data are reported, outlier information gets lost.
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7.3 Raw data processing to summary data
How are raw data processed to obtain summary data (e.g. EC50, BMC15, ratios, PoD, etc.) in
your lab?
Describe all processing steps from background correction (e.g. measurement of medium control) to normalization steps (e.g. if you relate treated samples to untreated controls).

7.4 Curve fitting
How are data normally handled to obtain the overall test result (e.g. concentration response
fitting using model X, determination of EC50 by method Y¸ use of EC50 as final data)?
How do you model your concentration response curve (e.g LL.4 parameter fit) and which software do you use (e.g. GraphPad Prism, R, etc.)?
Do you usually calculate an uncertainty measure of your summary data (e.g. a 95% confidence
interval for the BMC or a BMCL), and with which software?
Can you give uncertainty for non-cytotoxicity or no-effect?
How do you handle non-monotonic curve shapes, or other curve features hard to describe with
the usual mathematical fit model?

7.5 Internal data storage*
How and how long are raw and other related data stored?
What backup procedures are used (how frequently)?
How are data versions identified?

7.6 Metadata
Note: metadata are for example: laser power, microscope objective, binning of camera, slit /
filter of optical units, temperature cycle of PCR, all data that refer to instrument settings during
data recording, suppliers of chemicals, software versions for data processing, types of dishes,
media and consumables used, etc.
How are metadata documented and stored (lab book, excel files, left in machine, etc.)?
How are they linked to raw data?
What metadata are stored / should be stored?

7.7 Metadata file format
Give example of the metadata file (if available).
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Note: also consider in this template to include fields which are variable, but cannot be completely specified in the protocol and could be changed without changing the readout (e.g. suppliers of chemicals).
If metadata or data format (see 7.1) are pre-defined in the project, just state here “as predefined in project xxx” (e.g. EU-ToxRisk).

8. Prediction model and toxicological application
8.1 Scientific principle, test purpose and relevance
What is the scientific rationale to link test method data to a relevant in vivo adverse outcome?
Note: the following questions of detail further specify this point.
Which toxicological target (organ, tissue, physiological/biochemical function, etc.) is modelled?
Which biological process(es) (e.g. neurite outgrowth, differentiation) are modelled / reflected
by your test method?
Which toxicological events (e.g. oxidative stress, cell death) are modelled / reflected by your
test method?
To which (human) adverse outcome(s) is your test method related?
Note: the method description may apply equally to human toxicology (main objective here) as
to animal and ecotoxicological test methods.
Which hazards does your test method (potentially) predict?

8.2 Prediction model
Provide the statistics of your benchmark response (threshold and variance):
(i) for dichotomized data: provide your prediction model. When do you consider the result as
toxic or not toxic?
(ii) for pseudo-dichotomized outcomes (two classes with borderline class in between): define
borderline-range.
(iii) for multi-class or continuous outcomes: provide definitions and rationale.
Note: option (iii) is uncommon and practically hard to use: requires very good rationale!
What is the rationale for your threshold? This can be mathematical (e.g. 3-fold standard deviation) or on a biological basis (e.g. below 80% viability).
Is there a toxicological rationale for the threshold settings and definitions of your prediction
model?
Note: there may be different prediction models for different regulatory applications. For each
application / prediction model, a rationale (weight –of-evidence analysis) should be given.
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What are the limitations of your prediction model?
What is a ‘hit’ if the test is used in screening mode (= hit definition, if different from above)?
Note: hit definition in a screen can be different from the benchmark response in normal testing,
e.g. in a screen you can be less strict because you do not want to miss anything, whereas in hit
follow up testing you may use the benchmark response threshold.

8.3 Prediction model setup
How was the prediction model set up (using which testing set of chemicals for training of the
model; using probing what kind of classifiers / statistical approaches)?
Has the prediction model been tested (what was the testing set of chemicals)? List chemicals or
give n, if n > 50.
Is the process documented (publication)?
Does the prediction model (PM) apply to changes to both sides of controls (up / down)? If the
PM is one sided (e.g. toxicants leading to a decrease vs. control), how are data in the opposite
direction handled and interpreted? If the PM is two-sided, do different rules, characteristics
and interpretations apply to the two sides (e.g. is a decrease in viability, or an increase in
viability both interpreted as effect / toxicity; are thresholds and performance characteristics to
both sides the same?).
Note: for final values on accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, refer 8.4.

8.4 Test performance
Indicate here basic performance parameters or if possible preliminary estimates (label as
such): Baseline variation (noise) within assays AND between assays.
What is the signal / noise ratio (signal = standard positive control)?
Is the z-factor determined?
Give the specificity of the test method. How is it determined?
Give the sensitivity of the test method. How is it determined?
Give measures of the uncertainty of your test method. How are they determined?
What is the detection limit (required change of endpoint to become measurable)?
If available, give limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ).
What are inter-operator variations?
Are there data of ‘historical controls’ over longer time period?
Note: assay parameters can only apply to one assay version. A standard version must be defined
and referred to in all answers.
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8.5 In vitro – in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE)
Describe parameters important for determination of free compound concentrations in the medium:
Give the lipid and protein content of the medium and the cells.
Give the volume of the cells.
Give volume (medium volume) and surface area of culture dish.
Is there information / literature on IVIVE strategies / data in the test?
Has the test been used earlier for IVIVE?
Are there special considerations relevant for IVIVE (e.g. potential for compound accumulation
due to frequent medium changes and compound re-addition, glycoprotein (MDR1) expression,
capacity for xenobiotic metabolism of test system)?

8.6 Applicability of test method*
Note: this refers to the biological and chemical applicability.
Which compounds is the test likely to pick up correctly, where is it likely to fail?
How does the test method react to mixtures and UVCBs?
Are there areas (according to industry sector, compound chemistry, physical-chemical properties) that need to be excluded from testing, or that are particularly suitable?
Which compound class cannot be detected (e.g. neurotransmitters for which the receptors are
not expressed, endocrine disruptors in absence of respective pathway)?
Are there compounds interfering with the test system (e.g. fluorescing or coloured chemicals)?

8.7 Incorporation in test battery*
Does the test fit into a test battery? If yes, into which test battery and are there any restrictions?
Indicate potential strengths and weaknesses of the system in a test battery (e.g. method is a
good confirmation assay, good for creating alerts, mechanistic follow-up, screening, etc.).
Compare performance to similar tests.
Which gaps in a known or potential battery is your test filling?
Preferential use in first tier or later tiers, requiring complementary assays or being standalone?
Note: such information may not be available at early phases of test implementation and use. If
it is available, it is a valuable part of the test description, as if specified one of the test purposes
and it links the test to related tests, with overall battery outcome as secondary purpose.
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9. Publication / validation status
9.1 Availability of key publications
Refer to published literature on the test AND indicate exactly deviations from published descriptions (e.g. plastic plate supplier, cell number, endpoint measurement, timing, etc.).
Note: give links (e.g. to PubMed, doi, etc.).
Note: reference for SOP under section 6.6.
Please provide here most relevant publications that describe / give a comprehensive overview
of (a) your test system and / or (b) your test method. Describe what aspects are covered therein.
Give a prioritized (according to importance) list of further publications on the test method or
its application.
Give short comments on which type of information can be obtained from these publications
(e.g. containing test chemical lists, containing more positive / negative controls, containing
validation against other tests, containing incorporation in test battery, demonstrating use by
other lab, etc.).

9.2 (Potential) linkage to AOPs*
Indicate whether the test method has been or could be linked to an AOP (or several AOPs) and
in which form (e.g. test of KE activation).
Can the test method cover an AOP MIE / KE?
Reference AOP and if in AOP-wiki refer to status.
Note: see remarks in 8.7.

9.3 Steps towards mechanistic validation*
Indicate / summarize information on mechanistic validation, e.g. by omics approaches or by
use of endpoint specific controls (MCC; 5.5).
Has it been explored in how far the system reflects human biology, signaling, tissue organization relevant to the form of toxicity to be assessed? E.g. nigrostriatal neurons should contain
dopamine, liver tests relevant to cholestasis may need to contain bile canalicular structures,
etc.
Are there interventions (knock-out, knockdown, chemical inhibitors, specific pathway triggering) that support the use of the test for certain toxicological questions, and that corroborate
expectations to the test system?
Is there a form of mechanistic validation?
Do toxicant-altered genes (or other biomarkers) correspond to changes in mimicked human
tissue (after poisoning or in relevant pathologies)?
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Example 1: If a test measures neurite growth, then biological signals known to control neurite
growth and growth cone collapse should be present in the system and their modulation should
affect the test endpoint.
Example 2: If a test measures the DNA damage response, then DNA damage sensors should be
expressed and functioning, and knockdown of DNA damage sensors should affect the test endpoint.

9.4 Pre-validation or validation*
Indicate / summarize activities for test qualification, pre-validation or validation.
Indicate e.g. ring trials, full (pre-) validations.
Give an overview of compounds or libraries that have been tested.
Note: to give evaluators/regulators an overview of the test readiness, this may be the place to
add a summary of test readiness scoring. This would give an overall overview of the uncertainties associated with test readiness (different from the single uncertainty measures for test system, analytical endpoint, the prediction model etc.). Ideally, here the measures to minimize the
impact of overall test method uncertainty may be described.

9.5 Linkage to (e.g. OECD) guidelines / regulatory use*
Indicate whether the test method is linked to an OECD test guideline (how, and which) or other
regulatory guidance (e.g. EMA).
Note: If the test has led to an OECD guideline, it is not a non-guideline method anymore. However, there may be related tests that led to a guideline, but not the one described here (e.g. a
reporter assay for oestrogen receptor activity may be a guideline test; use of the same setup,
put probing for progesterone receptor may be the non-guideline method described here).

10. Test method transferability*
10.1 Operator training*
What experience is required?
How are new operators trained in your laboratory?
How long training/experience is required for smooth assay performance?

10.2 Transfer*
Has the test system been transferred to other labs?
Has the test method been used by various operators (over a large time period)?
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Has the test method been transferred to other labs?
Is there data on inter-laboratory variability?
What are procedures and performance (experience) of the transfer?

11. Safety, ethics and specific requirements
11.1 Specific hazards; issues of waste disposal
Are there special legal requirements to run the test in your lab; are special hazards associated
to the test that may affect operators, bystanders, others (e.g. through waste).

11.2 Safety data sheet (SDS)
Are the SDSs available for all hazardous reagents used in the test method?
Are the SDSs stored for all hazardous test compounds?
Describe where and how are the SDSs stored internally. How is safe handling ensured?
Is the exposure scenario available for the hazardous reagents used?

11.3 Specific facilities / licenses
Are there special permits (e.g. genetic work, stem cells, radioactivity, etc.)?
Are special facilities required?
Is special ethical approval necessary (indicate approval document).

11.4 Commercial aspects / intellectual property of material / procedures*
List elements of the test method (e.g. consumables, chemicals, analytical methods, equipment)
that are protected by patents or any other means. Indicate the type of protection (indicate from
where the element (or license for it) may be obtained.
Note: Here information can/should be added on the availability/accessibility of the test elements (e.g. from a supplier or through a license agreement. This is also the place to mention
potential limitations of use (imposed by the supplier or the intellectual property rights situation). Further guidance may be found at the OECD (http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/testing/intellectual-property-in-oecd-test-guidelines.htm). Compare also 4.8 (on commercial aspects of the cell system).
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Note: sometimes such information is hard to know or to obtain. Unless full OECD validation
and acceptance is sought, information may be given only on issues and elements well-known
(or that may be a problem upon test method transfer).

Appendix

Test (or test method):
This term is used in many disciplines, and it is little defined in colloquial language. In toxicology, it is
the term used to describe a procedure based on a test system, used to obtain information on the potentially hazardous effects of a substance. A toxicological test method consists of four major elements (i.e.
1. test system, 2. endpoint, 3. exposure scheme, 4. prediction model), and it produces a test result (information regarding the ability of a substance or agent to produce a specified biological/toxicological
effect under specified conditions). Note that besides these four technical elements, the test purpose can
be regarded as fifth element. The term “test method” is used interchangeably with “test” and “assay”
in the literature. A test method can have several analytical endpoints, which can be combined to various
outcome measures.
Test system (biological system):
This term is often confused with ‘test method’, but it has a different definition. A test system is a cellular
(or biochemical) system used in a study (e.g. “proliferating neural stem cells”, or “neuronally-differentiating PC-12 cells”, or “organotypic hippocampal slices”). The term is often used interchangeably
with “in vitro system”. The term test system is equivalent to “biological model” as far as test setup is
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concerned. From this follows that the test system is only one component of a test or ‘test method’. Good
performance of a test system does not imply good functioning of a test method. Acceptability criteria for
test systems (e.g. at least 75% of the differentiated cells staining positive for nestin under control conditions) are different from acceptability criteria for the test method using the test system (e.g. inhibition
of differentiation by a specified positive control by at least 35%, and alteration of normal differentiation
by a defined negative control by less than 10%).
Endpoint / Test endpoint:
The term endpoint has two implications and it is essential to understand the differences. Within the
context of a toxicological test, the endpoint is the biological or chemical process, response, or effect
assessed in a test system by a specific analytical method/assay. For instance, “cell viability” or “cell
proliferation” or “electrical network activity” are endpoints. Each endpoint may be assessed by different ‘analytical methods’. For instance, ‘viability’ may be assessed by LDH-release, resazurin reduction,
cell counting or measurement of ATP. “Differentiation” may be measured by PCR quantification of a
differentiation marker or by morphometry (e.g. dendritic tree arborizations or synaptic spine density).
Analytical endpoint:
An endpoint of a test system (e.g. proliferation, or differentiation, or viability) may be quantified by
different analytical methods (measurement endpoints). It is important to distinguish such analytical
endpoints (referring to the analytical methods used) from (test system) endpoints that refer to the biological concept evaluated. The test endpoint and analytical endpoints require independent optimisation,
characterisation and use of control compounds.
Exposure scheme:
A drug may be added to a test system continuously, or for certain time periods, in a certain solvent, with
or without medium change, at a specified temperature, etc. All this information is contained in the exposure scheme. As each of the other three elements of a test, an exposure scheme needs to be optimised
independently. For instance, with all other test parameters fixed, the test outcome can dramatically
change with the time period of exposure. Depending on the point-of-view, the analytical endpoint may
be regarded as part of the exposure scheme. Optimisation of the exposure scheme may require switching
analytical endpoints, even if the same test endpoint is evaluated.
Prediction model:
The prediction model (PM) is a formula or algorithm (e.g., formula, rule or set of rules) used to convert
the results generated by a test method into a prediction of the (toxic) effect of interest. Also referred to
as decision criteria. A prediction model contains four elements: (1) a definition of the specific purpose(s)
for which the test method is to be used; (2) specifications of all possible results that may be obtained,
(3) an algorithm that converts each study result into a prediction of the (toxic) effect of interest, and (4)
specifications as to the accuracy of the prediction model (e.g., sensitivity, specificity, and false positive
and false negative rates). The PM is often neglected in test setup. In its narrow sense, it defines the
procedure how data are being processed, and how technical data (instrument readings) are translated
into toxicological information. For instance: if calcium oscillations are measured, the PM determines
what type of change is considered as relevant to toxicity. Another important example is a change of gene
expression, measured by PCR or a transcriptomics approach. A heatmap of gene expression is a technical set of data, but not toxicological information. A PM transforms this into a test statement of compound hazard. A first consideration about PM is whether there is a binary outcome (toxic – non toxic)
or are there more than 2 classes (mild, moderate, severe irritants, and how are the boundaries defined).
For instance, many in vitro tests give information if a compound is hazardous or non-hazardous, but
not on the strength of effect or the potency of a chemical.
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Another important issue is: if there are two or more assay endpoints (e.g. viability and neurite growth),
how are they combined to a final toxicity statement? During test optimisation and validation, the prediction model needs scrutiny and the questions asked are as follows: Is there a threshold (different from
the statistical threshold) for when an effect can be considered biologically relevant? How is the outcome
interpreted when more than one endpoint is measured (e.g. general cytotoxicity and functional impairment or effects on two different cell types)? Is an increase compared to normal good, when a decrease
is bad? How should data be interpreted when a compound alters the baseline values for the endpoint
(e.g. coloured compound in spectrophotometric assays)? What is the correct reference value, if the test
system changes over time? The PM defines these decision points and then translates the test result into
a prediction, e.g. converting the luminometer reading of an ATP assay into a toxicological statement
(prediction) whether the compound is cytotoxic (at a given concentration). In practical terms, a test is
set up to be predictive for unknown compounds (test compounds), but to achieve this goal, the different
elements of the test usually require optimisation and fine tuning. This is performed by anchoring the test
or its elements to a frame of known information, i.e. defined controls and standards as outlined below:
Test purpose
Any test (toxicological or not) is developed to probe a test hypothesis (e.g. whether a substance is toxic
or not). The test design will always reflect that purpose, and test parameters will (ideally) be optimized
in order to achieve maximum certainty about whether the hypothesis should be accepted or rejected. It
is a basic scientific principle that test results should – within limits - only be used for the purpose they
were designed for. This is definitely not trivial for in vitro/NAM test methods developed for regulatory
purposes. In this domain, the fifth test element (test purpose) plays a special role: Beyond the primary
purpose (e.g. determination of cytotoxicity), the results of a test may also be used for a secondary regulatory purpose (regulation), and a third purpose (e.g. modelling a potential hazard in the population).
Analytical standards:
each analytical method requires calibration by the use of standards (positive and negative controls).
This can include physicochemical approaches (e.g. to make sure that the balances and the spectrophotometer are working), or scaling approaches (e.g. to obtain absolute values in microscopic morphometric measurements or counts). On the next level, the analytical endpoint needs to be calibrated in the
context of the test system. For instance, if LDH-release is used as a measure of viability, then it needs
to be evaluated, how much LDH is released under conditions of all cells dying (e.g. detergent lysis; not
necessarily = 100%), and the overall assay needs to be normalized to such values. An important example
is viability measurement by resazurin or tetrazolium dye reduction. This works only after normalization
for cells that are 100% dead or alive, as the instrument readings as such have no dimension.
Endpoint-Specific Controls or “mechanistic control compounds MCC”:
Chemicals known to reliably and consistently alter the endpoint of a test system at a mechanistic level.
These are also referred to as ‘endpoint-selective controls’ or ‘mechanistic tool compounds’ or “technical controls”. This would be the first set of compounds, used during test system setup to obtain information on the biological/toxicological behaviour of the test system and its dynamic range. Such control
compounds can be used to define acceptance criteria.
Positive/negative control (PC/NC) or ‘toxicological standards’:
A NC for a ‘test method’ is a compound or condition that should not trigger a response, i.e. it should
not change the endpoint from baseline. A PC is a compound or condition that triggers a response, i.e.
a change of the endpoint from baseline in the right direction and to a certain specified extent (for more
detailed descriptions see points 5.5 – 5.8)
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Acceptance criteria:
Criteria defined before performing an assay to determine whether it is “valid”, i.e. whether the data
can be used. Typical issues of acceptance criteria comprise: ‘has the actual run or plate of the test
method functioned (e.g. are the endpoint values for MCC and NC in the right range)’, ‘is the test method
performing within the desired range of variability (e.g. are the standard deviations of MCC/PC and NC
in the right range)’.
Note that acceptance criteria can (and should) also be defined for an ‘analytical endpoint’ or for a ‘test
system’. For instance, for a test system, the acceptance criteria may say that it is only valid if at least
400 cells were in the region of interest, or if at least 80% neurons were present in mixed cultures, or if
the average neurite length was at least 4 cell diameters. Such test system acceptance criteria are not at
all related to those used for the test method. In this context, it is important to rationalize that endpoints
that are meaningful for the description of the biological system/test system may not be useful for the test
method and vice versa. For instance, a person’s body weight can be measured well on scales (to give a
good readout on general growth characteristics of a person = biological system), but this endpoint will
hardly respond to acute poisoning of the person. Instead, blood pressure or vomiting activity may be
good measures of human poisoning (toxicological test), but they in turn give little information on the
growth activity over time. In a neurotoxicity test for network activity, the extent of synaptic staining may
be a good acceptability criterion for the test system, but it will not react to a glutamate receptor agonist;
on the other hand, electrical activity pattern will be a very sensitive measure for glutamate receptoraffecting toxicants, but the synapse number will not change (upon acute exposure)
Once the first three elements of the test system have been established, optimized and assembled to a test,
the prediction model can be established to complete the test system setup. One standard procedure is to
use a training set of chemicals. These would be known positive and negative controls, and run them
through the test. Based on the test data, a prediction model would be established that suits best the
known information about which of the compounds should test positive or negative. In a second round of
testing, a test set of compounds would be used (i.e. a new set of positive and negative controls). The data
of these substances would be run through the prediction model to determine accuracy, specificity and
sensitivity of the test system. Possibly, further adaptations would then follow.
Training Set Chemicals:
This set should include chemicals known (preferably from in vitro systems) to reliably elicit a response,
or no response, with respect to the endpoint of interest. The goal of using this set is proof-of-concept
that the test method can rapidly and efficiently screen moderate numbers of chemicals with reasonable
predictivity. A training set of chemicals can be used to optimise an assay (test method), to set acceptability criteria, and to build a prediction model.
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Comparison of the OECD Guidance Document 211 vs. ToxTemp
chapt
er in
GD
211
1.
1.1

chapter name in
GD 211
General
information
Assay Name (title)

1.2

Summary

1.3

Date of MD

1.4

MD author(s) and
contact details

1.5

Date of MD update(s) and contacts

1.6

Assay developer(s)/Laboratory
and contact details

1.7

Date of assay development and/or publication

1.8

Reference(s) to
main scientific papers

1.9

Availability of information about the assay in relation to
proprietary elements

1.10

Information about
the throughput of the
assay

specification on information to be provided

chapt
er in
ToxTe
mp

Short and descriptive
title
Summary of assay
features
Date of first version
(D/M/Y)
Names

1.1

Contact details

2.7

Date (D/M/Y) of update
Update can be for addition of new information or correction
Summary what has
been updated

2.2

Name of developer/lab/author

2.5

Contact details
Year of initial assay
release/publication
Existence of potential
public SOP
List of bibliographic
references to papers
that explain assay development
References to e.g.
validation datasets or
prediction model
should go to 6.0
Is assay proprietary or
non-proprietary?

1.2
2.2
2.6

2.3

Version number and
date of deposition
Name and email of
contact person
Name of further persons involved
Version number and
date of deposition

Summary of introduced changes in
comparison to previous version(s)
Name and acronym of
the test depositor

Version number and
date of deposition

9.1

Availability of key
publications

4.8

Commercial and intellectual property rights
aspects of cells

11.4

Commercial aspects /
intellectual property of
material / procedures
Transfer

10.2

Estimation of
resource intensity

5.10

comment

Descriptive full-text
title
Abstract

2.2

Is assay method
transferable?
Which information
cannot be disclosed?
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1.11

Status of method development and uses

Give approx. no of
compounds/concentrations per run
i) Development status: still under development, when finished?
ii) Known uses: used
in different laboratories?
iii) Evaluation study:
summarize main conclusions

iv) Validation study:
part of formal validation study?, summarize conclusion and
outcomes
v) Regulatory use: details about regulatory
application
Toxicological hazard
endpoint being
adressed

not stated if
complete or
not
10.2

Transfer

1.2

Abstract

9.4

Pre-validation or
validation
Pre-validation or
validation

9.4

9.5

1.2
1.2

8.1
1.12

2.
2.1

Linkage to (e.g.
OECD) guidelines /
regulatory use
Abstract
Abstract

Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance

Abbreviation and
Definitions
Test Method
Definition
Purpose of the test
method

included at
the end

What is the claimed
purpose and rationale
for intended use of
method, e.g. alternative to an existing
method, screening,
provision of novel information in regulatory decision-making,
mechanistic information, adjunct test,
replacement, etc.

What is relation between assay-response and in vivo/biology/physiology?

8.7

Incorporation in test
battery

1.2
8.1

Abstract
Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance
Features of the test
system that reflect the
in vivo tissue

4.7

8.1
9.3
Link to KE or MIE?

9.2
9.3
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mechanistic validation
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2.2

Scientific principle of
the method

Which AO might be
modelled?
If no AOP present,
give link between
mechanism the assay
measures and resulting hazard endpoint
Provide scientific
rationale
Description of
scientific principle
Biological/physiological basis and relevance

9.2
9.3

8.1
8.1
4.7

9.3

2.3

2.4

2.5

Tissue, cells or extracts utilised in the
assay and the species source

Metabolic competence of the test system

Description of the
experimental system
exposure regime

Mechanistic basis

5.5

Is anchor point an
AOP?
What is the experimental system for activity or response
measured?
Is material
commercially
available?
Is material developed
in lab?
Source/manufacturer
of biological material
Can material be cryopreserved or freshly
prepared?

9.2

Is test system metabolically competent?
Addition of enzamytic
fraction?
Summary description
of exposure regime
(dosage, exposure
time, readout frequency)
Number of doses/concentrations, testing
range
Number of replicates
Use of controls and
vehicles

Specialized
equipment needed

3.2

Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance
Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance
Features of the test
system that reflect the
in vivo tissue
Steps towards
mechanistic validation
Endpoint-specific controls / mechanistic control compounds (MCC)
(Potential) linkage to
AOPs
Overview of cell
source component(s)

3.1

Supply of source cells

3.1

Supply of source cells

3.1

Supply of source cells

3.2

Overview of cell
source component(s)

3.1

Supply of source cells

4.5

Metabolic capacity of
the test system

5.1

Exposure scheme for
toxicity testing

6.4

Concentration settings

5.10

Throughput estimate

5.6

Positive controls

5.7

Negative and
unspecific controls
Special
instrumentation
Specific facilities /
licenses

6.7
11.3
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2.6

Response and
Response
Measurement

Potential solubility issues with the test system, and solutions
proposed to address
the issue
Response here
makes reference to
any biological effect,
process or activity
that can be measured

8.6

Applicability of test
method

5.2

Endpoint(s) of the test
method

1.2

Abstract

8.1

Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance
Steps towards
mechanistic validation
Endpoint(s) of the test
method

9.3
Describe the response and its measurement

5.2

5.3

2.7

Quality / Acceptance
criteria

Specify precise response as applicable,
e.g. IC50
Description how it is
calculated
Information on the
availability of acceptance criteria and
quality assurance

7.3

Experimental data
(storage/archiving),
give unit of raw data
Experimental
system(s) used
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Overview on analytical
method(s) to assess
test endpoint(s)
Raw data processing
to summary data

7.4

Curve fitting

3.4

Acceptance criteria for
source cell population

4.2

7.1

Acceptance criteria for
assessing test system
at its start
Acceptance criteria for
the test system at the
end of compound exposure
Raw data format

7.5

Internal data storage

3.2

Overview of cell
source component(s)

4.3

Variability
and troubleshooting
asked several times

acceptance
criteria assessed at
different
stages of
test system
and
method,
furthermore
assessing
variability
and troubleshooting

Experimental test
system extensively
documented at
different
stages
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Equipment used,
calibration program

5.4

6.7
Availability of internal
standards (e.g. positive and negative controls)

2.8

Known technical limitations and
strengths

5.5

5.6

Positive controls

5.7

Negative and
unspecific controls
Linkage to (e.g.
OECD) guidelines /
regulatory use
Acceptance criteria for
the test system at the
end of compound exposure

Standards followed
such as good cell culture practice
Criteria to accept or
reject experimental
data

9.5

Limit of detection and
limit of quantification,
detection range
Specification of any
known technical limitations or strengths of
running assay

8.4

Test performance

5.8

Features relevant for
cytotoxicity testing

8.6

Applicability of test
method
Incorporation in test
battery
Applicability of test
method

4.3

8.7

2.9

Other related assays
that characterise the
same event as in 2.1

3.

Data interpretation
and prediction
model

Technical details (of
e.g. endpoint measurements)
Special
instrumentation
Endpoint-specific controls / mechanistic control compounds (MCC)

The assay may not be
technically applicable
to certain types or
class of chemicals.
Related assays if
known that may characterise the same key
event as described in
2.1

8.6

6.9

Cross-reference to related test methods

If applicable, give
brief summary and
references for the prediction model
Prediction model
might arise from assay, or battery
Consider the intended
purpose of the prediction model
Specify if this refers to
key events as defined
in AOPs

8.2

Prediction model

8.3

Prediction model setup

8.2

Prediction model

9.2

(Potential) linkage to
AOPs

9.3

Steps towards
mechanistic validation
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3.1

Assay response(s)
captured in the prediction model

3.2

Data analysis

3.3

Explicit prediction
model

3.4

Software name and
version for algorithm/prediction
model generation

4.
4.1

4.2

Test Method
Performance
Robustness of the
method

Reference chemicals/chemical libraries, rationale for
their selection and
other available information

Identify the response(s) from the
given assay(s) that
form(s) the basis of
the prediction model

5.2

Endpoint(s) of the test
method

8.2

Prediction model

Comment on the response value in terms
of a boundary or
range to provide a
context for interpretation.
Description of
predition model

8.4

Test performance

8.2

Prediction model

Software used to derive the prediction
model or to undertake
the statistical processing.

7.4

Curve fitting

Reliability of the experimental results
Within-laboratory repeatability and reproducibility

8.4

Test performance

8.4

Test performance

Between laboratory
transferability and reproducibility
Are results for the reference chemicals (i.e.
the “training set”
chemicals used in the
development and
evaluation of the assay and its associated
prediction model) are
free and publically
available in some
form
If available, whats rationale for their selection

10.2

Transfer

10.2

Transfer

8.3

Prediction model setup

5.5

Endpoint-specific controls / mechanistic control compounds (MCC)
Positive controls

5.6
5.7
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Give all information
available on compound, e.g. chemical
names, CAS,
SMILES, structure, InCHI code, etc.

4.3

4.4

Performance
measures/predictive
capacity (if known)

Scope and limitations of the assay, if
known

not requested, as
tested compounds do
not belong
to test
method.
Positive,
negative
and
unspecific
controls
should be
given

For mixtures, report
the composition
Give goodness-of-fit
statistics or goodness-of-fit testing(e.g.
r2, r2 adjusted, standard error, sensitivity,
specificity, false negative and false positive
rates, predictive values)
Rationale for application of certain function
Specification of the fit

8.6

Explanation of the
curve fitting process
Limitations related to
the data analysis
Was cross-validation
carried out and statistics used?

Applicability of test
method
statistical
goodnessof fit is not
requested,
but uncertainty of
summary
data is
asked

7.4

Curve fitting

7.4

Curve fitting

7.4

Curve fitting

7.4

Curve fitting

8.3

Prediction model setup

9.4

Pre-validation or
validation
Applicability of test
method

Types of substances
for which the assay is
appropriate
Applicability domain
based on molecular
descriptors

8.6

8.6

Applicability of test
method

Physical-chemical limitations of compounds
Test amenable to variety of chemicals
such as mixtures,
UVCBs, multi-constituent substances, organometalics, inorganic substances,
discrete organic substances and various
chemical classes or
organic substances?
What are inclusion
and/or exclusion rules
for compounds, e.g.
volatility

8.6

Applicability of test
method
Applicability of test
method
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5.

5.1

Indications from the
false positives/false
negatives identified
that the assay has
specific limitations?

8.2

Prediction model

Build a contextual
weight of evidence
analysis on the use of
the prediction model
for different regulatory
purposes, indicate all
its potential applications
Possible conditions of
use?
Give scientific confidence for different
end use scenarios

8.1

Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance

8.6

Applicability of test
method
Scientific principle, test
purpose and relevance

Potential
Regulatory
applications

Context of use

7.

8.1

8.4

Test performance

8.2

Prediction model

8.4

Test performance

Possible end use
scenarios
Support category formation and readacross
Priority setting

8.7

Incorporation in test
battery

Screening level
assessment
Integrated approaches to testing
and assessment
(IATA)

8.7

Useful references not
associted with assay
or prediction model
development

9.1

Availability of key
publications

E.g. external
documents

2.8

Reference to additional files of relevance

Scientific confidence
for the use of a given
prediction model and
the rationale for this

6.

limitation of
prediction
model

not covered

8.7

8.7

Incorporation in test
battery
Incorporation in test
battery
Incorporation in test
battery

Bibliography

Supporting
information
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6.3.1. Abstract
Hazard assessment, based on new approach methods (NAM), requires the use of batteries of
assays, where individual tests may be contributed by different laboratories. A unified strategy
for such collaborative testing is presented. It details all procedures required to allow test information to be usable for integrated hazard assessment, strategic project decisions and/or for
regulatory purposes. The EU-ToxRisk project developed a strategy to provide regulatorily valid
data, and exemplified this by using a panel of >20 assays (with > 50 individual endpoints),
each exposed to 19 well-known test compounds (e.g. rotenone, colchicine, mercury, paracetamol, rifampicine, paraquat, taxol). Examples of strategy implementation are provided for all
aspects required to ensure data validity: (i) Documentation of test methods in a publicly accessible database; (ii) Deposition of standard operating procedures (SOP) at the European Union
DB-ALM repository; (iii) Test readiness scoring according to defined criteria; (iv) Disclosure of
the pipeline for data processing; (v) Link of uncertainty measures and metadata to the data;
(vi) Definition of test chemicals, their handling and their behaviour in test media; (vii) specification of the test purpose and overall evaluation plans. Moreover, data generation was exemplified by providing results from 25 reporter assays. A complete evaluation of the entire test battery will be described elsewhere. A major learning from the retrospective analysis of this large
testing project was the need for thorough definitions of the above strategy aspects, ideally in
form of a study pre-registration, to allow adequate interpretation of the data and to ensure
overall scientific/toxicological validity.

6.3.2. Introduction
Animal-free new approach methods (NAM) are increasingly used for the characterization of
chemical hazards. This makes it necessary to define the conditions, under which the information from such assays can be considered ‘valid’, i.e. robust, reproducible, transparent and
linked to a set of measures of uncertainty at all levels of data generation.
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Hundreds of NAM are available to researchers, some highly complex, such as microphysiological systems (Marx et al. 2016), others being inexpensive and allowing high throughput
(Adler et al. 2011; Bal-Price et al. 2018; Judson et al. 2017; Leist et al. 2012b; Liu et al.
2017; Richard et al. 2016; Zimmer et al. 2012). However, the assembly of such NAM to
batteries is demanding, and the use across multiple laboratories in coordinated research
activities is particularly challenging (Aschner et al. 2017; Behl et al. 2015; Behl et al. 2019;
Jacobs et al. 2016; Jaworska et al. 2015; Judson et al. 2017; Legradi et al. 2018; Li et al.
2017; Sonneveld et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2019).
Current regulatory procedures are mostly based on in vivo guideline studies, such as the
OECD test guidelines 424 (OECD 1997), 426 (OECD 2007), 411 (OECD 1981), or 451
(OECD 2018c) on neurotoxicity, developmental neurotoxicity, sub-chronic toxicity (90 days)
or carcinogenicity, respectively. Besides limitations in throughput, it is becoming more and
more evident that animal-based hazard evaluation may not only yield false negatives (FN)
endangering human health (Grass and Sinko 2002; Leist and Hartung 2013; Luechtefeld et
al. 2018; Olson et al. 2000; Wang and Gray 2015), but also produces many false positives
(FP) leading to large technological and economic losses (Hartung and Leist 2008; Hartung
and Rovida 2009; Meigs et al. 2018). The increased use of NAM would probably remedy
some of these problems (Collins et al. 2008; Hsieh et al. 2019b; Leist et al. 2008b; Tice et
al. 2013). However, most of the available methods do often not fulfill the requirements of
regulators, as their technical background, reliability, and predictivity are not well documented.
The International STakeholder NETwork consortium (ISTNET) has designed a questionnaire that scores the readiness level of a NAM for regulatory purposes (Bal-Price et al.
2018). This needs further testing and refinement to be broadly applicable. Furthermore, the
assessment of the reliability of alternative methods for regulatory purposes should also include rapidly developing new technologies (e.g. induced pluripotent stem cells, 3D cell cocultures and organoids, high-content omics measurements, bioinformatics tools, etc.) (Leist
et al. 2008a; Leist et al. 2014; Marx et al. 2016; Pamies et al. 2018; Rovida et al. 2015;
Rusyn and Greene 2018; Schmidt et al. 2017; Smirnova et al. 2016).
For the regulatory use of data from NAM, four aspects of data generation are important: (i)
description of the test method and its performance, (ii) transparent data processing and storage, (iii) documentation of the test compounds, and (iv) procedures for the use of the data
in the context of integrated approaches to testing and assessment (IATA). This latter aspect
also implies in vitro to in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) and biological interpretation of NAM data.
Several large-scale cooperative projects have improved our understanding of the above aspects of how remaining gaps may be filled, as exemplified below:
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ReProTect was a consortium set up by the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative
Methods (ECVAM) to develop a testing strategy for reproductive toxicity (Hareng et al.
2005). This project recognized the need for standard operating procedures (SOPs) to be
deposited in a public database, DB-ALM (Roi 2006). Moreover, a feasibility study with
blinded testing of ten chemicals in 14 assays evaluated the overall performance of the test
battery (Schenk et al. 2010).
The AcuteTox project aimed to demonstrate that animal tests for acute systemic toxicity can
be replaced by NAM. This project pioneered inter-laboratory data and method storage and
it explored test battery optimization. High-level statistical approaches were used to define
optimum test combinations, taking human data as reference. Also, test compound handling
(dissolution, storage) was standardized across many partners (Clemedson et al. 2007;
Clothier et al. 2008; Clothier 2007; Kinsner-Ovaskainen et al. 2013; Kinsner-Ovaskainen et
al. 2009).
The ESNATS (Embryonic Stem cell-based Novel Alternative Testing Strategies) project developed a test battery based on human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) (Rovida et al. 2014).
This initiative further developed the description of a tiered screening strategy and also exemplified the documentation of test compounds (Zimmer et al. 2014). Assays resulting from
the project demonstrated how omics technologies may be used in a quantitative way for
toxicological prediction models (Pallocca et al. 2016; Rempel et al. 2015; Shinde et al. 2017;
Shinde et al. 2015; Shinde et al. 2016; Waldmann et al. 2017).
The ToxCast program is yet the largest chemical screening project with information from
more than 1,000 high-throughput assay endpoints and a very broad scope. They addressed
important aspects like the automated analysis of data, and the building of algorithmic pipelines to arrive at summary test data (AC50 values). Moreover, comprehensive NAM data interpretation was anchored and calibrated against available animal data. More recently, this
project also showed ways of how to link NAM data to human exposure levels by IVIVE (Bell
et al. 2018; Casey et al. 2018; Wambaugh et al. 2018; Wetmore et al. 2014; Wetmore et al.
2015).
Test validation and regulatory acceptance were important aspects of the ChemScreen project (van der Burg et al. 2015b), and a central role was taken by the CALUX® assays. These
tests had been prevalidated in the context of ReProTect (van der Burg et al. 2010a; van der
Burg et al. 2010b), and some were subsequently validated by the OECD and ECVAM. These
cell-based reporter assays quantify chemical interactions with various nuclear receptors.
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Their readout was combined with in silico information and absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) predictions for toxicological hazard assessment (Bosgra and
Westerhout 2015).
The EU-ToxRisk project profited from the above and other research initiatives in further defining the requirements for collaborative testing. The consortium of 39 partners from academia, industry and regulatory authorities is funded by the European Commission with the
goal to establish new animal-free strategies of hazard evaluation. These new concepts comprise in vitro methods, based exclusively on human cells, as well as in silico methods like
read-across and quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) (Daneshian et al. 2016;
Delp et al. 2019; Graepel et al. 2019; Nyffeler et al. 2018).
As EU-ToxRisk has a strong focus on the regulatory acceptance of its strategy, a case study
was designed to establish, test and validate all processes required to make NAM acceptable
in legal contexts of data submission. This cross-systems testing study, based on 19 wellcharacterized chemicals and > 20 test methods, was used to define and standardize all
different aspects of NAM-based testing in a large research consortium. For instance, method
documentation was established, taking into account the Guidance Document on Good In
Vitro Method Practices (GIVIMP) (OECD 2018a), Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP)
(Coecke et al. 2005; Hartung et al. 2002), the OECD guidance document 211 on non-guideline methods (OECD 2017a), and more general previous recommendations on test documentation (Leist et al. 2010; Schmidt et al. 2017; Zimmer et al. 2012). We established data
formats and processing pipelines, characterized the robustness, sensitivity and throughput
of the methods, and data formats, as well as processing pipelines. In the present communication, we disclose the resulting optimized guidance and processes, and we give examples
of their use, to allow their implementation in future collaborative research consortia.

6.3.3. Material and methods
6.3.3.1.

Test compounds

Test compounds were distributed to project partners by the Joint Research Centre (JRC).
Shipping and storage were according to the manufacturers’ instructions. Stock solutions were
prepared by the individual partners in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), phosphate buffered saline
(PBS), water or culture medium, according to centralized instructions. Detailed information
about the compound supplier and catalogue number is provided in Suppl. Fig. MS3_1. Compound aliquots of 10 µl each were stored at -80°C until use. Paraquat was always dissolved
freshly in cell culture medium at the desired concentration prior to each use. The final DMSO
concentration was 0.1 % under all test conditions (any compound at any concentration). Doc101
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umentation of the physicochemical properties were derived using the ChemAxon software (Budapest, Hungary). To calculate the logK, i.e. the log10 Kow (Kow: octanol/water partition coefficient), the software uses the method described by Viswanadhan et al. (Viswanadhan et al.
1989). Aqueous solubility of compounds was predicted using ChemAxon's Solubility Predictor,
which uses a fragment-based method that identifies different structural fragments in the molecule and calculates their solubility contribution. The algorithm is described by Hou et al. (Hou
et al. 2004).
6.3.3.2.

Determination of free compound concentration in cell culture media

Lipid and protein in medium: The concentrations of lipid (mg/ml) and protein (µM) in cell
culture media were extracted from the EU-ToxRisk test method descriptions and SOPs.
Protein concentration expressed as mg/ml in the test methods was converted to µM assuming
a molecular weight of 66.5 kD for bovine albumin, and assuming that albumin represents well
all other serum proteins (assuming 1 Da = 1 g/mole). In those test methods to which fetal calf
serum (FCS) was added, the final protein concentration in the media containing FCS was
calculated, based on the reference value of 23 mg/ml reported for commercial FCS used in
medium supplementation (Lindl 2002). The amount of FCS used in the test methods was
reported to have been either 5 or 10 % in the medium.
Plasma protein binding (PPB): The plasma protein binding values for drugs (colchicine,
valproate, clofibrate, hexachlorophene, ibuprofen, paracetamol, rifampicin, paclitaxel,
tolbutamide) were extracted from the DrugBank database (Wishart et al. 2006). The PPB of
sulfisoxazole was extracted from the toxicology data network (TOXNET) of the US national
library of medicine. Values for carbaryl, rotenone, tebuconazole, triphenyl phosphate and
acrylamide were from the chemistry dashboard of the US environmental protection agency
(EPA). All values were experimentally determined, except for acrylamide which was a
predicted

value

(U.S.

Environmental

Protection

Agency.

Chemistry

Dashboard.

https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/DTXSID5020027 (accessed January 20, 2020). The value
for mercuric chloride was extracted from the book of Nordlind (Nordlind 1990), while that of
polychlorinated biphenyl 180 (PCB 180) was reported by Brown and Lawton (Brown and
Lawton 1984). The PPB value of paraquat was reported in the forensic examination by Houze
et al. (Houze et al. 1990).
Free concentrations in complete medium: To predict the test compounds’ free (unbound)
fraction in the treatment medium, it was necessary to account for the binding components in
the medium. This was based on the following assumptions: (i) Binding to albumin and lipid triacyl glycerol (TAG) in complete culture media are the only significant processes limiting the
availability of free test compound; (ii) The binding to protein and lipid in culture media is linear
within the tested concentration range; (iii) Compounds with an air-water partition coefficient
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(KAW < 0.03) were considered non-volatile. This assumption was found earlier (Fischer et al.
2017) to apply for 95 % of the investigated compounds. Note that HgCl2 (KAW = 0.02) may be
a borderline compound (Sommar et al. 2000). (iv) Binding to plastics used in cell culture is not
considered in this prediction of free fraction of test compounds. This condition applies strictly
only if plastic is pre-adsorbed with test chemicals. This approach was applied here, e.g. for the
zebrafish assay. Plastic binding data would otherwise require experimental assessment, as
their prediction has large uncertainties. To indicate the range of deviation, data have been
obtained for PCB180, one of the most hydrophobic and plastic-binding compounds of the test
chemicals – and about one third of the compound was bound to plastic (Nyffeler et al. 2018).
As most tests used similar cell culture dishes (96-well), we assumed that plastic binding did
not largely affect the comparability of test results of a given chemical between laboratories.
The maximal tested concentration did not exceed the solubility of the compound in complete
culture medium.
6.3.3.3.

Test methods

Out of the 23 test methods (method families), 22 were based on human cells. The fish embryo
toxicity (FET) test is based on zebrafish (Danio rerio) embryos. Schematic representations of
eight exemplary test method exposure schemes are given in Fig. MS3_1; the schematic depiction of all test methods can be found in Suppl. Fig. MS3_2. An overview table of all tests
and their literature references is compiled in Suppl. Fig. MS3_3. An overview of test readouts
and of the participating laboratories is provided in Fig. MS3_2. In addition, a public database
of test descriptions was established (https://eu-toxrisk.douglasconnect.com/public/). Therefore, only brief overviews of the tests are given below.
UKN5 (PeriTox): The assay is based on immature human dorsal root ganglia neurons differentiated from pluripotent stem cells as described in detail earlier (Hoelting et al. 2016). After
thawing of pre-differentiated neurons, these were seeded to multi-well plates and treated with
test compounds for 24 h. To assess cell viability and neurite area by high-content imaging, the
cells were stained with calcein-AM and Hoechst H-33342.
UKN4 (NeuriTox): LUHMES neuronal precursors were differentiated for two days, before they
were exposed to test compounds for 24 h. Cell viability and neurite area were measured by
high-content imaging on day 3 of differentiation (d3) (Delp et al. 2019; Delp et al. 2018; Krug
et al. 2013a). A detailed SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database (protocol No. 200).
UKN3b: In this variant of the NeuriTox test, LUHMES cells were differentiated for five days to
obtain mature neurons (Lotharius et al. 2005; Scholz et al. 2011). These were exposed to test
compounds for 24 h. To assess cell viability and neurite area by high-content imaging after
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treatment on d6, the cells were stained with calcein-AM and Hoechst H-33342 (Krug et al.
2013a). A detailed SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database (protocol No. 196).
UKN3a: The method is similar to UKN3b (see above), however cells were exposed to compounds for 72 h, from d5 until d8. A detailed SOP of the method is available at the ECVAM
DB-ALM database (protocol No. 202).
hiPSC neuro: Human iPSC line SBAD2 was used to derive neuronal precursor cells (NPCs).
These were differentiated to mixed cortical type neurons and glial cultures for 21 or 42 days.
After 72 h of test compound exposure, the viability was assessed by an ATP assay. A detailed
SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database (protocol No. 208 and 207).
SH-SY5Y prolif: SH-SY5Y cells were seeded to multi-well plates, and medium was changed
to proliferation medium containing test compound at 24 h after seeding. After 72 h of compound
exposure, the viability of cells was determined, using their ATP content as an endpoint. A
detailed SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database (protocol No. 210).
SH-SY5Y neuro: Proliferating SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells were differentiated for 3 days to
semi-mature neurons by exposure to retinoic acid (RA). The cells were subsequently exposed
to test compounds for 72 h in the continued presence of RA. On d6, the ATP content was
determined and calcium signaling was assessed by measurement of basal intracellular Ca 2+
levels and activation of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels (induced by exposure to 30 mM KCl).
Detailed SOPs are available at the DB-ALM database (ATP assay protocol ECVAM DB-ALM
No. 205 and Calcium assay protocol ECVAM DB-ALM No. 206).
PBEC: Primary human bronchial epithelial cells (PBEC) were seeded into conventional multiwell plates (without transwell inserts) and exposed to compound for 72 h.
PBEC-ALI: Primary human bronchial epithelial cells were seeded into transwell tissue culture
inserts and grown submerged. The medium above the confluent cell layer was removed after
7 days followed by differentiation at the air-liquid interface for 22 days. These mature PBECALI cultures were exposed to test compounds in their medium for 72 h. Toxicity was assessed
by the release of LDH (Boei et al. 2017; van Wetering et al. 2000). Transepithelial electrical
resistance (TEER) was measured as functional endpoint.
InSphero 3d: Primary human hepatocytes (PHH) were used to produce liver microtissues, using established InSphero organo plate technology (Kijanska and Kelm 2004; Messner et al.
2013). After four days of aggregation, microtissues were exposed to test compounds for three
days. Viability was determined by their ATP content.
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Fig. MS3_ 1: Exposure schemes of representative test methods as part of the test method description.
A generic symbol language to display exposure schemes has been developed. Eight methods were chosen
for exemplary display, while all others can be found in Suppl. Fig. 1. Information is given on the test system
(type of cells used), and its treatment before and during execution of the test. The time axes displayed show
the pivotal culture period determining the experimental outcome, displayed in units of days (d). The period
of compound exposure is highlighted in red, with the flash arrow symbol indicating when test compound
is re-added. The green and blue bars give general information on the culture state (e.g. proliferation (prolif)
or adherence phase). In a more complete version of the graphical scheme (exemplified here for UKN3a
only), additional information layers on cell medium additives and type of plastic coating would also be
given.
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InSphero 14d: The method is similar to ‘InSphero 3d’ (see above), but test compound exposure
was prolongued to 14 days, with re-dosing on days 5 and 9 after initial treatment.
PHH: Primary human hepatocytes of single donors (lot data available via co-author W. Albrecht) were seeded to multi-well plates after thawing. One day after seeding, cells were exposed to test compounds for 48 h. The viability was measured by resazurin reduction.
HepG2: HepG2 cells were exposed to test compounds for 48 h. Viability was assessed by
resazurin reduction.
HepG2 reporter (HepG2-CHOP, HepG2-P21, HepG2-SRXN1): stable stress response reporter cell lines were engineered to express GFP-reporter constructs under the control of natural promoters (on a bacterial artificial chromosome) of SRXN1 (for oxidative stress), P21 (for
DNA damage) and CHOP (for ER stress response). Cell count (Hoechst staining H-33342),
pathway induction (GFP intensity) and cell viability (propidium iodide staining) were assessed
at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h after test compound exposure by high content imaging (Schimming et
al. 2019; Wink et al. 2017; Wink et al. 2018).
iPSC-Hep: iPSCs cells were grown on matrigel-coated plates, and a 30-day differentiation protocol towards the hepatocyte lineage was commenced when the cells reached 70-80% confluency (Vanhove et al. 2016). The viability of the differentiated hepatocytes after 24 h of compound exposure was determined by a resazurin reduction assay.
HEK 293: These relatively de-differentiated cells from fetal kidney grow as epithelioid monolayers. They were seeded to multi-well plates and exposed to test compounds for 24 h. Cell
viability was subsequently assessed by measurement of resazurin reduction and release of
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). A detailed SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database
(protocol No. 201).
U-2 OS cells: These osteosarcoma cells are relatively de-differentiated and grow in an epitheloid way. Their viability was assessed based on constitutive luciferase expression (van VugtLussenburg et al. 2018) in the context of the automated CALUX® reporter gene assay procedure (see paragraph below). A detailed SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database
(protocol No. 197).
RPTEC: RPTEC/TERT1 immortalized kidney proximal tubule cells (Wieser et al. 2008) were
used at 7 days after confluence (i.e. differentiated, non-proliferative state) (Aschauer et al.
2013). Monolayers were exposed to test compounds for 24 h. Toxicity was assessed by quantitation of resazurin reduction capacity, calcein-AM uptake and quantification of lactate production (Limonciel et al. 2011).
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Fig. MS3_ 2: Overview of the panel of test methods used to assess repeated dose toxicity to key organs
(RDT) and developmental toxicity (DART).
The cross-systems testing case study of EU-ToxRisk comprised 23 test method families using 18 different
test systems. For instance test method family No. 19, U-2 OS, comprised 25 different reporter assays
(CALUX® assays)*, using luciferase expression in U-2 OS as measure of nuclear receptor modulation and
other signaling pathways. The test method family No. 7 could be run as viability test method or as functional
method examining Ca2+ signals triggered by opening of voltage-operated calcium channels. The test systems represent important features of the human nervous system, lung, liver, and kidney. Some systems
(No. 18 and No. 19) representing less specialized cell types were included as potential negative controls of
tissue specificity. Cells relevant for developmental and reproductive toxicity (DART) assessment were also
included (No. 22 and No. 23). The assays were performed in 11 different laboratories. Besides viability (primary V-readout), often (i.e. in 16 of the 23 test methods) a functional readout (secondary F-readout) was
also assessed. The contributing institutions were: UKN = University of Konstanz (D); BIOT = BioTalentum
(HU); Swetox (SE). LUMC = Leiden University Medical Center (NL); InSphero GmbH (CH); IfADo at the Technical University Dortmund (D); UL = University of Leiden (NL); KUL = Catholic University of Leuven (BE);
VUA = Free University Amsterdam (NL); UHEI = University of Heidelberg (D); BDS = BioDetection Systems
(NL). TEER = Transepithelial electrical resistance.

iPSC ren: Proximal tubular-like cells (PTL) were differentiated from iPSC (SBAD2 clone 1). On
day 16 of differentiation (contact Dr. Wilmes, VUA for protocol). Cells were passaged into 96well plates, cultured to confluence, and stabilised for an additional 7 days. Cells were then
exposed to test compounds for 24 h. Toxicity was assessed by quantitation of resazurin reduction capacity, calcein-AM uptake and quantification of lactate production.
FET: Fertilized zebrafish (Danio rerio; west aquarium strain) eggs were exposed to test compounds at 1.5 h post fertilization (hpf). Several morphological endpoints were scored at 96 hpf.
All technical details have been described earlier (Braunbeck et al. 2015) and are given in
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OECD TG 236 (OECD 2013). A detailed SOP is available at the ECVAM DB-ALM database
(protocol No. 140).
UKN2 (cMINC): Pre-differentiated neural crest cells (NCC) (Zimmer et al. 2012) were seeded
to coated multi-well plates with inserted silicon stoppers to create a cell-free area as described
earlier (Nyffeler et al. 2017a; Nyffeler et al. 2017b). Cell migration was initiated one day after
seeding by removal of the stopper, and test compound was added. Migration was assessed
after 24 h of compound exposure by high content imaging. A detailed SOP is available at the
ECVAM DB-ALM database (protocol No. 195).
6.3.3.4.

CALUX® assays

Cell lines and cell culture: The CALUX® (Chemically Activated LUciferase eXpression) cell
lines as described by Sonneveld et al. (Sonneveld et al. 2005) are human U-2 OS osteosarcoma cells each stably transfected with an expression construct for various human receptors,
and a reporter construct consisting of multimerized responsive elements for the cognate receptor or cell signaling pathway coupled to a minimal promoter element (TATA) and a luciferase gene. Cells were maintained as described previously (Sonneveld et al. 2005). The Cytotox
CALUX®, used as a control line for non-speciﬁc effects, consists of human U-2 OS cells stably
transfected with an expression construct constitutively expressing the luciferase gene, and is
described in (van der Linden et al. 2014). Wild-type U-2 OS cells (HTB-96) were obtained from
ATCC. Also part of the panel was the AhR CALUX® assay, based on rat hepatoma H-4-II-E
cells (ATCC CRL-1548); this cell line is described in detail in (Garrison et al. 1996) under the
name DR CALUX®.
CALUX® assay procedure: Testing was performed in non-blinded fashion. The automated
CALUX® assays were carried out as described earlier (van der Burg et al. 2015a). In brief, the
assay was performed in assay medium, consisting of DMEM without phenol red indicator
(Gibco) supplemented with 5% charcoal-stripped fetal calf serum (DCC), 1x non-essential
amino acids (Gibco) and 10 U/ml penicillin and 10 µg/ml streptomycin. A cell suspension in
assay medium was made of 1x 105 cells/ml, and white 384-wells plates were seeded with 30
µl cell suspension/well. After 24 h, exposure medium was prepared. A dilution series in 0.5 log
unit increments of each test compound (in DMSO) was added to a 96-wells plate containing
assay medium. Of this exposure mixture, 30 µl was added to the assay plates containing the
CALUX® cells, resulting in a ﬁnal DMSO concentration of 0.1%. Additionally, DMSO blanks
and a full dose response curve of the reference compounds were included on each plate. All
samples were tested in triplicates. The preparation of the compound dilution series as well as
the exposure of the cells were performed on a Hamilton Starlet liquid handling robot coupled
to a Cytomat incubator. After 24 h, the exposure medium was removed using an EL406
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washer-dispenser (BioTek) and 10 µl/well triton lysis buffer (25 mM Tris, 2 mM DTT and 2 mM
EDTA in demineralized water, with 10% (v/v) glycerol and 1% (v/v) Triton® X-100, pH adjusted
to 7.8) was added by the EL406. Subsequently, the luciferase signal was measured in a luminometer (InﬁnitePro coupled to a Connect Stacker, both TECAN). In order to be able to detect
receptor antagonism, the assays were also performed in antagonistic mode using the receptor
cell lines. The assay procedure was as described above, with the only exception that the reference agonists were present during the exposure at a concentration corresponding to their
EC50. Detailed information about reference compounds for each assay can be found in Suppl.
Fig. MS3_4. Information on the calculation of assay summary data, and their exact definition
is compiled in Suppl. Fig. MS3_4.
6.3.3.5.

Test method documentation

The EU-ToxRisk consortium created a detailed test method description template to complement the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP), which was adopted from the EU Reference
Laboratory for alternatives to animal testing (ECVAM; https://ecvam-dbalm.jrc.ec.europa.eu/).
While the SOP focuses on practical and experimental aspects, the test method documentation
was designed to give all information on methods that is relevant to judge the uncertainties of
this method and to evaluate if and how the data can be used for risk assessment. The SOPs
have

been

deposited

at

the

DB-ALM

database

(https://ecvam-

dbalm.jrc.ec.europa.eu/methods-and-protocols). An overview of the content of the test method
description template has been recently published (Krebs et al. 2019b) and public access to the
test method description is possible under https://eu-toxrisk.douglasconnect.com/public/.
6.3.3.6.

Test method data base

All test methods applied in the EU-ToxRisk project have been documented and are publicly
accessible on the test method repository (https://eu-toxrisk.douglasconnect.com/public/). To
guide the user through the progress of creating a test method description, a web interface was
created for internal use in the EU-ToxRisk project. The web-based guidance has been compiled and will be made publicly available in due course, while the printed version is already
available now (Krebs et al. 2019b). All submitted test methods were reviewed by the project’s
quality assurance group, and often several rounds of amendments followed. Only accepted
versions were made public. Revisions and changes can be entered by the registered user on
the repository. A ‘version management system’ has been implemented, as test methods often
evolve, as important materials, chemicals and instrumentation change.
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6.3.3.7.

Readiness evaluation

The test method readiness was assessed on the basis of the first version of the test method
description created by the EU-ToxRisk consortium (accessible at https://eu-toxrisk.douglasconnect.com/public/). Information from SOPs, deposited at DB-ALM (https://ecvamdbalm.jrc.ec.europa.eu/methods-and-protocols), was added where available. The items, criteria and respective maximum scores for evaluation of test readiness were used exactly as described in (Bal-Price et al. 2018). Two experts evaluated the test methods independently of
each other, and scored each aspect based on available documentation. Then the average of
the two scorings was calculated for each sub-item. All scores of the sub-items of the 13 main
aspects were added up, and the sum was expressed as percentage of maximum points reachable. A classification scheme was used to summarize the results as high readiness (100 – 85
%; green), intermediate readiness (85 – 50 %; orange) and low readiness (<50 %; red).
6.3.3.8.

Data storage

The BioStudies database (Sarkans et al. 2018) was used as data warehouse for data generated within the EU-ToxRisk project. All datasets were strictly and unseparatably linked to corresponding assay information in the test method descriptions. The integration of the EUToxRisk test method repository and the BioStudies database into one common platform, the
EU-ToxRisk Knowledge Sharing Platform, was designed. Its public release is under preparation. The data files therein automatically include links to test method descriptions and
metadata. These links also persist when data is downloaded or accessed via the application
programming interface described below.
The harmonized data management steps described above provide compliance with the FAIR
principles (Finable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable (Reiser et al. 2018)), and allows
the automatic access of data at all relevant places in the EU-ToxRisk Knowledge Sharing Platform. A substantial part of this is based on the integration between BioStudies and the ToxDataExplorer,

with

the

latter

developed

by

Edelweiss

Connect

(https://www.edelweissconnect.com/blog/edelweissdata). The ToxDataExplorer interface allows users to interactively configure a uniform resource identifier for retrieving data via an application programming interface applying exactly the filtering specified by the user.
6.3.3.9. Baseline variance of test methods
All data of the DMSO controls of the second biological replicate of each test method was analyzed. The raw values of the single technical replicates (x) on one plate were normalized to
their average (µ) creating normalized values (xnorm = x / µ).
The standard deviation (SD) between the technical replicates was calculated and normalized
to the average (µ) by calculating the relative standard deviation (RSD [in %] = SD *100 / µ).
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The resulting RSD (in percent of average) enables comparison between test methods. For the
variance of test methods concerning negative control samples, three drugs were chosen (clofibrate, tolbutamide and sulfisoxazole) that have non-adverse effects in man despite prolongued exposure. Their known Cmax in man is 449 µM for colchicine, 464 µM for sulfisoxazole
and 196 µM for tolbutamide (Hardman JG 2001). We used here the two lowest test concentrations in each test (i.e. concentrations < 31.6 µM for clofibrate and sulfisoxazole and < 100 µM
for tolbutamide). The data (normalized to the DMSO control) were collected from each partner
and pooled for display.

6.3.4. Results and discussion
6.3.4.1.

Assembly of a test battery

A panel of tests was selected to develop procedures of quality control, data processing and
data banking within the cross-systems testing study of the (CSY) EU-ToxRisk project. Three
sets of criteria were used to assemble the assays for CSY: (i) readiness level and throughput;
(ii) use of cells representative of four target organs (target organ toxicity; liver, lung, brain and
kidney) or for developmental and reproductive toxicity (DART). Some cells considered to lack
particular organ characteristics were also included (HEK 293 and U-2 OS cells); (iii) the assays’
readouts should be a measure either of viability or of the activation of a signaling pathway
related to target organ toxicity/DART.
Since one given cell type can be used for different test methods, the assays were grouped into
“families” of related tests that used different exposure schemes or endpoints. For instance, test
family #18 (HEK 293 cells) was used for two viability endpoints (LDH-release and resazurin
reduction). In many cases, a test family allowed a viability and a functional readout, e.g. test
#23 (UKN2) assessed neural crest cell viability and their migration capacity (functional; Fig.
MS3_2). A special case was the set of U-2 OS cell-based reporter assays, which allowed
determination of viability and of 26 functional endpoints related to toxicity pathways (e.g. nuclear receptor activation or antagonism; Suppl. Fig. MS3_4).
6.3.4.2.

Purpose of the testing program

A literature search for generic schemes that assembled all elements required for a cell-based
‘testing program on RDT and DART’ failed to find a comprehensive overview.
Therefore, we compiled the main building blocks of a comprehensive program. The core elements required were identified as (i) specification of testing purpose, (ii) description and readiness evaluation of the test methods, (iii) issues concerning the test data, and (iv) information
on the toxicological and biological relevance (fit-for-purpose) of the test methods in the context
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Fig. MS3_ 3: Identification of key parameters and description requirements to ensure test readiness and
data transparency for regulatory use of NAM data.
‘Valid’ use, e.g. for regulatory purposes, was defined here as having a high requirement for data robustness, transparency of all procedures, and need for sufficient information on uncertainties. Three major
requirements for validity were identified. First, the biological and toxicological rationale of the NAM, and
the overall study objectives should be given. This may e.g. include a link to an AOP. Second, the test
method applied should have been evaluated for its readiness. The latter requires complete standard operation procedures (SOPs) and a comprehensive method documentation. Third, data transparency was identified as an independent, and frequently neglected, domain to be documented. This requires the data format, and the respective metadata to be defined and documented. The data base structure needs to be
designed according to findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable criteria (FAIR), and links to the data
and to the method repository need to be given. To the domain of data transparency also belongs the clear
and unambiguous definition of test chemicals (e.g. SMILES and CAS numbers) including their storage,
handling and toxicological background information.

of the program (Fig. MS3_3). Moreover, we found that the selection, definition and handling of
test chemicals is an essential feature.
Concerning the purpose of testing, the overarching requirement for our program was that test
results were ‘valid’. We used this term to describe all situations where important human safety
decisions (e.g. regulatory use) or major financial or societal questions (e.g. decisions on further
development of a drug or on market introduction of a new material) depended on the data.
Examples for the broad range of applications of such ‘valid’ data include risk assessment (use
of the test strategy in the context of an IATA or hazard identification (by e.g. using an adverse
outcome pathway (AOP) network to guide the assembly of a test strategy). Another potential
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application may be the screening to prioritize problematic compounds for further testing. Depending on the exact testing purpose, details of the test strategy will need adaptation, but the
main elements of the program defined here were considered broadly applicable.
The present manuscript deals with all aspects relating to the overall test program and how it
was assembled. Concerning specific test results, this communication will present only a subset of data from one family of assays to exemplify the types of test outcomes.
6.3.4.3.

Test method documentation

Test readiness descriptions were considered here to build on two foundations: the SOP and
the standardized test method description (Fig. MS3_3). To support an exact description of the
method protocol in form of a standard operation procedure (Leist and Hengstler 2018; OECD
2018a), contact was established to The European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC,
therein EURL-ECVAM). It was agreed that SOPs would be deposited at the JRC methods’
data base DB-ALM (Roi 2006). These documents contained all commonly accepted elements
of an SOP, such as detailed working procedures and descriptions of materials, instrumentation
and analytical protocols.
It was considered important to complement the SOP by an overarching test method description
(Krebs et al. 2019b; Leist et al. 2010; Leist et al. 2012a; Schmidt et al. 2017) (Fig. MS3_3).
Such a document would serve regulators to understand the method, but avoid information of
limited regulatory relevance, such as pipetting steps, materials providers and instrument settings. The key elements were aligned with the OECD guidance document 211 (GD-211 (OECD
2017a)) on description of non-validated test methods to be used for regulatory purposes. Multiple rounds of input came from external experts, e.g. from the project’s scientific and regulatory
advisory boards, from industry stakeholders or from other, collaborating international research
consortia (Fig. MS3_4A). During pilot runs and test trials, it was found that users needed support by detailed guidance and explanations on all parts of the test methods questionnaire, and
this system was again optimized with help of external experts. The final outcome was a template for the test method questionnaire (Krebs et al. 2019b), and a repository of comprehensive
test method descriptions (https://eu-toxrisk.douglasconnect.com/public/). (Fig. MS3_4B).
An SOP and a test description are not two entirely different (orthogonal) sets of information.
They were produced with different users and use purposes in mind, but their contents have
some overlaps. These include the definition of acceptance criteria, a comprehensive disclosure
of data processing algorithms used to arrive at the assay output data (e.g. type of curve fitting,
handling of outliers, etc.) and e.g. the definition of positive and negative controls. These information redundancies were welcomed, as many SOP from academically oriented labs do not
follow official guidance (e.g. GIVIMP (OECD 2018a)) and may lack many of such potentially
overlapping elements.
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Fig. MS3_ 4: Process of establishing a method database and key information blocks documented.
(A) The setup of the method database included several steps. A method validation group collected data
and information that was agreed to be included in the metadata and to be documented. These were in
alignment with the GD 211 of OECD to advance regulatory acceptance. The project’s regulatory and the
scientific advisory board (RAB and SAB, respectively), as well as the participating test labs, contributed to
refining the questionnaire for test method documentation (green). In parallel, a web interface was designed
and set up to enable centralized access to the documented test methods. Within a pilot run, the upcoming
issues were collected to provide guidance and support for future use (red). These two parallel approaches
eventually gave rise to the data collection form. The process of data collection was constantly validated
(orange). (B) An entry into the method database comprises numerous aspects of a test method. The scientific and toxicological rationale is given in the abstract. Furthermore, information about the test system, the
test method / assay, its characteristics, the prediction model, data management, safety and ethics and its
validity are included.
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6.3.4.4.

Data handling

Data handling requirements (Fig. MS3_3) were found to differ considerably from those of
small-scale projects with mainly academic objectives. A unified format for cell-based tests was
established over the course of several workshops, and all test data were deposited at European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) in this format (https://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/biostudies/). The
use of this professional and publicly accessible database ensured full compliance with the
FAIR criteria (meaning the data are findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable (Reiser
et al. 2018).
Experience showed that some formatting demands can be so resource-requiring, that this may
lead to compliance issues in a large consortium of independent partners. It is likely that a
consistent deposition of data does not work if this is not supported by a suitable infrastructure
and countermeasures (to meet compliance issues). Such activities include format and data
base definition before project start, communication of such structures with buy-in by the users,
providing interconversion scripts and easy-to-use interfaces, automated data format validation,
as well as some manual curation and quality assurance efforts.
To address some of these issues, a multi-disciplinary data handling group was formed (contribution by data producers, data base specialists and data processing experts) that analyzed
the projects data handling procedure and implemented problem solutions. It became clear that
the academic level data handling (e.g. using Excel sheets) is error-prone. Typical problems
identified are copy-paste errors, typing errors, automated format conversions by the spreadsheet program (comma recognition, interconversion of numbers to dates, ...) as well as loss of
information (e.g. on laboratory error flags or on identified outliers) during the handling steps. A
second source of error was the association of data with their metadata (Fig. MS3_5A). Typical
examples here are (i) failures to report essential metadata (e.g. coupling of negative controls
to certain data sets, positioning of samples on plates, experimental variations, links between
different data sets, etc.) and (ii) copy-pasting of metadata sets without adaptation to actual
experiments.
6.3.4.5.

Data processing

A further important issue of data handling was the definition of procedures to convert raw data
to summary data, e.g. EC50 values (Fig. MS3_5B). Here, we defined normalization procedures
(Krebs et al. 2018), and agreed upon rules for curve fitting. Even with such factors being standardized, further manual (operator) input was neccessary to combine data sets (e.g. various
endpoints from one given test), to update versions or to deal with problematic data sets (e.g.
failure to fit curves).
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Fig. MS3_ 5: Derivation of summary data and documentation of respective metadata.
(A) Overview of the types of metadata considered relevant in this study. (B) Procedure to get from raw data
to summary data. BMC = benchmark concentration.

The data handling experts of the project considered various strategies to ensure high-quality
conversion of raw data to final summary data outputs. The highly automated and standardized
approach taken e.g. by the Tox21 program / ToxCast (Richard et al. 2016; Thomas et al. 2019)
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was considered to rely too much on automated algorithms (vs. expert knowledge of data producers). However, it was also clear that leaving everything open to the individual data suppliers
(project partners in 20 different laboratories) would cause inconsistencies. Therefore, we took
a compromise approach by defining some key procedures, such as the routines for curve fitting, normalization and outlier handling (Krebs et al. 2018) and the procedures for deriving
benchmark concentrations (BMCs) (Krebs et al. 2019a). The most effective quality control procedure found was to require from all data producers visual checks of graphically-represented
data sets for mislabels, outliers, meaningfulness of curve-fits and consistency of summary data
with the overall trend of data points (within a given data set and for different endpoints from
one assay). This procedure was found to be necessary and efficient for a project producing
dozens to hundreds (not thousands) of data sets. At this relatively low throughput, we considered expert knowledge to be better suited for the handling of problematic cases than fully automatic approaches.
6.3.4.6.

Fit-for-purpose test method readiness evaluation

As the EU-ToxRisk project planned for many NAM-based case studies, we explored here how
the readiness of a given assay for use in one of these studies may be assessed..
A more recent perspective on validation is that the activities should focus on demonstration of
a fit-for-purpose level for a given application (Bal-Price et al. 2018; Fritsche et al. 2017; Hartung
et al. 2013; Judson et al. 2013; Whelan and Eskes 2016). We followed this line of reasoning
and tested an evaluation scheme on four exemplary methods. Our goal was to evaluate a tool
that gives a relatively quick overview of a method readiness status. A second objective was to
exemplify the principle and application of readiness scoring within a running project. The selected assays differed clearly in their readiness levels.
Thirteen test parameters (e.g. documentation level, performance characteristics or suitability
for high throughput screening), with altogether 62 sub-items (Bal-Price et al. 2018) were scored
(Fig. MS3_6).
The CALUX® estrogen receptor agonist assay received top scores for all thirteen categories
This outcome is in good agreement with the fact that the assay underwent full validation earlier.
The UKN2/cMINC test method (neural crest cell migration assay) scored high on 9 categories
and medium on the other four. The readiness level found here is consistent with the fact that
the assay has been extensively used for screening e.g. for the national toxicology program of
the USA (NTP) or EFSA, and several publications on test parameters are available (Nyffeler
et al. 2018; Nyffeler et al. 2017a; Nyffeler et al. 2017b). Although not suitable for some regulatory fields, such an assay may be used for non-regulatory decisions or screening programs.
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Fig. MS3_ 6: Examples for fit-for-purpose test method evaluation.
Four assays of the case study were selected to exemplify the process of test readiness evaluation according to the criteria defined in a recent publication (Bal-Price et al. 2018). Thirteen different categories were
scored, each of them having multiple sub-items. The summary scores of each main category were normalized to the maximum possible score. The result was indicated in green (high score), yellow, and red (low
score). For instance, robustness (category 9) was high for test 1, low for tests 2+3 and intermediate for test
4. The first 7 categories deal usually with an earlier phase of test development (e.g. definition of the exposure scheme and endpoints), categories 8-12 require usually more extensive work (e.g. setup of a prediction
model or definition of the applicability domain); the 13th category deals with special requirements arising
from high-throughput screening. Several examples are given how test readiness may be improved in a
given category. For instance, information on donor selection criteria may be missing for a test system
based on human primary cells, or the data evaluation strategy may be incompletely described. Below the
scoring table, four example applications for test methods are given, and + signs indicate whether the assay
above may be suitable for this test purpose. These purely theoretical examples are meant to indicate that
each test is ready for some application, but only a test with highest readiness level in all categories is
useful for all different purposes. Scoring was performed by two independent experts, based on the information in the test method description. The scores were averaged, when they differed less than 20% or a
third scorer was added in the few (< 10%) cases of larger discrepancies. Assay 1 was the CALUX-ER agonist
assay, 2 was the RPTEC assay, 3 was the PBEC-ALI assay and 4 was UKN2. Note that the scoring was done
to exemplify the procedure, not to rank assays. The scores are likely to have changed for assays, since
they were scored in the year 2017.

Two other tests showed lower readiness scores, reflecting their more academic level of use.
The detailed evaluation scheme used here showed that this may not be due to a lower quality
of such tests, but because test documentation did not match regulatory expectations (e.g. SOP
not deposited at a curated data base, or data processing not clearly indicated). Nevertheless,
such tests still have a sufficient readiness levels for specific questions, such as providing mech-
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anistic information, or giving information on human variability (by using primary cells from various donors). Moreover, if their robustness is documented formally in the near future, their
application in support of read-across cases can be envisaged.
For EU-ToxRisk, it is important to optimize assay readiness levels during the project, e.g. with
a perspective of using the tests in a commercialization platform. This case study (CSY) has
indicated a tool that can define baseline readiness levels at project start and also follow
changes over the project.
In summary, we demonstrated that the “fit-for-purpose test evaluation tool” allows a differentiated (multi-parameter) overview of test readiness. It may be useful within heterogeneous research consortia, but also for communication between test providers and potential customers.
Moreover, it may be considered as a tool to judge the data that are used for building AOP, as
these commonly are derived from a very heterogeneous and broad panel of assays in multiple
different laboratories.
6.3.4.7.

Selection and specification of compounds for cross systems testing

A set of 19 compounds was selected to be run through all tests, so that procedures related to
compound handling, and data processing could be refined. Moreover, this pilot run allowed for
verification/re-adjustment of basic information on test method performances and throughput.
The test panel included drugs (e.g. paracetamol, rifampicin, taxol, colchicine and valproic acid),
pesticides (e.g. carbaryl, rotenone or paraquat) and other well-characterized chemicals
(acrylamide, PCB180, triphenylphosphate hexachlorophene, mercury chloride, methyl-phenylpyridinium (MPP+) and tebuconazole). Four compounds with very low target organ toxicity (clofibrate, tolbutamide, ibuprofen and sulfisoxazole) were included as potential negative controls
for viability assays (Fig. MS3_7). This process led to a number of learnings that are summarized here and can be used to streamline later case studies:
(i) Compound specification and identity: common names are not sufficiently defining; at least
CAS numbers should be given; ideally, an even more defining chemical descriptor (SMILES,
InChI) should be considered
(ii) Even an exact chemical identifier may not be sufficient, as the same main compound may
be offered at different purities, or with certain batch variations. We opted for centrally purchasing the compounds and to distributing them to the partners from one single source.
(iii) Compound management: even with a single distributor there can be large variability for
some compounds, if they are not chemically stable, if they tend to aggregate, if they are lightsensitive, etc., or if there are no clear instructions before starting a case study on how to repare
stocks, handle and store aliquots, and what specific precautions to consider when handling
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Fig. MS3_ 7: List of compounds tested in this study (CSY).
Information of physiochemical properties included the molecular weight (MW, in Dalton), the lipophilicity,
expressed as the logarithm of the octanol-water distribution constant (Kow), and information on preparing
stock solutions. aSolubility at pH 7.4. RT = room temperature. logP and aqueous solubility were derived
using the Chemaxon software. Physiochemical properties derived from EPI-suite were used in calculations.

(e.g. diluting, sterile filtering, etc.) the chemicals. A particularly important point is information
on solubility, to avoid artefacts in dilutions and testing (Fig. MS3_7). All compound management information was included for this study in a shared document. Such a procedure is key
to all collaborative studies (e.g. ring trials for validation). Experience has shown (this project
included) that this issue tends to get neglected, as it is neither covered by standard test method
descriptions nor by many test SOPs. Some information on this (supplier, batch, storage temperature, stock solution) are included in the EU-ToxRisk data file format. In parallel, a dataindependent access of this information is advisable.
(iv) Compound classification: Several types of information are required for test compounds.
First, the basic physicochemical properties (e.g. lipophilicity (logP) or volatility (Henry’s constant) represented important input for several in silico tools. For this study, the solution was to
collect it in a project chemical list, deposited and updated at the EBI. A lesson from this pilot
study was that it is useful to expand this list of basic features by parameters that are important
for biokinetics considerations and IVIVE. These comprise protein binding and metabolic stability in hepatocyte or microsome assays. As second category of information, the toxicological
characterization, is very important. We found that such datawere particularly needed for a test
set of compounds to be used to characterize assay performance.
For each chemical, information should be provided for which types of toxicities (target organs)
it is to be considered as a positive control or a negative control. This should be supplemented
with information on which concentration is expected to result in toxicity and up to which concentration no toxicity is expected.
6.3.4.8.

Consideration of biokinetics

One crucial aspect of the use of NAM for hazard prediction is a conversion of in vitro pointsof-departure (PoD, concentration marking the toxicity threshold) to in vivo doses in an IVIVE
procedure. One fundamental input to IVIVE, but also for the comparison of test data amongst
different test systems (some using serum, some serum-free) is the free drug concentration (not
bound to protein or lipid). We adapted here an approximation formula (Fisher et al. 2019) that
allows an experimenter to estimate free drug concentrations. This formula uses logKow as a
predictor for lipid and protein binding, so that no further experimental data are required (Fig.
MS3_8A). All required information was compiled from the standard test chemical descriptions
and the methods descriptions. The latter contains a paragraph on the lipid and protein content
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Fig. MS3_ 8: Documentation of medium compositions and estimation of free compound concentrations.
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(A) A model is presented that assumes that a test compound distributes to three different fractions of cell
culture medium, dependent on its Kow (octanol-water distribution coefficient). Note, that fractions are
drawn here out of scale, and strictly separated. In practice, the aqueous medium comprises the largest
volume fraction, and the other components (lipid and protein) are interspersed. Nevertheless, their volume
can be calculated, based on their specific weight and the known amounts. This means that the volume of
the protein fraction (falb) and of the lipid fraction can be calculated, if medium composition is known (Fisher
et al. 2019). With this information available, the free drug concentration can be calculated. (B) Composition
of different media used for the test systems of CSY. The last three columns indicate the free compound
concentrations in the different cell culture media of the test systems. Paracetamol was chosen as drug with
low protein binding (15%), while colchicine (40%) and tolbutamide (95%) are known to be bound to protein
to a higher percentage. For the overview table, we assumed that 100% FCS contain 346 µM albumin and
~6000 mg/l lipid (Lindl 2002). Free compound concentrations were calculatedas as described (Fischer et al.
2017; Fisher et al. 2019). Information on % protein binding was taken from the DrugBank data base and
literature (Chappey and Scherrmann 1995; Wishart et al. 2006).

of the medium used. A synoptic compilation of these background data showed relatively large
heterogeneity across test methods, with the amount of serum added playing the largest role
(Fig. MS3_8B). To exemplify the effect of various cell culture media, calculations were performed for three test compounds with known high, medium and low protein binding. For paracetamol (low protein binding), the free concentration was in all cases the same as the nominal
test concentration. For the strong protein binding drug tolbutamide (approx. 95 % protein
bound in human plasma), the free concentration was 86 – 100 % of the nominal concentration.
For most media, there was < 5 % difference of free and nominal concentration. This example
shows that the nominal concentration is a sufficiently good concentration metric to express
toxicity thresholds (PoD) for compounds in this hydrophobicity range. The situation may
change when testing is performed in entirely different concentration ranges, or with the use of
media with particularly high protein and lipid contents. Also, for some of the extremely hydrophobic compounds (e.g. PCB180), additional effort would be required, such as measurements
of the plastic adsorption (Nyffeler et al. 2018).
6.3.4.9.

Test method baseline variation

With the overall testing strategy established, it also became interesting to look at the basic
robustness of the 23 assays under real testing conditions. Such information can be an essential parameter for hit definition (e.g. when positive responses are defined by the noise of negative controls) (Delp et al. 2018; Dreser et al. 2019; Hsieh et al. 2019b; Krug et al. 2013a). We
therefore determined the relative variation of solvent controls for 37 test endpoints (22 standard
viability tests plus 15 functional endpoints). For all viability assays, the average variation (considering several assay plates) was < 15 %, and only one out of the 37 endpoints had a coefficient of variation > 20 %. For most test systems, the functional endpoint(s) showed more variation than the simple viability endpoint (Fig. MS3_9A), but remained ≤ 20 % (Suppl. Fig.
MS3_5). We also investigated the data for three non-cytotoxic negative controls (sulfisoxazole,
tolbutamide, and clofibrate). The average signal from these chemicals showed 100 % viability
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or function, and the spread was mostly between 80 and 120 % of solvent control data. However, some assays showed considerable deviation (up to 50 %) for some of the individual
measurements (Fig. MS3_9B).

Fig. MS3_ 9: Characterization of the baseline variation (assay noise) of the NAM panel.
(A) Variance of DMSO controls controls across different test methods. Each data point represents the
standard deviation between technical replicates on the same plate, expressed as percent of average. The
line indicates the average. (B) Variance of negative control compounds across test methods. To depict the
test variance in treated samples, normalized data of the two lowest concentrations of three negative controls (clofibrate, tolbutamide and sulfisoxazole) in each test system are shown. SD = standard deviation.

Often, basic test parameters, such as the noise of negative controls or signal-noise ratios are
determined in specific experiments dedicated to this objective. An alternative approach, chosen here, was to extract the information post-hoc from a large set of screening data. Our strategy is likely to indicate a higher variation, but it also has the advantage that such information
is obtained under “real-life” test conditions and thus appears to be most relevant..
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6.3.4.10. Pathway response profiling of test chemicals in the U-2 OS reporter
cell lines battery
As an example, of actual test data, we selected the CALUX® assay family based on reporter
constructs in U-2 OS cells (Fig. SM3_10). These tests altogether provide 27 endpoints. Most
of them indicate agonism or antagonism of nuclear receptors (e.g. estrogen receptor, androgen
receptor, thyroxid receptor, arylhydrocarbon receptor or the glucocorticoid receptor). They also
cover some stress/signalling pathways (e.g. p53, Nrf-2 or AP-1). Theseassays were selected
for several reasons: (i) the results provide additional background characterization of our test
compounds by indicating AOP molecular initiating events and developmental toxicity liabilities
(van der Burg et al. 2015a); (ii) the data matrix generated from these assays optimally exemplifies the problem of cytotoxicity, when functional assays are used; (iii) it also exemplifies the
general data structure resulting from such a test battery with some typical problems to be dealt
with: e.g. no effects until maximal test concentrations; (iv) Dealing with the whole battery (yielding several hundred endpoints for the compound set tested) will require a separate follow-up
manuscript..
Some exemplary compound responses in the CALUX® battery were as follows. In general,
activation of the receptor- or stress pathway-mediated assays was observed at concentrations
~10-100x lower than the cytotoxic concentration. Taxol was the most potent compound in this
study; it was active on several assays at concentrations in the lower nanomolar range, which
is at least two orders of magnitude lower than most other compounds tested. It was cytotoxic
in this cell system at 5.6 (note that we use a unified data format of –log(M); 5.6 corresponds to
about 2.5 µM). Taxol very specifically antagonized three nuclear hormone receptors at 7.4
(below 100 nM), which suggests that this compound has endocrine activity. Additionally, taxol
was found to activate expression of the p53 tumor suppressor protein at 8.2 (< 10 nM), which
reflects the compound's pharmaceutical action as a microtubule stabilizer. The ability to act as
antagonists on the androgen- and progesterone receptor was observed for several of the compounds, often in combination with agonistic action on the estrogen receptor (ERα-ago). Such
a profile is often observed for endocrine active compounds. Triphenyl phosphate, PCB180,
hexachlorophene only activated nuclear hormone receptor related assays, while for example
rifampicin and carbaryl additionally activated several stress pathway related assays. HgCl 2 and
rotenone, in turn, only activated stress pathway related assays (oxidative stress, cell cycle
control and DNA damage), but no nuclear receptors. Ibuprofen activated all three isoforms of
the peroxisome proliferator activated receptor (PPAR), as has been described previously for
several NSAIDs (Puhl et al. 2015). Colchicine was the only compound which was cytotoxic at
very low concentration (50 nM), but did not significantly activate any of the assays tested.
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Fig. MS3_ 10: Profiling of test chemicals in the U-2 OS reporter cell lines battery.
Compounds were tested at 13 concentrations (ranging from 4 to 10 [-log10(M)], respectively 100 µM to 0.1
nM) in the CALUX® (Chemical Activated Luciferase gene eXpression) reporter gene assays of BioDetection
Systems (Netherlands) in U-2 OS cells. After 24 h exposure, luciferase induction was quantified and concentration-reponse curves were modelled. The data displayed are the respective assay PoD given in log(M). For instance, 6.0 for tebuconazole in the AR-anta assay means that its PoD was 1 µM. The exact
description of the CALUX® assay endpoints and the according PoDs are given in Suppl. Fig. MS3_2. Data
are means from 3 assay runs. Grey: no effect observed. Orange: concentration of PoD [–log(M)]. ago =
agonist. anta = antagonist. The following assays were run, but they are not included in this display as there
was no response: AR, PR, GR, RAR, LXR, Hif1α, NFκB. The following compounds had no effect, and are
therefore not shown: acrylamide, MPP+, paracetamol, sulfisoxazole, clofibrate.

Altogether, the data showed that the test set represents a wide range of cytotoxic potencies (>
4 log steps). This knowledge is important, as single (fixed) concentration testing may not identify the toxicity of low-potency compounds such as valproic acid (VPA). Moreover, cytotoxicity
anchoring informs on whether functional test hits may be caused by indirect/cytotoxic effects
(Judson et al. 2016).
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6.3.5. Conclusions and Outlook
We have used this case study to test and refine a general strategy for using a panel of assays
provided by different laboratories. Several issues became only evident during this study, and
several rounds of optimization were required to arrive at the final procedures disclosed here.
We considered input not only from those directly concerned with experiments and data handling, but also from potential external stakeholders interested in the assays, as well as published experiences of others (Beger et al. 2019; Stephens et al. 2018; Viant et al. 2019).
One of our most important advances was the template for a comprehensive methods description, and a related database for the methods of this study (Krebs et al. 2019b), and this
achievement of the CSY has been used subsequently to document methods in read-across
(RAx) case studies (Escher et al. 2019). The regulators reviewing the case studies found the
transparent disclosure of all methods very important, and they suggest the RAx studies to be
submitted to the OECD as examples for good practice. It is planned that these case study
documents will be published in 2020 (see: OECD Chemical Safety and Biosafety Progress
report No. 39 Dec 2019).
We identified four important issues that require further development: (i) using readiness criteria
of test methods, as a basis for fit-for-purpose evaluations; (ii) more transparency, concerning
(meta)data handling and processing, (iii) better definition and documentation of the procedures
for test compound management and documentation, and (iv) clear definition of study procedures objectives before initiation of the study, ideally documented in a traceable way (preregistration as common in physics or for clinical studies).
We hope that the disclosure of this study strategy and of the problems and issues encountered
during CSY will aid further progress in the field of NAM-based toxicity testing. They may be
particularly useful, when tests from multiple suppliers, with different background and possibly
heterogeneous readiness levels are combined to solve a toxicological question. More importantly, we are convinced that this strategy description and its further development will help
to make NAM data more reliable. This would make them easier to be considered and judged
by regulators, and it will thus facilitate a more wide-spread use of NAM in hazard assessment.
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6.3.7. Supplementary Material

Suppl. Fig. MS3_ 1: Table of compound used in the present study.
Including their suppliers, the solvents used, and catalogue numbers. Cat. No = catalogue number.
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_2 (continued)
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_2 (continued)
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_2: Exposure schemes of test methods in CSY.
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_3 (continued)
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_3 (continued)
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_3: Literature references and additional information on CSY test methods.
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_4: Overview of CALUX assays.
The synoptic table indicates what endpoint is assessed in each of the listed assays. More importantly, key
information is given on how the assay endpoint is determined from the individual data points. The point od
departure (PoD) if all these assays is defined by a “lowest effect level”. A typical endpoint for an agonist
assay is a PC10. This is defined as the concentration of test compound giving a signal level that corresponds to 10% of the difference of the baseline (no agonist) and the maximal signal obtained with a reference agonist (as indicated in the right column of the table). a typical endpoint for an antagonist assay is a
PC20. This corresponds to the concentration of a test compound that reduces the signal of the reference
agonist by 20%. the right column gives examples for positive controls (=reference antagonists) used to
define acceptance criteria for the assays.
PC = positive control. FI = fold induction. PC10: concentration where test compound causes an activation
equal to 10% of the maximum effect (positive control). PC20: concentration where test compound causes
an activation equal to 20% of the maximum effect (positive control). FI=1.5: concentration where test compound elicits a response 1.5-fold above background (DMSO). (A) exemplary graph of concentration-response-curve of receptor activation assay with PC10 as lowest effect level. (B) exemplary graph of receptor
antagonism assay with PC20 as lowest-effect-level. (C) exemplary graph for assay with 1.5 fold induction
as lowest effect level.
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Suppl. Fig. MS3_5: Variability of tests.
The BMCL as measure of test variability has been set to relation of the according BMC. The concentrations are given in –log(M) (the calculation of the ratio is hence BMCL-BMC). A ratio of 0 in logarithmic
scale equals 1, a ratio of 1 in logarithmic scale equals 10. The smaller the ration, the smaller the variability
of the test endpoint. 19 compounds have been tested in each test endpoint, each dot represents data
from one compound. Where the BMCL could not be determined, the ratio is depicted on the right side of
the axis break. Func = functional endpoint. Viab = viability
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7. Overarching discussion
The reasons to drive the development of NAMs and their application in toxicity testing are
manifold. However, the use of NAM in a regulatory context still lags behind. This thesis aims
at improving the documentation and application of NAMs in a regulatory context. Each of the
manuscripts presented here addresses different aspects to advance the use of NAMs.
As animal testing, also NAMs use only test systems as surrogate for reality. The results from
such test methods need to be translated into a conclusion answering the initial question about
human safety. This translation is performed by a prediction model (PM), which implies the
definition of thresholds that classify toxic and non-toxic. Benchmark concentrations at defined
benchmark response levels (BMR) and their confidence intervals are an indispensable tool in
risk assessment. In the first manuscript a user-friendly web-based tool to derive BMCs of concentration-response data is presented.
The second manuscript presents a test method documentation template deriving from the
OECD’s GD 211. Improving the regulatory acceptance of NAMs is one major aim of the EUToxRisk project. To ensure that NAMs developed and used within the project are suitable for
regulatory purposes, they should be document according to GD211. However, when trying to
comply with GD 211, it was found that the guidance has some major drawbacks for our purposes. Therefore we proposed an advanced version of GD211 named ToxTemp. In this discussion it should be set into context to other guidance on reporting.
The third manuscript documents the strategy taken in the EU-ToxRisk consortium to ensure
unified collaborative testing and appropriate method and data documentation compliant with
regulatory needs. Test methods were documented according to the previously introduced ToxTemp, and the strategy was exemplified by using a panel of >20 assays (with > 50 individual
endpoints), each exposed to 19 test well-characterized compounds. Here it is aimed to interpret the results and set them into a context of battery assembly of test methods.
In summary, this thesis contributes to the development and use of NAMs in a regulatory context by i) providing a tool with transparent documentation to estimate BMCs and their statistical
uncertainty, ii) providing an advanced test method documentation scheme to ensure comprehensive reporting suitable for regulatory purposes, and iii) exemplifying the test strategy within
a large research consortium, working towards the assembly of a test battery for organ toxicity.
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7.1. Determination of benchmark concentrations
Determining the point of departure (PoD) as the onset of toxicity is an essential element in risk
assessment, applying for traditional animal testing as well as for the use of NAMs. Thresholding toxicity and classification is crucial for establishing prediction models, assessing a test
method’s performance, and hence its validation. The benchmark concept (benchmark dose
(BMD) for in vivo, and benchmark concentration (BMC) for in vitro) has been introduced more
than 30 years ago as a way of refining the PoD estimation (Crump 1984; Dourson et al. 1985)
and has been adopted by authorities soon after (EFSA 2017; EFSA 2009; Klaassen et al. 1986;
U.S. EPA 2000). With this level of guidance and acceptance from regulatory agencies, BMC
modeling is now the preferred approach for deriving PoDs of cell-based in vitro test methods.
However, its implementation is not straightforward and requires some mathematical sophistication.
The tool presented in the first publication has been developed in our lab, accustomed to our
needs. Many of the test methods developed and used in our lab assess a second, functional
endpoint besides cell viability, and we found that existing tools failed to model concentrationresponse of such functional endpoints that often reached a plateau at levels larger than 0%.
The establishment of prediction models for different test methods not only required the analysis
of two endpoints in parallel, but also the estimation of BMCs at varying BMRs. Further, existing
tools only estimated relative BMCs, however comparing and combining data from different
assays in our lab needed the estimation of absolute BMCs.
The script underling the presented tool initially has been set up to model data from the UKN2
cMINC assay (Nyffeler et al. 2017b), but we found it was suitable to analyze data from other
test methods, e.g. the UKN4 NeuriTox assay (Delp et al. 2018; Krug et al. 2013a). When the
first data sets were created in the course of the EU-ToxRisk project, we found there was no
appropriate tool easily available to lab scientists without knowledge of statistics and scripting,
and we provided our script to project partners. As thorough reporting of analytic algorithms
used for data analysis is required for regulatory acceptance, we made the tool and its underlying code accessible in form of a publication.
The two most relevant guidance documents from authorities on the benchmark approach are
probably from the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA 2017) and the US Environmental
Protection Agency (U.S. EPA 2012). Although there is consensus in some points between
these guidances, they also differ on several key issues, like model selection and parameter
constraints. The presented tool uses the four-parameter log-logistic function to model the response as a function of nominal concentration, and defined constraints are imposed on the
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model parameters. This is not in total concordance with official guidance, as EFSA recommends a log-logistic 3-parameter function for quantal (i.e. qualitative, dichotomous) data, and
the 3- and 4-parameter versions of the exponential and Hill models for fitting continuous data.
The U.S. EPA does not appoint defined models for certain data types, but recommends models
like polynomial models, power models, and Hill models to fit continuous data.
There is no mathematical or statistical rationale for the constraints as they are chosen here,
they were derived from experimental experience or biological plausibility. Constraining the
lower asymptote to 0% is given by biological rationale, as endpoints like cell viability or cell
migration cannot get negative. Also the upper asymptote is set to 100%, as by logic cells
should not become more viable than the control cell are. There are several reasons why data
of an endpoint (mostly the functional endpoint) can reach a plateau. One can be of technical
nature, that the method chosen to assess the endpoint (e.g. imaging, fluorescence, luminescence, etc.) has a constant background or baseline. Taking neurite area as an example, it
could be that there are always some pixels on the images that are outside of the defined cell
soma; or there might always be a baseline of fluorescence in the calcium flux assay in living
cells. Second, if the viability also reaches a plateau this could indicate a cellular stress response, attenuating the harm caused by chemicals. Another explanation is that the cell culture
test system could consist of two or more different cell populations, and only one of them responds to the substance.
Uncertainty of benchmark concentrations and the BMCL
The biggest advantage of the tool is the estimation of the confidence interval of a BMC at a
defined BMR, resulting in an upper and lower boundary (BMCU and BMCL respectively). The
lower boundary of this confidence interval (BMCL) can be considered as the highest concentration of a compound that does not elicit toxicity with the previously defined statistical confidence. It contains valuable information that should be recognized and implemented. The ratio
of BMC/BCML is a common measure, which informs about the variability of the data in the
relevant effect range and therefore reflects data quality. Also it can be used as an alternative,
more cautious measure as the respective BMC. The translation of test results into hazard classification is especially challenging when test results are closely to a pre-defined threshold or
within its range of variance. In such cases, re-testing to reduce variance is often the approach
of choice. Alternatively, a third category, the so called “borderline category” (including all compounds within a defined borderline range) could be introduced to the prediction models
(Leontaridou et al. 2017). The uncertainty quantified by the BMCL can be incorporated into
prediction models, as it has been previously done within our lab (Master theses J. Blum (2018)
and S. Kilic (2019). In the study of Blum, compounds linked to developmental neurotoxicity in
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vivo (Aschner et al. 2017) were tested in three different assays and the BMCL25 of the functional readouts were used to establish a new prediction model and introducing a novel category
of borderline compounds.
The borderline range is the range in which conclusions about a substance's potential toxicity
cannot be drawn with sufficient confidence. How many compounds will fall into the borderline
category depends on its size, which in turn depend on the precision of a test method, the BMR
used for thresholding (and the percentage of test results on both sides of the threshold), and
the variance of the data. It has been found that the broader the borderline range is, the more
test results are contained. Conversely, the smaller the borderline range, the less the number
of results that fall in that category (Leontaridou et al. 2017).

The new prediction model applying the BMCL did increase sensitivity of individual assays,
however when they were combined to a test battery, the number of true positives did not increase, as every hit that was categorized as borderline in one assay, was defined as true hit
in another assay. It is therefore quite interesting, how the integration of uncertainty within test
batteries and IATAs will look like. Weak points of both studies was the lack of a sufficient
number of negative control substances. Especially the study of Blum, where all substances
tested were known to be DNT positive in vivo, the evaluation of the newly introduced prediction
model class could be more solid, if a number of DNT-negative compounds was included. The
second study implementing the BMCL prediction model was been conducted by Kilic in 2019,
assessing the neurotoxic potential of pesticides. As this has been a screening situation with
unknown bioactivity, the lack of negatives is less severe here.

Introducing a borderline category for compound classification triggers the question of added
benefit. The approach of combining tests with high sensitivity and high specificity is deemed
legit. The introduction of a borderline category will increase a test’s sensitivity and its capture
of true or potential hits. The possibility of oversensitivity is acceptable, provided that the test
method is used for primary screening and combined with a second, highly specific test method
to achieve high accuracy.

It should be kept in mind that NAMs, as well as animals, are only model systems taken as
surrogate of the “real, true” situation in humans. NAMs are often compared and measured
against results of animal tests for their validation, however it must not be forgotten that there
is also an unneglectable uncertainty within animal experiments. Also animal tests do not predict human (adverse) effects perfectly, and yield unclear results. So when assessing the uncertainty of NAMs, there are two aspects to be taken into account: on the one hand the uncertainty that stems from the NAM data itself, its variance and the modeling of concentration140
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response curves. But also uncertainty in the animal data that is used to evaluate them. This
highlights an important issue for validation of NAMs: they cannot predict the reference data
with higher accuracy than the reference data is reproducible in a repeated study (rate of concordance) (Pham et al. 2019).
In summary, the tool presented there is a good option for non-statisticians to easily and uncomplicatedly assess uncertainty of their BMC and apply it in their prediction models. Improved
prediction models in turn can contribute to better test method performance, and that will lead
to better and quicker acceptance of NAMs for regulatory purposes.

7.2. Improved documentation by ToxTemp
The ToxTemp method documentation has its basis in an EU-ToxRisk workshop held in 2017
to discuss about data documentation. As the project proceeded, regulatory acceptance came
more into focus. To meet recommendation of the regulatory advisory board, the existing test
method description has been subsequently brought in concordance with GD211, resulting in
the ToxTemp test method documentation template presented here. The project’s knowledge
database has been updated, and EU-ToxRisk test methods are publicly available there according to the new format.

The latest and in some aspects most extensive guidance document for the development and
implementation of in vitro methods for regulatory use is the OECD’s guidance on Good In Vitro
Method Practices (GIVIMP). GIVIMP has not been available when the first version of the EUToxRisk test method description has been implemented, but it has been available when the
updated version according to ToxTemp was introduced. GIVIMP for sure is the most comprehensive guideline for test method documentation, comprising many concepts of the GxP practices, however we found it too general for our purposes. The document is of great value to give
background information, but while some aspects were not of relevance for our purposes, some
other aspects we found to be not specified enough.
In terms of concreteness, OECD’s GD 211 is probably the most specified guidance document.
As stated earlier, we tried to comply with this guidance, however found that some aspects were
missing or were ambiguously described and interpreted differently by project partners. ToxTemp basically covers all the aspects of GD 211, but in comparison to the OECD document,
headings in GD 211 are sub-itemized in ToxTemp, to ensure every aspect is addressed. To
avoid misinterpretation, guiding questions and examples are given. As ToxTemp is tailored for
cell-based NAMs, we also added sections that deal for example with the cell source and procedures and acceptance criteria of test system (i.e. cell) generation.
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With ToxTemp, we aim at joining test method developers (that are usually located in academia
and/or fundamental research) and regulators and their requirements. By no means is ToxTemp
meant to weaken the importance and validity of the official guidance documents, it is rather to
be understood as a supplement for cell-based NAMs. All guidance documents should be considered, and test developers will find aspects in all of them applicable for their test and purposes.

7.2.1. Documentation of in silico NAMs
Stemming from its purpose of use in EU-ToxRisk, ToxTemp is tailored for the documentation
of cell-based NAMs and less applicable to in silico NAMs like RAx. The work group around
Escher et al. nicely demonstrated how documentation of an in silico NAM, specifically RAx,
could look like, and how cell-based NAMs can be applied and integrated into the generic RAx
workflow.
The subsequent steps of a generic RAx workflow and the integration of information derived
from NAMs are depicted in Fig. 4. NAMs can help to characterize the biological properties of
source compounds (i.e. compounds with known relevant information, SC) as well as target
compounds (i.e. compounds with unknown effects that are to be evaluated, TC), thereby reducing the uncertainty of the different steps in the RAx workflow. NAM data can contribute to
step 2 (characterization of the target compounds) and step 3 (election of source compounds),
however Escher et al. found they mainly contribute to step 4 (evaluation of source compounds
leading to the formulation of an overarching RAx hypothesis), where hazard of source compounds are characterized (Escher et al. 2019). This can be done for example by assessing
toxicodynamics and toxicokinetics of compounds, or evaluation of MIEs or other KEs of AOPs.
How the documentation and regulatory submission of RAx could look like was successfully
exemplified within the EU-ToxRisk project. First an inventory of the existing guidance for
NAMs-based read-across reporting was made, resulting in a document with recommendations
on the reporting templates. The template includes all aspects of RAx, spanning from the purpose, definition of target compounds, identification and selection of source compounds, the
hypothesis of an analogue or category approach, the filling of data gaps and the according
justification (including information on physico-chemcial compound properties, available in vivo
data, ADME and PBPK data, hazard characterization and in vitro data), the justification of the
RAx, assessment of uncertainty, to an integrated conclusion. Detailed description of in vivo
and in vitro experiments and in silico models are supposed to be given as annexes. This templates were used to successfully compile four mock submissions, arising from three different
case studies.
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Fig. 4: Integration of NAM data into the read-across workflow. The six main assessment steps of a typical
RAx workflow are indicated as blue boxes, with indicated typical assessment elements in the white boxes.
In a first step the problem is formulated. This can be as simple as defining the target compound to be
assessed, but also accounts for the regulatory context (what is to be tested, pharmaceuticals, chemicals,
cosmetics, etc.) and use scenarios (e.g. exposure duration), as well as for possible specific information
requirements. This context also defines the acceptable uncertainty (step 5). The assessment of characteristic properties (including physico-chemical properties, chemical reactivity, bioavailability, in vivo ADME
data, etc.) of the TC leads to an initial RAx hypothesis. This hypothesis guides the identification of relevant,
structurally-related SC in a third step. In a fourth step the hazard of the grouped SCs is characterized to
discover (dis)similarity and/or (in)consistencies with regard to their toxicodynamic and -kinetic properties.
The actual extrapolation of the selected source compounds to the target compound happens in step 5. An
uncertainty assessment of the uncertainty of all the steps of the RAx needs to be done in a sixth step.
Existing NAM data can be contribute to steps 2, 3 and 4 of the generic RAx workflow and help characterizing
the toxicological effect pattern of the grouped compounds, leading to an overarching read-across hypothesis. UVCB = Unknown or Variable composition, Complex reaction products or Biological materials; TC =
target compound; TK = toxicokinetics; TD = toxicodynamics; DNEL = Derived No-Effect Level. Figure
adopted and modified from Escher et al. 2019.

7.3. The EU-ToxRisk strategy to provide regulatorily valid data
The EU-ToxRisk project has a strong focus on the regulatory acceptance of its data strategies.
A case study within the project has been set up to define and standardize all aspects of NAMbased testing and to obtain output of NAMs that is acceptable in a regulatory context. This
case study comprised the majority of the cell-based test methods developed or used within the
project (> 23 test methods), and characterized them using a panel of 19 well-described and
mostly data-rich compounds. The documentation of these test method according to the previously presented ToxTemp included robustness, sensitivity and throughput of the methods. The
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resulting test methods descriptions were made publicly available at knowledge data base, and
data formats and processing pipelines were set up.

7.3.1. Documentation of test methods and data
There are three databases that have been used to store test method documentations and
resulting data within the EU-ToxRisk project:
SOPs at DB-ALM
In the course of this process, SOPs according to the official ECVAM template were drafted for
many of the test methods (if not done already) and submitted to ECVAM for approval. Upon
review and acceptance, the test methods SOPs were deposited at the publicly available
ECVAM’s DB-ALM data base. Accepted SOPs are a prerequisite for validation of test methods
by the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM). Thereby deposition of such a relatively large number of test methods is an important step towards their application in a regulatory context.
ToxTemp descriptions at the EU-ToxRIsk knowledge database
While SOPs documented technical and practical aspects of the test methods, the previously
discussed ToxTemp was drafted to assess and document further aspects of test methods that
are crucial for their use in a regulatory context. All test method developers and user were
requested to document their test methods, and the resulting descriptions are publicly accessible.
Data at EMBL-EBI database
A workshop was held in April 2017 to unify the format in which test method data resulting from
experimental procedures were to be stored. In cooperation with database specialists, these
files were deposited at the EMBL-EBI data base, which is not yet publicly available to the
author’s knowledge.

Overall, some major steps were accomplished by the extensive documentation of test methods. To comply with the FAIR criteria (Wilkinson 2016), data and results deposited at EMBLEBI should be made publicly accessible, and direct linking between the different databases
could be improved.

7.3.2. Readiness of test methods
To get more information about the applicability of individual test methods, their readiness was
assessed according to the previously described criteria (Bal-Price et al. 2018), indicating where
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the strengths and weaknesses of individual tests were and issues that should be addressed
by test method developers.

7.3.3. Establishment of new test method endpoints
One aim of the case study has been the establishment of functional test method endpoints that
cover different KEs of an AOP. There are many well-established methods to assess cell viability, however not all of the events of an AOP can be captured by quantification of cell death.
Therefore, 13 of the 23 case study’s test methods assessed at least one functional endpoint
additional to cell viability. Eight test methods had one additional functional endpoint, five test
methods even two additional functional endpoints. The case study accomplished not only the
establishment of 13 functional endpoints, testing with the set of 19 compounds also showed
that these endpoints were often more sensitive than the cell viability endpoint. The evaluation
of these newly established endpoints will be included in a follow-up publication. Also the comparison of different methods assessing cell viability (calcein staining, ATP, extracellular LDH,
resazurin reduction, etc.) could be an interesting fundamental study.

7.3.4. Consideration of biokinetics
Description of tested chemicals, and positive and negative control compounds is part of an
integral test method documentation. We demonstrated a possible use of this information by
estimating the fraction of unbound substance in various test methods. Physico-chemical properties of chemicals were extracted elsewhere, but information regarding lipid and protein content of cell culture media were derived from the filled ToxTemp test method descriptions. The
example including three of the 19 compounds showed, that actual compound concentration
can be up to 14% lower than the nominal concentration. These are aspects to be considered
when PoDs and BMCs of in vitro methods are used for IVIVE and subsequent toxicokinetics
and toxicodynamics predictions (which has been stated by Escher et al. to be the steps where
NAMs can contribute the most to RAx).

7.3.5. Intrinsic variance of test methods
As part of the characterization, the baseline variance of test methods was assessed. This is
an important measure of a test method, that is to be taken into account when BMRs and prediction models based on these are defined. For example, a BMR of 10% is questionable as
valid measure when the intrinsic variance of a test method is 25%. The intrinsic variance of a
test method could also be integrated into an overall rating of a test method that could help
weighing of different data sources in data integration approaches (such as IATAs and DAs).
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7.3.6. Pathway response profiling of test chemicals
Of special interest are also the results from the 25 CALUX® reporter assays. These assays
are based on the expression of the reporter gene (luciferase) as response to a chemical stimulus. The amount of luciferase is then quantified by addition of a substrate (luciferine) and
subsequent measurement of luminescence. The measured signal is proportional to the effect
evoked by the added substance. As these assays reflect the mode of action on a cellular level,
they are especially useful for the assessment of MIE. Testing the 19 CSY compounds in these
assays gave valuable information about the possible mode of action(s) of the individual substances. Fig. 5 seems similar to Fig.10 of manuscript 3 at first glance, however the results are
sorted randomly in ms 3 Fig. 10, while the data matrix has been clustered for similarity in Fig.
5. The graphic indicates no similarity in terms of MoAs between the compounds. Of course the
19 compounds are all of very different structure, however there are compounds with similar
targets (e.g. rotenone and MPP+ both acting on complex I of the mitochondrial respiratory
chain), so similar responses in the receptor and stress pathway assays would have been plausible.
Sulfisoxazole and clofibrate are considered as negative compounds, and congruously have
not been picked up by any of the CALUX® reporter assays. However it is to note that clofibrate
is not the bioactive form. In vivo, clofibrate is converted by esterases into clofibric acid. Since
the cells used do not contain esterases, also the active form, clofibric acid has been tested
here. While clofibrate did not elicit any response, clofibric acid elicited responses on the ERα
pathway and PPARα pathway (at 4.5 and 5.2 [-log(M)] respectively).
When comparing the concentrations at which the individual compounds elicit pathway responses, taxol seems to be the most potent with PoD concentrations between 8.2 and 7.4 log(M) in four different assays. Further substances of high potency were colchicine (7.3 [log(M)] in cytotoxicity), rifampicin (7.1 [–log(M)] in PXR activation) and rotenone (6.8 [–log(M)]
in p53 activation). This is in concordance with the results observed in the 23 cell-based test
methods, where rotenone, colchicine and taxol were as well amongst the most potent compounds, causing cellular responses at the lowest concentrations.
Rifampicin is an antibiotic substance known to cause liver damage, what matches the finding
that it elicits the PXR xenobiotic sensing nuclear receptor pathway at very low concentrations.
In vivo, activation of the PXR signaling pathway leads to upregulation of the expression of
proteins involved in the detoxification and clearance of these substances. Other substances
that were categorized as liver toxicant upon initial compound selection are MPP+, PCB 180,
rotenone, triphenyl phosphate, paracetamol, tebuconazole and valproic acid (VPA). Out of
these, triphenyl phosphate, tebuconazole, PCB 180 and VPA elicited a PoD in the CALUX®
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PXR reporter assays. When considering ibuprofen as negative for liver toxicity, the PXR receptor activation assay shows a sensitivity of 71.4% and a specificity of 75%, the accuracy is
73.7% (73.2% balanced accuracy) and seems to be a sufficiently well indicator of liver toxicity.

Fig. 5: Heatmap of the PoD concentrations in the individual CALUX® pathway activation reporter assays
tested with the set of 19 compounds used in the case study Y of the EU-ToxRisk project.
The heatmap has been created using the clustergrammer tool (http://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/clustergrammer/). The compounds (rows) and the pathway activation assays (columns) have been hierarchically clustered, using the Scipy library in Python, using cosine distance and average linkage. Dark red indicates PoD
at low concentrations, light red at higher concentrations, grey indicates PoD not reached within the tested
concentration range. VPA = valproic acid, Tol = tolbutamide, Ibu = ibuprofen, PQ = paraquat, Col = colchicine, Tax = taxol, Rot = rotenone, Hex = hexachlorophene, TPP = triphenyl phosphate, Teb = tebuconazole,
Cab = carbaryl, Rif = rifampicin, PCB = PCB 180. Compounds that were included in the set, but did not elicit
a response in any of the assay within the tested concentration range were acrylamide, MPP+, paracetamol,
sulfisoxazole, clofibrate. These were excluded from the heatmap here. The following assays were also excluded due to lack of response: AR, GR, PR, RAR, LXR, Hif1α, NFκB.

Out of the 20 compounds tested (including clofibric acid, which was not part of the CSY compound set), 5 did not elicit any response in this test assay battery at all. Six compounds elicited
a response in any receptor or stress pathway activation assays but no cytotoxicity, and seven
substances lead to receptor or stress pathway activation and cytotoxicity. Two compounds
were detected only by cytotoxicity. In cases a compound lead to pathway activation and cytotoxicity, the PoDs of the pathway activation assays were between ~10 and ~1260 fold lower
than the PoD of the cytotoxicity. This indicates that pathway activation happens at much lower
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concentration than cell death. However, when these results were compared to the results of
the 23 cell-based NAMs in CSY, we found that in 15 out of 19 compounds at least one of the
cell viability or functional endpoints was more sensitive than the CALUX® reporter assay battery (Tab. 3).

lowest concentration at
BMR15 in any of the CSY test
method endpoints [-log(M)]

lowest concentration at PoD
in any of the CALUX® reporter
assays including cytotoxicty
[-log(M)]

acrylamide

3.4

<4

carbaryl

5.5

5.6

clofibrate

7.0

<4

colchicine

8.7

7.3

hexachlorophene

8.9

6.0

HgCl2

5.9

6.0

ibuprofen

4.5

4.3

MPP

6.1

<4

paracetamol

4.8

<4

paraquat

5.7

4.5

PCB 180

5.7

6.3

rifampicin

6.9

7.1

rotenone

9.0

6.8

sulfisoxazole

3.9

<4

taxol

9.0

8.2

tebuconazole

9.1

6.0

tolbutamide

4.3

4.0

triphenyl phosphate

5.9

6.1

valproic acid

4.4

4.0

clofibric acid

NA

5.2

+

Tab. 3: Comparison of the lowest concentrations of each compound that was detected in any of the CSY
endpoints (left column) or the CALUX® reporter assay battery (right column).
The lower concentration is highlighted in grey.
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8. Conclusions and outlook
The need for better testing methods to assess substance toxicity and risk for human safety is
unquestionable, and the shift away from animal testing to in vitro test methods and NAMs is
ongoing. New technologies and methods arise at short time frames, and it is a major goal to
make sure these new approaches are not only used in basic research context, but also for the
regulatory risk assessment of chemicals that are in use and that humans are exposed to.

8.1. How can the regulatory acceptance of NAMs be improved?
There is a plethora of test methods that have the potential to be used in a regulatory context
to contribute to chemical safety assessment. However, only few of them are ready to use for
these purposes. To overcome this limitation, there are a number of measurements to be taken.
Test method developers and users in industry or commercial providers are well aware of the
regulatory requirements needed to adopt NAMs in test guidelines. However, many test developers in academia and fundamental research are not familiar with these needs. Transparent,
comprehensive and precise communication between test developers and regulators will improve both, the awareness of NAM developers about regulatory requirements, as well as understanding on the regulatory side about the applicability, limitations and hurdles of NAMs. The
readiness criteria of Bal-Price et al. provides valuable guidance there for both sides (Bal-Price
et al. 2018), guiding regulators for which purposes a test method is applicable, and showing
test developers where a method needs improvement.
Regulatory authorities can improve mutual understanding by providing a clear language and
defining required information bits as clear as possible. Further they can enhance international
collaboration, to achieve maximal harmonization. Legislations and regulations can set economic incentives and help promoting the development and use of NAMs. NAM developers in
turn can contribute by clear and comprehensive documentation of their test method. This documentation should include i) a test method definition (including purpose, scientific principle,
metabolic competence, quality control criteria, technical limitations and strengths); ii) test
method performance (robustness, reference chemicals, performance measures/predictive capacity); iii) data interpretation; iv) potential applications; and v) supporting information available
in the existing databases (e.g., DataBase on ALternative Methods DB-ALM of EURL-ECVAM),
as summarized in (Bal-Price et al. 2018). Good reporting providing as much information as
possible allows regulators to evaluate NAMs and subsequently accept or reject their use.
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The manuscripts 2 and 3 of this work exemplify that the mutual understanding of test developers/users and regulators is a learning-by-doing process. This implies continuous optimizations,
adaptations and refinements, and it will be interesting to see progress for all sort of NAMs that
will be made in future.
As computational approaches will gain more and more relevance also in the field of toxicology,
enabling new approaches in data analysis, machine-oriented structure, organization and warehousing of data should be considered.

8.2. Outlook on CSY activities
The case study to exemplify test method development and documentation is still ongoing.
Testing of the 19 compounds in all test methods is completed, and evaluation and analysis of
the data is advancing. Preliminary results show that functional endpoints are more sensitive
than cell viability in many cases. Extrapolation of BMC values derived from in vitro test methods
are being compared to in vivo concentrations to get information about the predictivity of these
human cell-based in vitro test methods. Threshold concentrations defining the onset of toxicity
in vivo are being specified, allowing to determine performance parameters crucial for validation, such as sensitivity, specificity and accuracy.
To evaluate gene expression as biomarker and predictor for toxicity, transcriptomic studies
have been conducted and analysis of results is ongoing. First results indicate concentrationdependent changes in gene expression. However, conclusions about the sensitivity of gene
expression in comparison to other endpoints are pending. Furthermore, the results might improve the mechanistic understanding of compound toxicity and contribute to future or existing
AOPs.
The results of the work within the EU-ToxRisk consortium is expected to mount in a number of
follow-up publications. The gained experiences and established concepts will be a valuable
basis for the new RiskHunt3R project.
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9. Dissemination
9.1. Record of contribution to the manuscripts of this thesis
Manuscript #1: Determination of benchmark concentrations and their statistical uncertainty
for cytotoxicity test data and functional in vitro assays. ALTEX 2020.
I wrote the documentation for the application, and collected input and data from the consortium.
Furthermore, I designed the figures and wrote the manuscript together with Johanna Nyffeler
and Marcel Leist.

Manuscript #2: Template for the Description of Cell-Based Toxicological Test Methods to
Allow Evaluation and Regulatory Use of the Data. ALTEX 2019.
I conceived the ToxTemp together with Tanja Waldmann and Marcel Leist and I aligned the
draft to the guidance document 211 of the OECD. I wrote the manuscript together with Marcel
Leist and coordinated feedback from all co-authors.

Manuscript #3: The EU-ToxRisk method documentation, data processing and chemical testing pipeline for the regulatory use of NAM. Archives of Toxicology 2020.
I designed the figures and wrote the manuscript together with Marcel Leist. I conducted experiments and contributed data to the described case study, and substantially contributed to the
organization and documentation of test methods and data.
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